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I. To take an enthJ chapter for one pres'entation is
not easy: it'silikt ~Iking into a cafeteria with
all the food b.forr you - what must you leave off
with all of H ,eirtg good?
II. WeIll give veryrninor background, but will seek to
see saliant points of Phil. 1.
III. 1st I we I.ook at the Preface Phi I. 1:: 1-11 •
A.l:he Salutation.
1. Paul.
(a) His very name arrests interest as the author.
(b) Now a prisoner.
(c) Writing not so much for doctrine as toexpr~
gratitude & affection.
.
(d) In~e.
(e) Got gift from Philippi.
(f) We see his tender heart.
(9) Own epistl e - .1 st person sJh9l)tar.
(h) Two names:
Saul - ask, pray.
Paul - little.
2. Timothy.
(a) Met .on 1st missionary journey.•
(b) Mother Eunice, 9rondmotherbo.is.
(c) Saw how he was treated Gt ·PhiHppi.
(d) Left c Paul on 2nd ·journey.
(e) Bosom companion.
(f) Delicate mention of 2 names •
(9) Timothy from 2 GI( words :;; he who ~nors God
3. Servants.

o'f

4. Long delay of justfce.
5. No words of bitterness or complaint.
(a) Things don 't just happen to saint. They come to
results.
(b) ''furtherance'' - to cut bef:Q[e -like eioneers
cutting path in woods for army to follow.
(c) Note his philosophy of misfortune! - 6. No end of his ministry -kept going.
(a) Word passed around as to whom they had in jai I!
(b) What they saw as a retardation was an advance an acceleration.
(c) We may be chained to sickbed but can do
somethi ng for Jesus.
7. 4 results of imprisonment.
(a)' He had reasonable comfort. Life has both prison
(;Ind palaces.
.
(b) His imprisonment gave encouragement to Roman:
.,:
'
Christian.
(1) Many - literally - the most.
(2) Not'oIlChr. got· enthused - few heJd back.
(c) Some opposition from certain members of church
(l) Not;wrong doetrine but wrong motive!
(2) He rises above petto/& 'persooal piques.
(3) One thing mattered- the gospel was preached I
(4) No matter what in thetrhearts the gospel was
on their lips.
(5) God overrules ror ,the ultim<llh~\goodof His
chuf'<:h,•. '
·(cI) ,IIWhabthen" ... note.his afltitudel Whatever else
was wrong it was right that Christ was preached
f
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(e) It wi'll all turn

to~hi;s salvation.

(1 ;5al v. here means well-being.

Mk. 15:30-31
Matt. 9:21-22
(2) Paul never endorsed the factiohalist remember
but tol era ted them.
8. Results connected to prayers of his friends & the
agency of the HolySpirH.
9. Earnest expectation.
(a) Made up of 3 words: away, -.-the head, to watch I
(b) Turned attention from all other objects &
.ri veted on 1 thi ng •
B. His View of Death (21'-26) \
1. Gr~t philosophy ... sum of his life was Christl
(a) Ends conflicting aims.
(b) Restores harmony.
(c) Laurin Poem from Page 53.
2. Note phrase liTo Me II •
(a) Not true of others.
(b) Some.men struggle for other things - wealth,
rest, etc.
3. No distress.cas fo'ces'death. \
(a) Death gives what's desirable.
(b) Admits dilemma:"
(1) In narrow pl~ce.
(2) Between 2 ~lls.
(3) Can't move - heldmotion~ess.
(4) Hemtned in.
(c) Depart = unloose; as snip. He ihfrequenfly
usesnautkal termS

,

~
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C. Suffer as a Christian.
1 . We suffer in the place of Christ.
Col. 1:24 "Who now rejoice in my sufferings for you, ,
2. Agony - God's athletes. We show stuff we are
made of.
3. Chr. is life c a new dimension.
VJ-UJ.. f/vJ... 4 -~ 7-1,,)
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B.

II,

2.
person singular. He never
says
but "I" (Paul).
3. It is the mention of a great team.
4. Why mention Timothy?
a) Philippians knew him.
b) He was a splendid
2-

~.".~

c) E:'ml)01i11raging compUm.ent to
Timothy.

B.

.)
Col. 1 he calls himself an apostle
and Timothy his brother.
3. In Phil. 3: 4-7 Paul describes
himself.

6.

7.

needs.

8.

servants are
read;y>£te0Joo,w~Mtsoe¥er myI.~n'd

the"i'~iftgv'·'ehooses~,II>

c.

III.

9 . Only in Phil. and in I Thess.
II Thess. did he not refer to
himself as an apostle.

&

3,

3.

C~El'~~te·a

4.
5.
6.
7.
called Fountains,
8. Roman colony with all the freedom
this conveyed.
9. Church started about AD 50--this
letter AD 63 perhaps.
10. Internal evidences shows it was
written in Rome.

D.
o¥.erseers, inspectors,
s~~;r.tIJ,~nde:nts .

2. Gynonymous wiihC"\0!~r--all
different words describe the office-plfes'lfyter.

3.

Alw~XS~.121yral

and always

men.
4. ~~.'W~;¥flMRE§~;~~~.~t .

experien~

4.

IV.

Neely's Bend BC - 1/11/02
Central Pike BC - 3/12/02
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& Deacons
Grace & Peace
Remembrance

&

2

2 great
we examine these
Gospel
Jesus grow sweeter to us.
I!. Seven Great Twins
A. 2 great men: Paul & Timothy
1. Paul: apostle, preacher, writer,
servant.
2. Timothy: son, helper, servant.
B. Two Great Deities
1. God our Father
a) Ever existent
b) Father softens powerfulness.
2. Lord Jesus Christ
a) Jesus Christ
b) Christ Jesus
c) Mentioned 40X in Philippians.
d) Mentioned average every 2 or 3
verses.
e) Paul's life saturated with Jesus.
B.

b
c)

2.
b)

D. Two Great
L Grace (Charis)
a) Normal greeting to two
molded into one.
b) Greek
c) Basic idea of joy, pleasure,
brightness, beauty.
d) Beauty of a new relationship.
2. Peace (Hebrew)
a) Total well being, everything that
makes to man I s good.
b) Peace that has to do with
personal relationship, to himself,
fellowman, God.
c) Peace is born of reconciliation.
d) God must extend His grace
before there can be any peace.
e) Grace - cause; Peace - result.

a) He loves all--no faction.
b) In prison 4 years & still this
spirit.
2. Fellowship
a) Shares in common.
b) Those for whom he prayed closely
akin in determination & aims.
c) Koinonia - participation in
something with someone.
d) Shared a common possession-furtherance of the gospel.
G. Two Great Times
1. 1st day
a) When we came into Christ.
b) Our baptism.

4.
Love
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We do
We
1. We
2. We thank our
us the truth.
3. We thank
4. Here Paul thanks

whole church

II.

B.

1. Reverse:
"' ......... v ..... )
Jesus
(name)--met him
on Damascus
Road at Lord.
2. Uses "in Christ"--48 times in
Philippians.
3. "In Christ Jesus"--34X.
4. "In the Lord"--50X.
5. Thus see the converts had not
relapsed into idolatry.
I Thank My God.
1. Amazing attitude--enemies are
strong against him.
2. In prison perhaps 4 years.
3. Thank = like eucharist--refers to
a service of thanksgiving.
4. Note intimate communion with God.
5. Often in his prayers the 1st word
is thanksgiving--do we start our
pr.ayer with a request, want somethmg?
.

D.
Check
spiritual
4. How much
what
5. Joy
(a)
very thing
at a minimum.
(b) His joy not dependent on
circumstances.
(c) His joy unwaveringly felt.
(d) N.0~~<:l~~~nex~"!:r:al
cIrcumstances sUCJllrs

cornlOrCallds"afefy:"·

(e)

E.

Marvefou·s-··wnen" you consider
his being in prison, awaiting
execu tion ( ? )
Fellowship in the Gospel.
1. Fellowship (Koinaia) = to share
in common.

5.
7.
8.

F.

III.

1st
not
the sufferings.
2. Always a triumph over circumstances,
3. D a.:X!?l'2.!:~~~~~~!_"_ll1}J2!!§.!!L~s~tJm d
jug~m~l1CI~~t .
4. 1st day--when we came to Jesus
last day--judgement.
In between He loves and works
for us.
5. Nothing shows his haste, or his
being impatient.
6. He's in charge.
Of This I Am Confident!
A. Confident.
1. Good works started by God and
He'll complete them.
2. Insult to God to tell Him He can't
complete it.

c.
ever know.
2. Sin
be no
be
delivered.
3. He mentions d!!3L.~l!I'.i~L!lt
19asL2.OX_
4. Day Christ returns and Judgement
comes.
Neely's Bend BC - 1/27/02

A. That covers
work.
1.
2

3.
4

5.

thanksgiving--a
every
prayer.
6. Thought of them dispells gloom.
7. They were partners in the work and
remembered him with gifts, showing
love.
8. Thankfulness, partnership. doing
good works. Thanks in every
epistle except Galatians.
9. Even his stripes???
B. To all the saints in Christ Jesus.
1. All used repeatedly, no one
omitted.
2. Thus mentions church before elders
and deacons.

c.
verse

D.
L

2.

to
show
3. Paul's highest honor to be a slave
of Jesus.
E. Elders and Deacons
1. Only letter of Paul's where elders
and deacons addressed.
2. Paul's in prison kept away,
elders and deacons so vital.
3. Plurality of both.
4. No other officials named.
5. Only Pauline's letter sent to
elders and deacons.
F. His wish--grace. peace from God and
Jesus.
1. Same greetings in every letter
thus must be most important thing
for church to have.

3

• Peace thus comes.

II.
A
B

C.

common) .
4. Uses two prayer words:
(1) Entreaty of real need, urgent
supplication.
(2) That which I have asked for.
adequate plea.
5. Fellowship from first day until now.
6. All in Christ Jesus 87 times, Jesus
Christ 78 times.
D. What God's started he'll complete.
1. You are not fair weather friends-hold on!
2. See future in confidence--you'll
keep on!
3. Stay morally pure, above
reproach.

Bend C

9/27
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terms

curate

oj what
to--and what they themselves
in.-DOROTHY
WHYTE COTTON

HEART mSEASE- Church

A Johns
Univ medical
researcher
the incidence
fatal heart
frequent
is
as high as for men who attend
church at least once a week.
The findings by Dr George W.
Comstock, Prof of hygiene and
public health, were reported in
the In'l of the American Medical
Assn.-AP,1l-30-70

--------------~

I a person needs is a l i e common
sense, a knowledge
II, and a determination to
all he can to save
souls. Training in personal work so
you might develop a good method is
to be desired but do not let your
of Ilpol
II stop you.
There is nopossibUity

B.

C.

6 women and 2 men
the court house
the
Sheridan church.
1. Puzzled by Sheridan and Grant
in the deep south--Sheridan an
architect of lithe Burning."
2. Only couple with leadership--the
Padgetts faithful as the Zinns,
Marie Fike and others.
3. Betty and Raymond our teens
and preteens.
4. Betty and I unmarried and often
in Thornton home.
Things we learned:
1. Value of hospitality and how to
extend it.

love~-Thorntons

4. I saw how to take success

5.

and so
our
fortunes.
D, Blessing of sustained love.
1, Funeral of Brother Thornton and
I lost one of the greatest wisdoms
of my life.
2. Education and achievements of
children.
3. Marriage of Betty and Evan.
E. Success of Wilma's brothers and their
benefit to whole South.
1. Jack, chairman of Augusta's
golf event.
2. Only one of two pictures in
Heritage Center.
3. Called back to Sheridan as
church grew.

G.
be
2@
3.

code

. 4:4-7
H. Promises
Rev. 21:4

:27
Wilma Thornton Funeral

9/3/07

B.

c.

elders)

1. He wrote down what he
2. Prayerless = selfishness & cold heart.
(MacArth ur)
3. Kindred spirits in different parts of
world are able by their prayers to
send vibration of holy energy into
our souls--we make our supplications
with joy. (Meyers)
: III. Now See What He Wanted
A. Abounding Love
It-!
1. Agape
2. Love of choice or will, not via
attraction, emotions, or beauty.
3. He is tenderly affectionate.
4. Love wins many.
5. Abound
a) Grow
b) Overflow, wave upon wave.

l."p

B.

Note our
Approve
a) Assay metal to
and purity.
b) Know worth of money.
3. Excellent
a) "To differ" Ii th~~ to establish~Am
priorities. 'lY\ Nt~ Si~ &itCtJUl6t:Z' f!fVt
b) Not good or bad bU'l -better, best. .
c) Things that matter.
4. We'll detest anything that hurts or
offends.
5. Lay aside all that's not good.
D. Sincere. and Without Offence
, 17
1. Genum~ .
.
(il(t2 J/~}H,
2. From sIftmg gram (!II
.
3. To judge in the sun.
4. Pottery without wax.

0

E,
1
1

us
F,
Rom, 1:
b)

2

9:
2. Lawrence
s
took London
faucets to stick in desert sand,
G, To Glory
1, By Jesus
2. Glory sum total of all God's
perfection.
3. Excellency, integrity, good works of
man bring him glory.
4. God is the only God that's loved.
John 15:8
Elders,Preachers/Wives Dinner,Harding - 9/30/91

At the Saints and Sinners

The Modern Handbook of Humor

Liz Carpenter

un, n·s nomlng, Sala tne· dnvet. ···.rms IS oruy a one-ron trucK
and I've got two tons of canaries on it. I have to keep half of them
flying so I won't break down with an overload."

********

t
.

A gingery old grandpa who had just celebrated his golden
wedding, was told by a crony, "I heard all the women folk at your
reception talking about how good you are to your wife."
"Well, it's just the last forty years I've been that way," grandpa
confessed. "The first year 1 was onery. Once 1 even raised my hand
against her, and then couldn't look her in the face for a week. By then
I could see a little out of one eye."

********

the
hand
toured a number
and
returned and called in his coach,
you make out?" asked the coach.
I saw one team that went thl~OUll<h
untied and unscored on. The ......"'..,,,.,,
145
their backfield 135 I:'"eu.....",
"You didn't waste any

on

''But I hired their coach as your

;l

'..

telleptlOllled Ii friend. "How are you,
asked.
" came the
"My migraine headache is
my feet are killing me, my back is almost breaking in two, the ironing
is piled to the ceiling, the house is a mess, and the children are driving
me out of my mind."
"Now you listen to me," said the friend on the other end of the
line. "You just go and lie. down and rest. I'll be right over and cook
lunch for you and the children and get your ironing done and whisk up
the house a bit and watch the children while you get a bit of rest. By
the way, how is John?"
"John?" queried the complaining housewife.
"Yes, John," said the caller. "John, your husband."
''My husband's name isn't John."
ga'ped the <aller, '1 must ha"" the wrong numbe,," •

~

"'1[;;;''"

PA<m.

M~4

W/j£

~~
~
!sl!c.
~
rtjMg
h#t(~
~

1If!AJ,{.(raw

.

10 _

.... W\j

'V~

constant disorder
W in her sons' room,
a mother laid
EARY o~~

down the law: For ,every item she had
to pick up off the floor, they would
have to pay her a nickel.
At the end of one week, the boys
owed her 65 cents. She received the
money promptly, along with a fiftycent tip and a note that read, "Thanks,'
Mom, keep up the good work!"

'K

I

Lunch with Peg
were kids, my younger brother Alec and 1 used to
W spend summers
with our grandparents in Minnesota. One
HEN WE

memorable Saturday, my grandmother invited her best friend Peg
over for lunch. My grandfather, however, was not a big fan of Peg.
Before she arrived, he grumbled about her a little, ignoring the fact \
that five-year-old Alec was listening.
As we sat down to lunch, Peg launched intb a detailed account of J
a movie she'd just seen. Alec regarded her intently as she spoke.
After ~miniIteor two,he blurted out: "I don't see a blue streak
when Peg talks!"
-Ti~othy Smight
3448 Hill Cm:'yon Ave., ThousandOaks, CA 91630
~~

-.~-~~

-.--~-

ra-grng Mother
,X M:QTIWR, Agnes, and her aunt, Maud Harlowe, were shopM
, ping In M,m-sb<lll Field's Department Store one day when my

•

grandf~er ~vedtp pick them up. Unable to locate them, he d~

<;:,.ided ,toY, h,,'aV,:e tlIem paged,C,)'ver the speaker the shoppers heard, "
"Will Agnes Jackman and Maud Harlowe please go to the InformaI
tion Booth.''''
My rp.oth~r and her aunt, never having been paged before in their •
'lives, laughed:
"Imagine that," my mother said, "two other people who have the
Samtfrlafites we; do!"
- Debbie Sheldon
I

193 VE; Steams Ave:, Orange, CA 92666

L

B. In 01)!'
we have
standards - PG or· R
Finances sound to us

D.
I use
But

!

me it's either
• better,
or best as I want things that are
wholesome- but even that is too
low.
3. Our texts calls for the highest-it is the superlative--it needs to
be "excellent" - nothing less.
4. Let's study these words:
2.

Phil. 1 : 9-11

II

And this I pray, that your love
may abound yet more and more
in knowledge and in all judgment. "

5. If we truly strive for this it will
revolution our lives and make this
church superior,:

.3
v.4
v.
v.7
v.a

I thank God.
every prayer.
For you all
I have you
my
For God
my
all in the bowels
2.

you

pray. "
Are we
b Are we remembering all the
new members?
c) Are we praying for Norman?
d) Are we praying for the ones
Brother Smith tells us about?
e) Before citing Paul's specific
wish for the church - what
specific thing are you asking
for at Neely's Bend?
f) Do you pray for our brotherhood?
3. Now note his special things:
a) Love may abound.
b) More knowledge and judgment.
c) Approve things that are
excellent.

B.

ness
Unto the
God. WOW!
recorded

PauL

3: 14~21
CoL
: 9-14
I Thess. 3:10-13
II Thess. 1:11-12
2:16-17
3:16
above
Philippians.
C. Nothing short of spiritual growth
will satisfy Paul. "The fire of the
apostle never says enough (Moule).
III. Prays Love May Abound.
A. Love = AGAPE
1. Highest and noblest kind of love.
2. Love of choice, will.
3. It does not depend on attraction,
emotion, sentiment, or beauty. _
4. Love is the only solution to our
fracture and fiction.
5. It. is always abounding, keeps
growing.
6. Abound = overflow, wave upon
wave cascading like a waterfall
(Tolle) .

means, power,
on others
IV.

death.

and
A. Knowledge
L Good sense.
2. Advanced knowledge.
3. Real, full knowledge.
4. Intelligence, practical affectiongiving money to a beggar may
make him lazy.
B. Judgment
1. Disconcernment.
2. Discrimination.
3. Work for aesthetic--only time
used in Scripture.
4. Moral perception, insight,
practical application of knowledge.

v.
1

To test

3.
4.
B. Excellent
2.
3.

4.
but excellent ones.
5.
power.
6. Love is excellent priority.
7. Not just difference
and evil - anybody
but between better

lessons,
has a
between g'ood
can do that and best. .

VI. Sincere and without offense.

A. Defined.
1. Without deception.
2. Without hypocrisy.
3. Examine in sunlight and be found
without flaw, speck, or blemish.
4. Without wax.
5. Be transparent character.
6. Genuine

7. We are

B.
blocks.
2.

and
not
to make others stumble, thus no
Heaven.

3.
shocked by
morals and
tolerate its values and wickedness
VII.

Day of Christ - Fruits of Righteousness
A. Judgment
1. Live hourly aware of it.
2. Appear before Him without being
ashamed.
3. His return an incentive to right
living.

1 John 3: 2-3
4. Time of reward for believer.
B. Filled with fruits.
1. Gave so we can go to Heaven
and demonstrate Christ while
making the journey thus glorify
Him.

6.
John 15: 8

9.
VIII. In Jesus to
and
God.
A. In
1. Believer has no yearning apart
from his Lord.
2. Pulse beats with the pulse of
Christ. (Coffman)
3. Have to be in Jesus to be
fruitful.
4. Right conduct comes through
Jesus.
5. Branch must be with the vine
(John 15: 4).
B. All brings glory (doxa) to God.
C. God receives the glory.
D. No selfishness here - never points
to self, but to God!
Neely's Bend BC - 2/3/02

J

two
Second
II.

our hands?
Tell
Busby and West Texas
meeting when all curtains were pulled
down.
A. We plan a special day and it rains
torrents.
B. We plan a marriage seminar and the
city is put under marshall law.
C. Are we not asking: Who is God - the
Lord or circumstances?
III. See the status of events at Philippi.

Read 1: 12-15
A. I would have you understand,
brethren.
1. Heard of imprisonment in Caesarea
2. Later know about same at Rome.

5.
Can the power
the word be
human means?
turn road

8.
ments.
9. Note
B.

II

happened unto me.
1. Last half
Acts tell it.
2. Cite 2 Cor. 11:23-30.
3. Don't dwell on it, but rejoice to
see results.
4. It can help spread the gospel.
i. Prison or prosperity--how would
it uphold?
6. Ruin at Philippi - coronation in
Rome.
C. All adds to furtherance of gospel.
1. Progress is figure used in the
military.
2. Armies advanced, cutting down
trees and removal of obstruction.
3. "The cloud, while it obscures the
sun, sends down the fertilizing
shower. "

way.
6. Obstacles can be overcome
IV. See the

Results - Bonds
and Brethren are
A.
Bonds.
L

2.

Housed
at first.
c) Later rented his own quarters.
B. He sanctified the bonds by being in
Christ.
1. Three times says he was a
prisoner of Christ - not of Rome.
2. In his own lodging he could
receive all who came to him.
3. It became generally known that his
imprisonment was not connected to
any crime--only his faithfulness
in preaching the gospel.
4. Your attitude means much to
the qua.lity of your work.

hand
as ambassador
(
6:20).

3.

4.
5. News

can so use an
what can He
greater freedom?
to other places.

V. How does it affect my brethren?
A. Many brethren in the Lord.
1. This expr(;}ssion found only here
in all the Bible.
2. Note simplicity of brethren.
B. Waxing confident by bonds.
1. He inspired them.
2. "If he can do it there, surely I
can here."
C. Boldly speak the word without
fear.
1. "Mose" implies some did not go
with it.
2. We differ in our reactions.
Neely's Bend Be - 3/10/02

bad.
A. So

B.
Co

D.

E. Paul's answer.
v-IS "What then? Notwithstanding, every
1. Let's study this strange situation.
2. The end result will be a deeper
appreciation for the power of the
gospel.
a) The package is more important
than the "packager."
b) The gospel is more important
than the gospeler.
II. As the Passage opens we see the imprisoned Paul ready to express his spirit.
A. He is in bonds.
B. He's been assaulted by brethren.
C. Still he sticks to the Philippian theme-Rejoice--Phil. 4: 4.
D. Raises questions for me.
1. What does it take to have your joy
stolen from you?

4.

e) Success

III.

g) Good health
5. Absence of this, can you rejoice?
E. This makes us examine our own
attitude.
Paul explains the situation.
A. I would that ye should understand,
brethren.
1. Wants them to grasp the situation.
2. He is not discouraged so they should
not be over his imprisonment.
3. They must see the progress of the
gospel is not impeded.
4. Boice points out what adversity can
do to us:
a) Awaken us to needs & feelings
of other people.
b) Be instructive as we are molded
into image of Christ.

3.

b) Some

B.
L

2.
advance.
3. To me the meanest flower that
blooms can give
Thoughts that do often lie
too deep for tears.
(Wordsworth)
4. Repeatedly uses~ "brethren" and
"gospel. "
C. Bonds manifest in Christ.
1. His crime--preaching gospel.
2. Chained to a guard who is rotated
perhaps every 6 or 8 hours.
3. Escape impossible.
4. Privacy not existent.
5. Never by himself for 1 minute.
6. Complete absence of all that makes
life comfortable.

Lesson: whatever

D.
2. Bonds well known

and

Acts 28: 23-31
3.
4.
b)

a way to reach
guard.
5. See guard exposed to the faith &
brethren receive encouragement to
speak boldly.
E. Brethren Wax Confident
1. Who's responsible to teach--brethren
or staff?
2. Brethren will embrace some unsavory
actions.
3. Not all brethren impelled by same
motives.
4. Some brethren actually his opponents.
5. Wax confident.
a) Not intimidated but emboldened.
b) Earlier reluctant to speak.
Acts 28 :22
c) What we do in adversity affects
manx)~ others.

5.

F.

Word
. 3:16
Lord
Word
1
• 1:8
2. Extended
IV. All Preachers Have Not the Right Motive-Yet Good Results Come.
A. Some preach Christ even of envy and
strife -- v-15.
1. Do people see a secondary loyalty
in us?
2. Everyone not impelled by pure
motives, perhaps only God actually
knows.
3. Some merely pretend to be concerned for the gospel.
4. But preach right message: Christ.
5. May be selfish ambitions = to
work for hire.

8.

e)

Power
gospeler.
g) Listener
the
preacher's motive, thus
concentrates on the message
only.
9. Some of Strife
a) The church comes into being
because a number of people have
heard the message, the same
truth, believed it and accepted
the same faith--this is the theme
that brings them together. It is
not formed out of nationality or
continent but the acceptance of
the same faith. (Lloyd Jones)
10. Some of Goodwill.
a) Means satisfaction and contendedness.

down

other-

we

2,

b)
c)

PhiL 2:3
d) Proclaim with authority.
e) Contend for clear and definite
faith.
f) Gospel so important.
3. v-18 "I rejoice--the gospel is
preached. "

4. A Baptist preacher asked me
"what do you preach you do not
believe?"
5. I repeat, he preaches the truth
but his motive is money, acclaim,
laziness, pride.
B. On all of this Paul says provided
the truth is preached it will still
be effective.
II.
Cut to the chase.
v-15 "Some indeed preach Christ"
A. Paul admits mixed motives.
1. The mere fact a man preaches
Christ is not proof of his personal
salvation.

B@

one.

5.

in

c.
seeks the good
that belongs to another.
2 . James Tolle wrote well of this:
"Those referred to in verse 15
were not preaching Christ because
of any desire to exalt him. but
because of their envious and
contentious attitude toward Paul.
Because of Paul's success in
preaching the gospel, the influence
of those who hitherto enjoyed great
promise in the field had faded.
This was their grievance, they
resented his presence in Rome even
in chains. Instead of thinking of
themselves as co-workers, they
thought of themselves as his
competitors. They desired to

3.

,III.

the praetorian
and even the palace is impossible
to determine."
5. Strife is fractious rivalry.
D. Some preach of "goodwill."
1. This attitude implies a correct
one toward the Lord & Paul.
2. They want to see success through
endeavor of all.
He Reverts to Further Contrasts.
A. Some preach of contention.
1. It's illogical to conclude that those
who preached with a wrong motive
presented a different doctrine.
The difference is in their preachIDg
but not in substance only in
purpose.

4.
5.
who

6.

but

B.

C.

which I· take. II
Contrast with those who preach
sincerely.
1. Unmixed emotions.
2. Practice no error .
Some seek to add affliction to my
bonds.
1. They wanted to add more suffering
to Paul.
2. Vaulted their success over his.
3. Perhaps irritate Nero and his
officers against Paul.
4. They sought to steal part of
Paul's glory.
5. They could steal a march on him
since he was unable to go as
they could.

c.
Paul was set

the

the

oomes

heartedness and
trouble.
term.
IV.

A. Whatever you are chained to live the
gospel.
B. Never criticized by a better man-he'll help you.
C. Not withstanding
1. Truth so precious no man can
present any part of it and it not
bear its fruit.
2. Better bad men preach truth
than it not be preached at all.
3. Saw good in the worst of men.
D. Pure gospel will be effective.
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RATE
US divorce rate
not

monest.
From

BOB ORBEN: "The Ayatollah Khomeini is a good indication that we should never
underestimate any man who
gets his ideas from the 7th
Century; his methods from the
Inquisi,t'jon; and his clothes from
Fores{Lawn."
l"Q

'" "'" ",,::.{1 an
year. In
1 per
annual increase
Final 1978
available
early next year,
but the National· Center
Health Statistics estimates an
increase for that year of only
about 3 per cent. - Psychology
Today, 12-79.
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January €

"Our man!"
stands over against
as "inordinately eager
to acquire and possess." It reaches
after things of earthly existence. Jesus
"Take heed and beware of
covetousness; for a man I slife consistnot the abundance of things which
he possesseth." (Luke 12:15).
Jesus usetlcovetousness to describe
one···being consumed in the·pursuit of a
desire until it becomes an idol. Many
are so busy pursuing "things" they have
no interest in the

v

A HOOPITAL SCHEDULE

salaries
farmhands. It would
more nurses, would
would stock 10 mission
would feed 3000
! year
Our
is all

to communism." Duke

/ ED. "gift for~onJ.eone who
ev~rything?"¥c;tybe he'd~ik~ to
befhe first Qn the block\V.lththe
latest-2.a $600. edible Mon~l?oly
gatne>:made>of high classthoc~. la~e,Repre~entatives from NellllawMarcus,in DaHas, Texas, exBe<:t~d to sell in the neighQorhood
ofioo of the delicious sets.

261.

Positive Proof

~

A leading citizen was stopped by a panhandler. 11Usten,
buddy, 11 the leading citizen said, IIwhy don't you try working for
a living:? After all, work never killed anybody. 11
l1You 1re wrong, friend, II the panhandler said, "Pve lost two
wiveS' that way. 11
l1A Treasurey of Humorl! - By Clyde Murdock - Page 74

174.

Her Pastor

The minister's little daughter was sent to bed with a stomaehGehe, and missed her usual romp with her daddy. A few minutes
later she appeared at the top of the stairs and called to her mother:
IlMama, let me talk with daddy. II
11No, my dear, not tonight. Get back in bed. 11
>nPlease, mama. II
III said no. Thatls enough now."
11 Motner , Pm a very sick woman, and I must see my pastor at
once.1t
"A Treasurey of Humorl! - By Clyde Murdock - PP. 52-53

L

B.

L

2.
3.

2.
3.

~~~1ijon.
Hie7IOya4tY)W~J~l~;l.i~~pi~'7~t~Qil'.$ .
Sa;1;'¥7~i'i~;tl: . il$;.vi~Yiie~tt~».;~f,~is
st~~~;bf~!l';~;bT':i1f;t;llnd;;h~ingsa:ve d
fromdifatgr~i1'l.lff;ti&e.~$pe.t·~.$ ,·he

movee~7~~'~Mgli:,';~~}t1i'i·~1.

4.

F\l;til!f~·7".'W;o.t41l'Ot;jliff~~lhts

salvation.
5 .~~~~.:~~~~Y--we;lt;;~eing
now
In 'eternUY'.
6.

q~~i;;~5~~;;'~w~;;~p'Q'8i'ti0:n;woil'k

vation.
II

.;i\~t;'~'Iii/;~;:ff~'ti¥'ej

s.

c.

flesh that we
Spirit.
Earnest EXPQ~t~~~
a&b,~~d··

I

1. _II
2. Lit. expectation with uplifted

head and outstretched neck .
3.

4.
5.
6.

3,

E.
a
, be
to endure.
out
but a walking shadow;
a poor player that struts and
frets his hour upon the stage,
And then is heard no more;
it's a tale told by an idiot,
full of sound &; fury, signifying
nothing--Macbeth.

e)

!t'cs~ :th~ .roy.s*i~-'";.spends

time

mortifying the flesh trying
not to allow the world to
influence him or affect him.
f) H·~1»~nJ!s,tffJJ~eW--improving

the world, lifting society,
idealistic view.
g) Religious vlew--performing
reli;~trsj duties.

Neely's Bend BC - 2/24
Brentwood Hills - 3/6/02
Whites Creek - 3/10/02
. Srnithville h TN (BC) - 4/7/02
Berry's Capel - 8/28/02

crown

J

won it, wore
vows to live

possession:

. . . . The tide of blood in me
Hath proudly flowed in vanity till now.
Now doth it· turn and ebb back to the sea,
Where it shall mingle with the state of floods,
And flow henceforth in formal majesty.
r'

Slaves are
'!liS f,

. 1Jd~ *" ~" .

b.)~_~""~'"

c .) Mi 55
I S gone.
John 13:35
this shall all men know
d.) R_. . . . . . . .. , .. . . . .~_~
(Read portions)
e.)
he
led on God-not
volously.

e. )
f.) Poul rejoi ces in
to them.
g.) Reioicingis
'!Ld.. iIf 'ioming to

~~Jo..sl-'2;

glorying - rejoices in
nee he's in Christ.

fi cati ons Ii ke a di scarded chrysa
had
testimony to the fact that
suggests
to

mute
there,
Christians
is not
f

s

ce

D

"
His poi

t

scale

10
for a sm
from ill
10 - for a greeting from
100
for an
of names

s tt i ng nea

200 - for an invitation to return
~'for an introduction tOianother worshipper
2000 - for an nvitation to meet the preacher
Would you be interested in kn
what he found?
Eleven of the 18
churches scored fewer than 100 poin
and 5 scored less than 20. His conclusion:' liThe doctrine may be Biblical, the singing inspirational, the sermon uplifting; but when a visitor finds nobody who cares whether hels there,
he is not likely to come back."
How do you think we would rate? It is so Important that each of us strive
to make visitors feel welcome, appreciated and wanted. This Sunday make a
special effort to reach out to those you do not know.
--Dick Marcear
Amari 10, Tx.

Comment: The
this~ but our
courage their
them.
If a
and introduce

scriptures teaoh all in Christ are priests. We
guests may not. I will be very happy to meet any guests to encoming again.
It's up to us to make them feel our interest in
guest walks in without knowing anyone, take over as their host
them to others.
. •• CMC

I.

~

II.

IT'S A WIN-WIN SITUATION
Phil. 1: 21-26
Seldom in life do I find myself in an
absolute Win-Win situation.
A. It makes no difference how events
turn I'm a winner.
1. Vandy plays Kentucky.
2. Rain or shine. I love this class.
B. But with Christ it is absolute--to
live is Christ; to die is gain.
C. This makes being a Christian the
most wonderful thing in the world.
Let's examine some of its joys and
bemifits.
For me to live is Christ
A. Paul's total devotion to Christ that
events make no difference.
1. Goethe "those who hope for no
other life are dead even in this. II
2. Loving Christ we can always
express our emotion and give vent
to desires within us.
3. We can experience satisfaction.
4. There is a life that is not
transitory but is never ending.
5. For me to live is - - - ; ; - - - - - : :
Fill in the blank: popular, good
grades, a car, having money,
having fun, security.
B. Is Christ
1. No concept of life apart from Him.
2. Christ the center & circumference
of entire life.
3. Christ is the reason & resource
for living.

C.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

are
we ready
Consider
NT
gospeL
Only with Jesus do we get another
view.
Not talking so much about dying
but the state in which we find
ourselves after death.
To some death is a most dreadful
monster.
Charles Lamb quote.

a

whether he
IV.

C.
V.

In
A.

B.

does not answer every
personal feeling.
Feels he'll see them again--but the
one thing expected--do stand fast!
a Strait Betwixt Two.
Means held by both at the same time.
1. Like a man hedged between 2 walls.
2. Equal distribution on both sides.
3. So hemmed in he's stationary.
4. Wants to be free of prison of
stone & flesh.
5. Desire a very passionate word.
Depart & be with Christ.
1. Many meanings.
a) Break camp.
b) Release ship from moorings-loose away--always upward.
c) 2 Tim. 4: 6 same word.
d) Heayyweight that holds.

2.

Loose tent
and be
Jesus.
b) When see Jesus--no soul
sleeping or purgatory.
c) How long after death do you
expect to see Jesus?
d) Far better--heaped up words.
Double comparative--very far
better. Highest superlative.
e) Proponents of soul sleeping
argue that death in fact does
away with time so far as the
consciousness of the believer is
concerned. When he awakens at
the resurrection, no time has
passed for him.
f) I want to be with Jesus
immediately!

B.
C.

D.

to make.
7. Death best
but not
others.
8. Confidence means to persuade-after long pondering the matter
he feels it's needful for him to
stay. Thus comes a firm conclusion.
9. He wants his presence to result
in their progress.
I know-- I declare after consideration.
Joy of the faith--Lightfoot said faith
here is objective--that which is
believed, the content of the gospel-Jude 3 earliest NT use of the faith.
Stand fast!

Bend Be

~

man
and execrate thee,

streets,
nacle
, a new state
me,

c.

do not
it's from Paul.

D.

Made,".the.~~~ir(:L,(us"yaUy_sexual)

to
a ,pure word :--..
.•.. "..."";;: .."
E. His own desires are 'W$1*rtbalanced with
the needs of others.
F. Never far from his theme word "joy"
(v. 25-26). Their confident joy can
only increase.
II. Then he moves to his citizenship plea-v. 27.
A. I've told you how to die--now I tell
you how to live in a daily operation.
1. Their fortitude in face of death
made a great impression.
2. Proof the gospel has something
to offer.
'->"

OJ)

'®l:-

B.
L

2.
3.
4.

in
Heaven.
5.

6.
C.

3.
4.
5.
6.

becoming.
Means befitting, congrous,
corresponding.
Lit. bee oL~gual~ht--does your
citiz€nsffip-aa:au8"lo the gospel
you preach.
Conduct yourself worthy of the
citizen of the city.
They were proud of earthy
citizenship--be thankful similar
for the heavenly one.
It requires a tenacious spirit in
face of adversities.
He~~"a citizen of. heaven in his
con d~t:···~···~···-·-··· ................~.,..-.

7. Becomes--matches what your
claims are~··-··-·-"···_·M~.',""""~.'

D.

3.
III.

Thus
A. Whether I come and see
L

2.
3.

I

sure

hear

or"your~affaIrs

B.

Or

C.

1. We'd shy away from "affairs"
usage.
2. Be reverent, devout, thankful,
joyful, holy.
The absol~te :J.ecessity--~t~~g,~f1~t.
1. Determmatlon of a sol~ot to
move from his post of duty.
2. Exortation to courage, strength,
fortitude.

'PiTIr;-.l~J:.2

3. We are attacked
4.

i:r~.teJJ~(!JJ;lally,

ih!bli:tt~~rn'd .SCi:h~l~,!!£i~~y .

5. Striving--wrestle.

Luke
s Bend Be -

31

Funeral, Charlie Mae

.

i

-

~~-

L

(MacArthur)

2.
(Wesley)

3.
a) ~ti:~_~~;!~n.
b) BeG~t~~!*,!g&sp.el!'~!0f Christ.
c) S.ita~~klC~JiliP}~~~~fl.

d)

~:i!:~• •!il_~~1ifer
f~~. .~t!h!!!@f

B.

the g@spel.

9ii~~~;{~d~.

1·•

~~.'·~f~~,mr~liA

'~~~tf~~~g~.L·

2. They called themselves
1\cts 16: 20-21 {!Cl-~s1d-ifJ:P!;JI~
3. Th@ugh they were
R@me felt this their maher.
4. Felt they were a part @f R@me, sp@ke;
i1iiin, w@re R~~ss, used Rornati
t":s--nev"~jf_~t!ji:~ii""~"!!~i
.
nQ,i1\f~~,,~~4I~~iii:~retl.

4.

a political city therefore ases
figure of political franchise as apt
s~mbol of mgherprivUeg'e of
h~~¥enly calling. tWuest)
5. C
'" "~
'""}Iwe are
c~s its fixed location in
WI;I.S

~en.
~
hea.~lIJfitgin,

6. We see that we are
~ii:iil,

have

heavenly ~, r~y to
live a heavenly life in midst of ungodly people, t~ilriita
S~~ill sayeJbem. .'~

7 .,Q~i:gtti'ldlert,hs,u,g8iestsJl)embersh~p
jJ}";,~,,,~9~~e'Y:' wchich' confers special
ptf¥jteg;~~~

8.

10,
11.
the

12,
D,

2,
3,
4.
sion.
5. W~~~~~~_~r
th~mes

our calling.

U:::::::;;;;;::;;;~~UCh
as
0 believe,

..

2. Gospelis . ·toele

have no weight.
........$~~t;$the

3 .'Malfne~;i~f:;ri'~;~;i@: ';&.fW~i;"'~~~~·~~~~ )
. L.

4.

are

1. State
2. Our responsibilities
a
transient affair but a permanent
obli tion.
A
~an.

5,
3,

a)
b)

Eph. 6:13-14
:r
'". hI·I. 4.·1 ~
{~

not
Ihdivid·tfals{but knit in
ody.'
let misunderstanding jar
unity.

.~Jfft(l~rt.~'it~l~~~$;';~f;:dll ~l§:dt!iy

th~[
<~>

Ii.

Beville Rd..
Beach, FL - 1
92
:Funetal, Mrs.
s Carver - 1/22/92
Funeral, Mr. Fred Browning - 1/23/92
Granny White- 1/22/92
;ijendersonville church - 2/2/92
t'.1Flryville, TN 2/1Q/92
'jituitiVlgto n PCULfi,' SlvtevepoJt:t, LA - 3/1/92
iTfta.ining 60ft SeJtvic.e SeJtie.o,L.R.,AR - 3/18/92
:Plainview, TX - 3/27/92
~kyli~e - Jac.~on, TN - 4/6/92
Woodb~ne - 4/14/92
Pratt, KS - 4/20/92

At the Saints and Sinners party in Washington. when thenSecretruy of Defense Charles E. Will:lon. was initiated. there was a
skit of Wilson 1n his Pentagon office. An aide came in to say a life
insurance wet'lman was waiting to see him. "Send h1nlin.... said the
actor portra tng Wilson. "You don·t really want to see an insurance
wesman.
you't'- the surprised aide protested. "I certainly do."
said Wilson. "He's the only guy I've been able to find around here
who has a definite pollcy." -Liz Carpenter

fJ

do

B.

was
Colony never forgot
Romans--spoke Latin, wore Roman
clothes, called their magistrates
by Latin names.
4. Stubbornly insisted on being
Romans though far from Rome.
5. Thus wherever you are act like
citizen of Heaven.
6. In unity--bound together in one
spirit.
7. They were of one spirit, bound
together as band of brothers.
Their citizenship not easy to perform
as had adversaries.
1. In nothing terrified.
a) Word only here in NT.

2.
3.

C.

D.

4.
expects
, courage.
5. Strive as a team--stand side by
side like one man.
Note we have adversaries.
1. Never give up.
2. They may look like being beyond
'defeating.
Your resistance their judgement.
1. Your steadfastness causes pagan
to give us and see Christians
have something they do not
possess.
2. Evident token used only here and
Rom. 3:25-26; II Cor. 8:24.
3. It means a pointing out.
4. It's translated at least 5 different
ways--omen, proof, sign--it is an
in deniable manifestation of reality.

E.

F.
2. Strive as competitors in a game.
3. Lukewarmness is offensive.
4. Contend for the faith not a
fragment of it.
5. Very significent church--gateway
to Europe.
6. Put your heart and soul
enthusiastically into what you do.
II . You are called to suffer for Christ.
A. Paul's friends knew he loved them
and so did Christ.
B. Christianity is not:
1. A head trip but body and soul.
2. Not an individual trip but
corporation.
3. Not vague but Christ our model.

4.

5.
our

D.

(J

.• .

;r~{es Cif!prI2/If)P'1;PRf

Neely's B'nd Be (Part 1) - 3/24/02
Neely's Bend Be (Part 2) - 4/14/02
. Silver Point - 6/7/02

Roman

Tac
s
stoands
t
every
and noble
se. 1I But
has the oppos
effect. It
doors, arid
is one of its most wonderful bene
s
that s
John
life
come
have a
s you a
s a better future
1

The 21

spensable

1

--John C. Maxwell
es of a Leader
pg.41

able
B. Or
an

way you

2.

as

can

a God in

a doubt there
God.

C.

passage is the lattergreat ifs that aren't Us are as certain as things can be.
D. Let's look at them.
II. Four certain "ifs."
If) it
A. First let's see whyUthey are no~>
introduced.
1. Paul is expanding on exortation of
Chapter One.
2. He wants unity and he speaks of
four thngs that will produce it.
3. We've been talking about citizenship beyond the Roman idea. it's the heavenly citizenship.
a) Stand for the faith.
b) Be united against all
adversaries.

B~

Four
If there be

in

come to the
b

e)
f)

2. If
a)

b)

another and
them.
Parakless
call to
s
About this
there can be
no doubt.
Rather strong affirmation.
Some think this word could be
rendered exhortation.
any comfort of love.
"The Philippians had an
intimate, loving forebearing
relationship with each other
because they jointly enjoyed
the fellowship of participation
in the Holy Spirit." (Tolle)
Followers of Christ give proof
of their ardent love for each
other in case of distress.
persecution.

c

We work toward

Mutual
the
Spirit.
4.
there be any bowels of mercy.
a) Tender mercy in compassion
designating the pity and
sympathy we have toward each
other.
b) Action based on moral wisdom.
c) Everyone has some concern
about himself.
Rom. 12: 10 In honour preferring one
another.
Rom. 15:1-2
d) God wants us to reproduce
the qualities of Christ as we
live for each other.

show
as
complete a
that was lacking.
4. Complete his joy - (there is our
word again.)
5. Let your love be like Paul's, for
God, for His cause.
B. They will produce four positive
things.
1. They will be like-minded.
a) They will think the same things.
b) We find Christians that cannot
agree on length of hair, skirts,
sermons.
2. Having the same love.
a) Love the same things.
b) Love the same things, have the
same love to one another, have
the same type of love for the
Lord.

does
not appear elsewhere in the
New Testament,

as it
oneness
in the
church.
Constantly
on
subject--eyes fixed on all you
say, do, or intend.
IV. Now come that great instructions in how
to make our associations in Christ all
the more meaningful.
A. Let nothing be done through strife
or vain glory.
1. "Doing" in this text means to
think nothing relative to thinking
or feeling, rather than doing.
2. It's the thought or attitude that
determines whether an action be
good or bad. (Tolle)
3. The first thought is to abstain
from faction.

8.

the scorn
wise men
fools, the
of parasites
slaves to their own vanity.
B. Contrastingly use all lowliness of
mind as we let each esteem others
"better than themselves."
1. The man lowly of mind as to his
spiritual life is independent of
men and free from slavish
feeling while sensible or
continued dependence on God.
2. Corn that bends lowest is
fullest.
3. God chose vine, lamb, dove.
4. God spoke to Moses in a bush,
not a lofty cedar.

others.
8.

he

9.
, to be known
name,
listened to
or flattery.
10. Does not concentrate on himself.
11. Christian derence is the antithesis of selfishness.
12. Centripetal force moves toward
the center.
13. Centrifugal force moves to the
circumference.
14. How pure are our motives?
C. Look not every man on his own
things.
1. Greek word for "looking" means
give fixed attention upon the
desire or interest in.
2. Yet this prohibits our closing
our eyes to others.

8.

5.
6.
7.
Bend BC
s Bend BC

exceed

B,

s
households:

2:1-4
extremes.

III.

two

Cor. 12: 13"For
we all
1.
2. G(yv~¥Mttn;Z"
3 . . •II_I. .r~.
4. United with the Spirit w~llr'~H~.~e
!itwl~,"b~a.llAlI~'0~~~.

5. He is: OUl!4~!'ftest, QJJX'5S~r, our'

w.:~tt···;(!Q4i1,U;il·,lQ¥a,.me·'fki!4;ft~···is

present}.

W~:p.,t •.iJ::QU1

you.

the

3.

2. Had to be our way?
3. Any brother to whom we do not
speak?
4 . ~&;?,f,;;e~;;»f):\~, ~nt1)i~'t~~C'b - #4.
5. "W'h~p'@ople 'sl'eack 't'6"y6tiabout a
p;r;'~¥~IilH\l"e war" you' t~ll th'~m to go
aIld,Jightit.. Aitermy,experience,
Ill~Y~0C)me . .tQ·.. h&iewar",
War
)

Unity says
Unity is born of humllTtyw:
S01ruL.gu.~",~flJs~;"~~&at~.$,1i~,,.~%.;;fDan -Qlame<.~l,.(;)Bw.s~~y"el~,

they

3.

H.
own
2. Jesus our
example.
3. Shift attention away from ourselves.
4. II Y9:1*Afl~V~~~4~lf_,,~,,~zf~~tzday ,
e:v:~"i'~~~~D1l~~W~"~.n@'(f':your

mo~~;¥;,,;;'l3'»,~$"~*~~~~;"'shme;:
tb~Iil!~;,·~.;~~$<§;~'\4~;.t';;;~ver
ab~;;$

5. W
Beltline, Decatur, AL -

Maryville, TN - 3/3/91
Mary Jo Pullaro
(B~
Edwin Daugherty
(B
Cindy Lambert
(I
~est President - Greenwood, MS - 3/11/91

be

Commentator William Barclay wrote, "There is a st.~
in which (disunity) is the danger of every healthy church.
It is when poeple are really in earnest and their beliefs
really matter to them, that they are apt to get up against
each other. The greater their enthusiasm, the greater
the danger that they may collide."
FROM:

A Plea For Unity,

John McArthur. Jr.

j

I

I

Pg. 24

hl!.l~t""ll~d to the ':{lurt of Cyrus, and the guards brought
in his own
she tried to answer the charges
brought against her. but all to no avaiL Her husband, standing near, heard
the stern voice of the Persian
the death sentence. As they
were about to drag her away to
her, he ran forward and threw
himself down at the feet of the Emperor. "Oh, sire," he cried, "not she, but
me. Let me give my life for· hers; Put me to death, but spare my wife."
As Cyrus looked upon him, he was S(j t,ouched by the general's deep devotion
and love for his wife that his heart wl$ssoftened. He remembered, too, how
faithful this general had been, and he gave the command that the wife
should go free. She wa.,> fully pardoned.
As her husband led her out of theY'oom, he said to her, "Did you notice
the kind look in the
of the
as he pronounced the word of
pardon?" Shesaid,not see the fa{;e of the Emperor. The only face that
I could see was that of thel11an Who WIiS willing to die for me." Oh, when
we get Home. when we seethe face of the Man who did die for us, how our
hearts will praise Him! How we will
in His presence as we say, "The
Son of God .. Joved me, and gave Himself for me."

contentment Puritan
said,
who creeps low cannot fall
it is those who are on high whose fall bruises
them most. That is a good rule: do not promise yourself
great things. neither aim at any great things in
world."
FROM:

A Plea For Unity.

John McArthur, Jr.

some.
to
some. They could counted on in an
eiDef'gency • and then some."

Alloftmw..t\he~_mlik.

W&ltt ttl'" .dIl}'_~_ to

"\6 . \h•. · r•
.~

~$. Yet.,
.these thiw~ _

~eJ"
.
updBll~

tied ... Remember, joy is not in things,
it is in us. With and then some internalized- part of our everyday behavior
• we will give more, we wiU get mote,
and we will want mote from life! It will
be a life, and then some!
Richard L Weaver I
Professor. Bowling Green State Oniversity
Kentucky

f l~' ~HAO-'A 'FI1;'" LWISH ·FOR THE CHURCH-, WHAT
WOULD TJ-IA WISH BE?
Phil. 2:1-4
I. Surely all of, s have dreams unfulfilled.
A. Baptize more people.
B. Increase contribution.
.,
C. Get greater Bible School enrollmenf.•
D• But these things are "outward" dreams - Paul had
an inward one:
Phil. 2:1-4 IIlf there be therefore any consolation in
1. How many ever heard this voiced?
2. How many believe as for Philippi we con make it
become rea I at West End?
3. Shall we then study the dream?
II. There are Four If's.
A. Those lJif's. fl·
1.ff there be any consolation in Christ.
2. If any comfort of love.
'
3. If any fellowship of the Spirit.
4. If an~wels& m.ercJes. '
'"
5. Let's se~ ea~h' - because the. fulfillment of these
"Iflsllis
of the dream •

. BJQJ!l

t

.t;

. If

\ 1. This means encour ement in spiritual actj
Acts 9 :31 IIThen had e c
I I
•• walk
.2 Cor. 1:5 IIFor as the sufferings of Christ abou.~ in
2. What encouragement hav~ you, found inC.hrist T.
, 'do you get more somewhere ebe?
'8. ~eS eJ,()~r ~ ~ j:;
he:Mf?

S'hnwJ~ 4nti/ims

'.

\

/

JII'

r

1

2.

I

1. I we give prominence to small things, it weaken~I
a church.
i
2. How strongly has the gospel taken hold of us?

5. Jvo~-e il'\ t/w. botJ

tlJ

r ~ne£s .

i) i 1::0::31::# 51 "iU

D •. '

3P::::. [

1. This too (In' inner action.
2. Sphit reveals the mind ~'f God.
I Cor. 2:10 "But God hath· revealed them unto us by h
2 Cor. 13:14 liThe grace of the Lo.rd Jesus Christ, &
I Cor. 12:13 IlFor by one Spirit are we all bapt.
And have been made to drink into one s

~, ~ ~-fruds

&1 &I:;' sallii

pI- tiiJl!}.'! ().:JJ;;],z-~"!J

&iiiZU: b. C

1. Final of 4 things .that are to encourage 4 folfowi
things.
. '
2. Bowels = tender emotions",cmlrlJec;i ..;, he~yt
3. Mercies =compassion) -jD trtf,et$J
~J

I

'.

\
\

\

Ii
>lII

#J
't

1iIl

If/

\

4. 00 we feel a brotheris pain 8. need?

s:/J

III. Here's My Cup - Fill it Up!
V. 2 "Fulfill ye my joy.
A. It too is fourfold as were the lIiP s l1 - the fourfold
unity in Christ.
1" Be likeminded.
2. Have the same love.
3. Be of one accord.
4. Be of one mind.
5. But note the personal pull - do it for me!
B. Sholl we examine these?

• p 10,

l

n'

!

!

&

(a) Danger of disunity threatened the' fhil. church.
(b) When one is eager to carry out his own pio'1s he
meets opposition.
(c) Christ is projected as the Christian ideal.
(d) We are regulated by a state of mind.
(e) As Paul suffered to promote gospel what are you
doing? Bill *00 sgid "HIPS' to st"dy - legale·
to seatter. "
(f) ~metimes denotes act of undprstanding, or act
of will. Set affections 0)1 t~ings above (4:10).

_2(a) Sink jpdi"jd"SlisT ;-;
love.
.
...
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,
~

the 'ptbmisstp 9£ Gpmmon

~
~-.-~~

\

.."

,

I

•
"
"

..

-~-~-------------.----.-----~

(a) Sometimes unity is born of strife. Wolves are
united in a desire to destroy!
JilIn 1'1
(b) H~rmony - "'e are no1 all fl utes.
(c) Recognize various gift~)J~ ~ humoV/l'/l~s4
@)JJc,es ~(,t(' deef€ b
~ dY! ~M
eotrrhtt" (!If' &pih 'IUd.{ ffb3fl:&s I~ P{Q£l: u"f Io~,

!.l''1

s···,

sf meriln•

(a) Can your joy be full if anything is amiss in your
people?
(b) Could I say !litis just his tough Iuek?1I
(c) Do you have any ambition greater than
advanci rig Ch ri st ?

~) C~ (f"'- I ~3;h! -::J(! ffJ-r ~1 ~;~ ~

"
,

•

'

IV. Conelusion.A. If I have (1) consolation in Christ, (2) comfort of
love, (3) fellowship of the Spirit, (4) bowels &
mercies.
B. I should have: (1) likemindedness, (2) same love, ,
(3) one accord, & (4) one mind - Thus a united '
church.

U..w. ~ '1..~30-73

tnA..+hwvl~~-~

~~~..
-'~~JU.:V'ct/9-1'-71f
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is always
severest censor of
the merits of others who
least worth of his own.
-E. L. Magoon

SELF -UNDERSTANDING

~

'.

GOOD STOR..IE
Little Tommy came home in a
bad state. He had a black eye
and numerous cuts and s.cratches. And his clothes were a mess.
His mother was horrified at the
sight of him.
Then, with tears in her. eyes,
' } she rebuked him. "Dh, Tommy,
haven't I told you not to play
with that mean boy from down
the street?"
"Mom," answered Tommy>
with a look of deep disgust, "do
I look like I've been playing with
anybody?"

A Univ of Miami study showed
females exhibit significantly
more self-understanding than
males and more readily accept
their own weaknesses and
deficiencies. They also are more
reactive to their own feelings. Family Weekly, 12-17-78.

CARNEGIE
once was
W hich he considered the
d
k
ase
"d·t
most important factor ~n m us ry
-labor capital, or brams. <?arn~,
gie quickly
rep l'Ie d , "WhIch IS
the most important leg of a threelegged stool?"

ANDREW

reason
Avenue church.
salt
the earth~and
L

2.
3.
5.

some
our
closest
6. Favor with James and his mother
always fascinated me.
7. Loved going to their nice home
and hear the stories of the three
musketeers--Howard, Prentice and
P.D.
II. The older son, dying in his 94th year,
set a pattern.
A. Scholarship via Foster A ven ue to
DLC.
1. Unusual ruptured spleen at 12-might live to 16, you see accuracy
of forecast.
2. Attended Hume- Fogg, DLC,
Peabody, Masters from Vandy.

4.

Todd.

6.

7.
Terrace
Comma
B. Intensely
business and
financial affairs.
1. Led him to many gifts as he
helped others remembering his
depression years.
2. Meharry Medical, Nashville Union
Mission, Vandy Children's Hospital,
Lakeshore, Jackson Park.
3. With sister and brother-in-law saw
Miss. public library needs and
helped out.
C. Maintained sense of humor in spite of
many and long doctor visits. Recently
said to James as they looked at
lovely painting of home and lawn:
"If we sit here much longer they'll
have to mow that grass."

III.

C, Do not look out

for

own

D. But
the
others.
It
E.
God who is at work
you both
and to work for His
to
pleasure.
F. To live is Christ, to die is gain
(Philippians 1: 21).

TWO WAYS OF DOING THINGS
P,hil. 2:3-4
I. I guess we've all seen two wayS of doing things •
A. Right & wrong,.'
,
B. Hard &.' eo,;.
'
C. Yours & mine.
D. Also the Devil's and the lordi
,
H. To aehurch threatened c disunity Paul outlined two I
ways of doing things:
'
!
Phil. 2:3-4 IILet nothing
thru strife or vains
I
A. Wrong way.
'
!
1. Things done thru strife
i
(a) We try to
disunity caused by I
our loyal stand
i;ut 6@uld be self
I
interest I
,Jf'
(b) ReaU¥.9tlying thi
G·dG Flethll11§;thru strife.
Dismiss:
eVen,t
,
ei
.•Ut: I
.
2. Done thru vain~lorr.
".,
(a) »esire for persona{ ~eco~nition·.
(b ) Personal prestige ~~ erJ1t3ty gl.1y.
(cj T'his is to have yout ~,inlol') sought, known of
: .-11I0n,,' listened to, fcitrie; 'flattery.
(<6) IIV~inglGrious 'men aP:thescorn of wise men, "
.. the adfniration of ftIPb,. the idols o~ parasites,
& the klaves of thel,awn vanity. II Lord Bacon
III. Right Way.
A. Lowliness of mind.
' ..
1. How humb1e are we?
2. How pure are our motives.
3. Corn thatls fullest bends lowest.

.

1

,

'"

'"

'

40'

,
~ ;.

\

r 4. God ehose a vine, a lambla~dove - he spoke t~'l
t

Moses in bush not a lofty cedar.
\
! ~. Esteem Others Better Than Self. '
1. Man who1s gef:l~ous can't think stingy is better
Ii
than himselfl
2. Never asked to judge falsely--rather this isa
. teaching on humility.
.
3. It's a demonstration of respect - alX>ve lIun huh ll
& IInaugh.1I
.
~1.
It see your strong points - see his!
C.ro·~_1hings: of ~rs.~
1. Consid:,. the ideals & i:erfngs 'i>ro~;l
2'. Man must look to self also - you can subordinate
self but you can't i9nqf;l!.
_
3. Christian deference ·j'Sipnti:"thesij of selfishness.
4. C.ntripetal fOree mo}(~s toward center.
5. Centrifugal foree moves 'toward, circumference.
6. l..s active we ore, easier to ,quarreL
7. We cannot dose our' eyes to o.t'hers.
8. H~w do we-look at them? EnYlously? Unconcern
lnquisitively?
,.'
.
. .
.
9. Why look? God oomma'Fds it, mutual·need,
pleasure of Sharing', reword it brings, example of
Chris.t.'
"

i

.!
I

\,
\,

"

~I

III,

b)

.

~;~"iw:ith

God

It
was not necessary for Him to
S~*~A¥i§it~;c'!e~:Lz~inQthug it
and vl.~;~:;it~.;.l'QLit;;g{).
'~i+tke:;i~ig:l'd,.

d)

lM'~mtr1'lm'*;~M;;6:tt'~u'eh;;;t:rJPrlze
H~;~A;;N6t'.,.;;it:rwtft'~;)+rlm~\¥}f~;from

~;.

e)

D~~~~;lt~.;;di~,:,*~1a~

w~~mt~D'8t':i~~''';t6;:;filiff. It
would be robbery for mere man
to pretend he had this.

f)

W~.,mW!';"i~~;~~he.r's

I?;;'i!~;~~ij~tive .

g)

B

2.

'that

3.
4.
5.

was
not to hold on to what He had, He
ha~lk,,~,q,hQ~::r:,s,"3"fG9d,and did
noj£;~i')()ld them.
2. We now see the dQ~,,*t~;,,~ft,~ft' he
was to go.
3. Lay~"'';\06f)''Tt;;c·'t'we!''~~'5''of'''gf(jry 'td
~e*''ft%;:bl1

by :~

4.
5.

_p~~~}Ai-m?tJ~)J,,""y~'I7ifiYd~pe'n~nt
au.ooil?:itfY;'''~:B~J,it,,:fI!eel¥,.. Q,fy,ftis

own

v8'li~ien.

6.

~,iPfJ'ed*""hi.wa~J.L,~,,~,insigJl&ture

of''+m&je&1FT;''''6L.igh Hoot)
7.

is

w k~R:i~"i~s,>,~i~v<aftEi}vvofk1lserf .

2.

lVIorphe~~.~t~0:the

1fa.~~

3.

4.
5.

6.

~~~i'iiQi: nne

;being.
God, now for ..a
moment in history took

human experience
and
there.

~.rl~~f;~.A'~.J'. pr~iblems
"':Knows·· as been

4
8.

11

12.

a pe.rmanentone.
3. He became a r.~~l man likeothe:rmen.
4. ~Y~_.iJ!~~~~~tI;~~~:.a~to~her
to man to

5. C
r

F.

~~.~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~:-:::::

purely

eW.ar,c;}:,+ct:.LlJ:;J..

appeals.·te··the senses.

2. F~~~"'~~~lI;,;t~e"'.;I'l*wap,amode
as~e.".apfiP.ef!red.>.t~·>mall .
3. I
His
teaClflAll
4.
staftas.

5.

3.
m~

can
for ordinary
it is a necessity. (Coffman)

4. He's V'.~~~;5lai>edient.
5. E]I;tm~d"'~,ca,;,pUc"bJj~;;<e"llectacle.
6. HiQ,~;Q~';i~~~;'·'~fte;J;YttS'tice.
7. 2~4~t+~'~ff~~rtE!tt;;0wtftf;final
week'; "3*tzr ", of Mark"s;'l,fi:,:ol'. LtiR:e's ;
1 j;20'fJebn' s .
8. His death a S~~"OD<e.
9. Only !!I'~ and;&;~ts crucified
as
violent criminals.

10.
11. His most shameful kind of death.
12. Cicero "Fa~;/~';~e2.V'eryl;natUrl~ of
th1!fY~'S';;ffOt onIy'froIIl' the' oodies
of B~l'mm citizens, but fromtfie
imagiffation, eyes and ears.11

serve men.
He

he

to renounce all

He

sake

not

men

From FBJ:

"

His sUbjection to the law (Luke 2:21) and

to his parents (Luke 2:51), his low estate as a carpenter,
the carpenter's reputed son (Matt. 13:55), his betrayal
for the price of a bond servant (Exodus 21:32) and
his slave-like death to relieve us from the slavery of
sin and death, finally and chiefly his ·servant--life
dependency as man on God while His divinity was not
outward a manifest all are marks of the form of a
servant.

II.

ever made
reli$ti.on to the incarnation , death,
e:1til.rf&tl.on .of Christ.
b) Upon Uds helli base his appeal
f.or y.outebe Christlike. (Erdman)
2. Meyer13cilll's ita passage .of uneXilmp:led mat~~~-ry~"MC~~'~"

B. I.~_~~~ft~ude
w~

t
p

c.

lilllll'lllIt, "c",",w5.,,,'

~ment.

.'!iffi'

e

III o:!t~'r' lheYlkAssignment;

v-5 "Let this mind be in y.oU which"
A. I

B • I ~;tIi&r_'"'~~~-'~.on •
C. MIt8d
1.
lU"lIlit.~~~~Iim0'tmt'~~~"

IV.
a man
or

Image
invisible God.
Effulgence of his glory (such
a beam).
(3) Very image of his substance.
(4) Word was God--all things
made by Him.
3. Godhead troubles--but if God is
supreme He can have 3 forms if he
so likes.
4 . 01~:p'ki,~g'it~,~c"'h~et"~~H~};'&ha.pe ,
not;"i;m,'arti~&~lC;~~si:1J1~"i(g10TY •

5 . S.tt~'i:~*;,~:ri~s~j~;~~~t':"'not
ity.
B.
?
1. Ret;l\\A~~;;61_;;~*i!o~.~t;'iiv"'OO;t.(~obbery (
to ~t;i~~,,~wtfli"rroa:C'::le'i3rweforget i
w~,fj;.~.~. IS.

.

2.

go as a man & be perfect.
e) As at the supper he~~;,~ft'
~~~~~;it~jlit.1~j1i~i{ij~t~t~$& w~~4t·

f) Rol:m~~'

feet.

ly to

3.

a) H~t1{~~~~~d~~j;t'!:~§~~dh~ in signa of
his~~jmajesty ~
.~~~. ~.
.
b)

He gave up.
c)

(
(2)

'd~~_lln t

.

. ~
.
d) V,~~~lJ.~:j;!~l'0~ft:t~;.~~~i~:ar among'
$t~.

man--at

I

In.
In.

~·~·~~~'~t(~~~~O~~~~~~~Am~·~~~~ut,~~,·~~

ek;:Jl~)~_ _ j'~_"'~~l~t~~i!¥

die--

layi:~g;.·clown

His life for us.
b) Yet he hadthe .S\~~~!;jlt~fiht
to;~~~.~~1~ath, but didn't.
c)~~s

'(l)' ~~~wi~;Wm-~t':;&fpuifish
~~~;;;f6r worst Of folk.

(2) .~!Wi\:ifuir~~;:iiilnyou.
D~~~",;,;;~i{~;/a;~ItI'le'.;lik~~d';.t~;;;;iR~D~ijis5ftelilii"sed
Gal';;;i~i~;;};~l'rg~;r:i~;~.fi! .

.

( 3)

of G.

. ...!~~tIit:;llaHgeth It
;;fi¥"}lis llij'manit y
br~ght to abrupt end.

5,
&;

does
6

(7)

(8

He
no lower
us.
In the cross we see how
Us and how

(9)

(10)

(11)

IV.

coming to?
A.

1. By Resurrection.
2. By return of all power.
3.
B.

1.

~~21means

,;;,~tK)n,

~'ee, f_~.Te.
a) J~i.lmt:el,ctft~!

¥i:'ame.
c'ftm:JTe'g ffilership
so~~~eigm:t;Y'~'r9s1:ing on

b) R

autpQI:~:ti~· ·:power.

2. Heaven--angels
Earth--Humans
. Under Earth--fallen spirits, place
of departed spirits
D. E
.,iLord-al
kinds.
E. Gl'.~.l~~l!';~l~tI,,\~;r
1. God has put the scepter in his hand! .
.
2. Hlve we?
:Hillsboro - 8 21/91
Collegeside. ookeville, TN - 9/1/91
.Sheridan, AR - 9/24/91
P~ade6, Bhtminqham, AL - 10/29/91
West End - 11/24/~1
:M.·~aryville'j TN - 2/12. / 92 4/8/
~.~!ful1e

-

ac.fU 011, TN -

92

G. A. Studdert-Kennedy has a poem in which Jesus
went to Birmingham, England. What happened?

i

When Jesus came to Golgotha they hanged Him on a tree,1
They drove great nails through hands and feet, and
I
made a Calvary;
I
They crowned Him, with a crown of thorns, red were
I
His wounds and deep,
.
For those were crude and cruel days, and human flesh
was cheap.
When Jesus came to Birmingha, they simply passed
Him by,
They never hurt a hair of Him, they only let Him die;
For men ha.d grown more tender, and they would not
give him pain,

~------------~

I

I

J

They only just passed down the street, and left Him
in the rain.
Still Jesus cried, "Forgive them, for they know not
what they do,
And still it rained the winter rain that drenched Him
through and through;
The crowds went home and left the streets without
a soul to see,
And Jesus crouched against the wall and cried for
Calvary.'f '
SYMBOLS OF SALVATION - Don M. Aycock - p.I05-106

i

/

MEN
8

II.
fA.
B.

our

Jesus has done
undeserving us.
A. Found in Fashion as a Man
1. Jesus became something he was not.
2. Forever and ever He is God.
3. He emptied himself of this glory to
come as a man.
4. He ever exists.
5. Fashion - scheme - the changeable.
The form of God is the unchangeable.
6. He was Jike a King, put on
garment8 of peasant while at the
same time remaining King.
7. This was humiliating. Those who
saw Him s"aw Him as a man only,
not as God-man.

B/fw

8 40

gives in
5. Practices is founded on doctrine
and related to it - see subject of
humility.
Ever attitude of self-abnegation
Some saw Him only as a man, sadly.
"T hou art a
hast
devil?" ~!Iekk::d
He became obedient until death
1. His obedience brings our salvation.
2. Obeyed the Father even to the
extent of dying as teh sinner's
sacrifice at teh demand of the Holy
. lb.w and by the determinate fore1/ j) )~~nowledge of the law giver.
Acts 2: 23 "Him being delivered by the
determinate counsel.
We die because we can't help it H~ ':uec.ame. obedien,t to .death.
k/<:1t!'- r;ey

to /cht:? 'tlte~t

Ie? I..!,",' )

2.
Deut. 21:
GaL 3:
3.

4.

be anyone.
hath redeemed us.
death.

death.

5,

pleased
Isaiah 53: 10
2) Pierce hands and feet.
3) Extension and distortion,
of the body
4) Slowness of death
b. Shame
1) Scorn
2) Naked
6. Yet Jesus met it willingly, obediently
humbly, meekly
7. Cross the center of attention.
2/5 of Matthew
1/3 of Mark
1/3 of Luke
1/2 of John on last week

8.
9. John calls
John
John
John
John

but no

12 27
cause I came unto
1 Jesus knew that
hour was
John 17: 1 Father the hour
come,
1 Peter 2: 24 Who
own
bare our
10. Removes in
Hebrew 9:26
11. We do well tor ecall Day of
Atonement
12. Ark
a) God's perfect law in a cedar
box overlaid with gold.
b) His presence rises over it to
pronounce judgement.
c) Mercy seat is there.
d) Innocent blood put on it
13. Cross reserved for slaves and
criminals
14. Persians invented it.
15. Stumbling block and foolishness
1 Cor. 1:23 But we preach Christ
16. Greeks associated grace and beauty
to their gods - not a cross!

5.

E.
Greatness -

Ii (

so much

F.

love

3:16
Gal. 2: 20 I am crucified
1 John 4: 10 "Here in is love not that we
loved God but that He loved us
and sent His Son to be the
propitiation for our sins.
Temperance Hall C / C
8/11/96
Southern Hills C/C
8/14/96
West End C/C
8/25/96
Collegeside, Cookeville, TN

Crittenden Drive, RussellvIDe,KY
Pratt, KS - 11/24/96

11/10/96

11/17/96

:5~

L

bowed.
2)

D.

to the

I could read you
the past, present and
Jesus like these magnificent words it truly is awesome.
1) Called the great parabola of
Scripture.
2) We see the descent of Lord Jesus
Christ from the highest position
in the universe, down to earth
and carried again to the throne.
3) We see afresh the divinity of
Christ, His pre~existence, His
equality with God the Father, His
incarnation and true humility, His
voluntary death on the cross, the
certainty of His ultimate triumph
over evil and permanency of His
ultimate reign.

II. Not
is
hardest command

us.
was

v.5
A. We humans,
have

to

1)
2)

(His) mind in you. II
3) Not spasmodic, occasional but
constantly.
4) Jim Tolle described this desired
mind as one showing the loving,
self-denying humility of Jesus
"manifested in His coming to earth
to serve mankind."
5) We are constantly to have the
same disposition as always we seek
to serve our fellowman no matter
how servile and self-abasing this
service may be.
6) It is the altruistic mind first
wrought in the founder.

8

9

ever

the
others - however
may be.

11) Do we
and feel about
things as does the Christ?
12) Man is born into the world the
most helpless of animals and
likely the most selfish of all.
B. Let's try to put this in focus.
1) I am to think about you as I
believe Jesus thinks about you.
2) He proved beyond doubt His love
for each of us, to the extent He
died for us as unworthy as we
are.
3) Thought comes first, so if I think
about you-having the mind of
Christ-all my action, deeds,
behavior will follow in accord with
proper love.

III.

all the
he came
to

1) In essence He
God.
He
2)
cannot be taken
He could
the
3) Barclay said this describes the
innate. unchangeable. unalterable
characteristic and ability of a man.
4) "Form" describes that mode in
which the essential being of God
expresses iteself.
5) It is the expression of being
which carries in itself the
distinctive nature and character
of being to whom it pertains.
6) It permanetly identifies with that
nature and character.
7) He existed as essentially one with
God.
8) It marked the being of Christ
before creation.

10
1 )

12

God;
Jesus never became less than
what he
- God!

John 17:5
13)
state He
possessed all of God I s attributes.
If God is omniscient - Jesus is.
If God is all powerful - Jesus is.
If God is creator. redeemer,
truth way, life, the future Jesus is.
15) Of course He has always been ever in existence.
B. Jesus was, is, and always will be
God, Divine.
C. What He gave up to save me is
beyond my grasp - but I can thankfully claim him as my Savior.
D. We see what Christ has done and
the spirit He manifested - "go thou
and do likewise."
14)

II.

that was due the
2. We see the graded passage.
a) Essence.
, fashion,
b) Form is the permanent
expression of existence.
c) Fashion is transient, shape,
but form remains.
d) He emptied himself of form and
became a servant--like man.
e) See the height from which he
descended to be man.
God Hath Highly Exalted Him (literally
"exalted above ")
A. Christ is exalted to a pre-eminently
superiority to both men and angels,
and to all other things whether
animate or inanimate.
B. Paul cannot leave Christ on the
cross.

3. God
. Jesus
5. Jesus

C.
Isa.

:8

D.

that
my name
to no other. II
above every name

my

show
is sovereign,
rules as God rules, He
even
the smallest things, and one day will
subdue aU enemies.
G. Some have said this does not refer
to Christ, but rather to an eternal
principle: that the humble will be
exalted.
H. Is it not "Jesus Christ is Lord!"
1. He is Creator, Sovereign, Sustainer.
2. He can use his possessions as he
pleases.
3. He is no longer hidden, as a part
of the Godhead, but revealed and
openly rules in the fullest sense.
4. He is incomparable.
5. He takes over the Rulership of the
world.

compulsion.
3. Under the earth
a) Universal worship
b) Lost demons given acknowledgement.
c) Dead give acknowledgement.
C. Every tongue confess
1. Includes demons, unsaved also.
2. Includes every enemy.
3. Confess = to openly avow.
4. We see the praise and the thanksgiving shown.
D. Confess the Lord
1. Lord means R ulership .
2. Acknowledge his authority and
competency.
3. Lord always a title of respect.

E@

do we

the scepter
enthrone

Walter Hill - 6/30/02

have
most
means what are the results

A.

What has
done to us
event comes
, what are the
C.
seen Jesus
the
earth, on the earth, and
to be
exalted ~ what has
Because (
what
to me?

II. My beloved brethren.

A. Term of great endearment.
B. How do we feel toward the church?

III. Reputation for obedience.
A. Always obeyed in my presence.
1. Purpose of every Christian is to
obey the Lord.
2. Constant attitude on saint's part.
Josh. 24:31 "And Israel served the Lord

an . . ."

3. Christians seek to express the
character of God in all that they
do.

B.

more
L What did you do to be
2. Who has a
3.
4.
5.
6.
7. Can man alone secure
salvation?
8. Does the congregation help me in
this?
9. Are we to be passive or cUltivate
salvation's power?
10. Is salvation feeling, thinking
alone, or is their working in it?
11. Work means to energize.
12. Work out implies doing something
thoroughly.
13. It means to complete.
B. Own Salvation.
1. I must do it or it will be left
undone.
2. Shows personal responsibility.
3. Fear

God.
- must lean
power and
God works
us to express
and His
1. He
and the

2.

tense -

on

3. Always
to please God.
4. His pleasure our uppermost desire.
5. God at work in believers to help
them desire and be able to
accomplish what seems good in His
sight.

Neely's Bend - 6/23/02

Socrates

TOOLS 1 CAN'T USE

·

()

Phil. 2: 14
I. Some things are in out arsenal we can't use.
A. Nuclear'bombs.
B. Germ warfttre.
C. Soc the children of God - I can't use murmuring
or disputes.
Phil. 2: 14 "00 all things w/o murmuring or disputings
II. Let's study this verse.
A. Do.
1. Do is in present tense - means keep on doing.
2. Way to do it.
B. All things.
1. Do everything w/o complaints - (part of doctorin~
I'd like - some I wouldn't) •.
2. T()tality of precepts needs be Seen.
3.;4'11 stands 1st in Greek sentence •
.4. A II in cI usi ve nature of command.
C. W/0 Murmuring.
1. To mutter.
2. From cooing of doves.
3. Onomatopoetic word.
4. Sound suggests the s e n s e . .
I
5. Not loud outspoken dissatisfaction, but und~don~
6. Usually used against men, not God.
f 7. Secret conferences.
~
.
8. Sounds like l5raelites.
I D:Qvt.
32:5 '~they have corrupted themselves, theirs
It's a moraLre.bellion.
I 10 •.Means something:
.
~Obedience is cheerful 8. willing.
'II

19.

:

\

2
b.) No right to be gloomy or melancholy.
c.) Avoid discontentment.
D. No Disputing.
1. Means debate.
2. Doubt.
3. Inward & outward submission.
.'
~. ,I)pn't qt. God - be conf,ent c partial knowledge.
5. Same word for dialogue.
6. Technical term also - litigation, go to court.
7. Intell e.ctua I rebellion.
8. 0 bservations •
a.) Disputes bad - don't know when will end,
arise out of pride & ignorance, dis~l,lrb others as,
well as self.
•
b.)~!ve. c ~ng,er of.disoppating en~rgy on
I'

i

I
I
II

II

It:iIi±'
.I~'f...7'1
,~

mS!iJ nI fl. c,ontth,ngs...
..' .
i
JJ -,-". '''''. U
,-P_ U," , '"
. i-:'~If-?'i
~~~/~~ I
AI

I

J

\
\.

THE

A.
B.

3.

as
o~ediEmt

4.

ones.

H~~~T;~roYl1tty;to;be

fait,l'tfut'when absent above when
present.
5.

"YNDte~l1{)W

prac't'ft!atPtfaTIs7

g

B.
v-12

eta, duty.
an)

e eve

R~~ml;~¥flt'>'t;;;jtt'5't;'ttUlrrmr;fltt'dm

~y;;'~h:mfg:rr+;iS'''ffutffiaili1:arned
wi*'fi~lJ;,tdfmth .

4. W~-no~;not';W6r:rt;+ro'r+salvaHoii,bJlI
ItworK::Q~" a~:sQmelhing "already
enj~yed,

in part.

possessed in principles

NoteoWardty trembJicng, but
submission andl'"e'verence.
b) There ". ~re victories to be won.

we:<ifc'7tili~btirtg:'

~5

b)
c)

. Need

... ~,

a trembling anxiety to do
his holy will.
Be consciGus c@£ our own weakness and contiriual moral peril.
'r1+.1.1S see djvjne sovereignty
and ;liree·lvi:ll.
'+reaI't~'comes

e//!7&>1 11 /u::;

2. AU. He does spri:ngs'yftbnr'nis mercy
andg;race'am:l love.

· Her
her out, but
as Pearl
her
breath Joey said, "You are
a dirty old cow.")
3. Low grumbling Qf'B: man swllyed
inwardly by impatient thoughts and
4.

h~~&iings.
Di~fJt'~~'1'trtl:rmtrl's"c'omEttt)"'ttre
supi~e-""15re'aJf

dt§cussion .
B

otft> inc angry'

4.
is the constant
2. Flett.: tIIlfiess.
3. St. . . .'IPf~ss.
4. Co.~etness in ttreexternals of life.
5. Barclay said, liT. wop.' a]~~1i~s
wh~iWiC etnistiHIf' is!!!!!6 ~i()rld.
Hifil I },iii ill~~~~ffrrmne can
finQ,.,A;Q¥.ml'f:4'~tt';m"~e, or
wi~"etl"'+!~~N;hd'··fft'8:tt:;;"

It .§f!Pil1(Jrt'Wlmf,,~"liIan;~n is
~~d.

The Christian
life must be such that it can be
o~~aa,~~B.~I~~ice
to Christ .Chilililltiii:MB"tpUi U~"~~e
less i",~,§i,gb1""Q,f,,~..w~,
sin,C{uw wj:tbi;u,J"t~••".,a,wl.,;j'i,t;6to
sttWJ,1 UUil Ji'lrl1t~,~~d.

s~iy.
s~

•. ·

Barclay said it expresses what the
Christian is in himself. Iia.IIImftlt}
mGif![ilS GnmiM!Jti,! amnmft€l8ter''ll\if(,
mU. 80il willi. P uSl!lHl'fi:1I!68nwith

~~t==:: =:==e'Jlrf;:
aPt! ;
ac~litrclu 0

8",,*,1'

n, ,

5.

3.
4.
5.

words

01

:I'\'!tA'IKJ···IH·l' WORD OF UFE
I,"~: 1~-16

1. like all si
, J fiet rid of something in order
that I might
tnin",:)
A. Scrape s
. w~••
8 . Turn under . .
. so t can plant peas.
C. Remove filth so I can be dean. .
j
II. Our FhiHppian story has this same principle.
!
phil. 2: 14-16 tt[)e all things w/o murmurings and disl'~
A. I remove:

!

1.~.

j

a .) Mutter.'· -. cooing •.of doves - onomatopoetic word/
b.) $ec,etly,complaln.

2.1(1.,....
a .) f);~ I debate, doubt.
b .) Inte,Uectuq) rebe Ilion •

!

'

, c.fAl'luec God.
,,3.,.tlq •
a .)

',..,t
'*".

tense.
b .) Hu~· been & kee, on.
4: • 'AU
-totehty - it is lit in G K
5. lb., rM to be (:heerful, not di'sc~t.ft,t, "Of'
e;Wltt . . . .i. to ~e6te$s m«tteft.• , . .
I. ~r_ybe:
"
.
l.
' ."
I 0.) ." <:
r.
b .) Give WOt'ld no greond krcriticiSn1.
c.)~ 4ltuoltficationas an elder.

$8n"•.

2~.r~ed"un~dulterated, wine w/o, water.

·1

r

I

b.) Guileless.
c.) Pure, simple.
~
. d.) wlo commodities _)tl$ for (.. I. Jim A.dams sa
I
lots of honey isn!t - (all kinds real & emotional
, s.ome is molasses!
e?) Blameless & innocent - inside and outside of a
person. is O. K . !
f.) Song "0 To Be Like Thee II •
3. The Sons of God.
a.)~ - on my way to being.
b.) Haven't arrived - ~II 9rowi~g. Strives to be
better.
c.) Highest honor of life - theri loo~ like your
He~nly parent •.
4. wlo Rebuke.
_
a .tHreaching i:.'mounts to little u!:,less attended by
conlistent conduct.
b.) If can't convert, still can't destroy validity of
t~ac1u!~r. --,
- -----"
c.) Set good e~ampl.es; others 'Y!'atch.
5. Wh,;re, sa!':e ¥:~?
a. In the mUist.
1 .} Don't fi"e In isolation.
~~.) TliQNform society - dO,n'tconform.
3.) We Ore like electric wire - dead one given
power by fllive one! _
4.) We passon current.
5.) Live in the worl d but not dominated by it.
6.} Not of but.in theworld.

I

l

b.) ~~~~ed.

r

1.) Turned '.away
from truth •
$

3·1
I

2.) Bent frorrLirua..£orm.
c.) E.erverse naHon..
1.) Distort, twist.
2.) D~tion, horribly bent.
3.) Limbs'misshapen or mutilated, dislocated on
rack - are We on rack of sjn?
6. Shine as Lights in the World.
a.) Refers to fact of appearing, not act of shining. ;
b.) ~n, gppear.
c.) Luminary.
d.) Amid moral blacknesS - shine.
e.) Nete how one becomes a "star".Harmless,
blameless, wlo rebuke - pure &holy.

I

B..
L

i

....

2.)1.ight isnot diffused, but 'focused in Christians.
3.) Light of each individual meant.
C. End Resulf. .
' .,
"
,
1. Hold Forth the Word of life.
a .) Secular dOcuments offering wine to guests,.
b.) Offer.
c.) Hold forth as a stgndard bearer - directs, mar~h,
i Ituminates the way.
'
d.) Off....!"" salvation to a lost worJd.
(1) tio Id it out to others.
(2) Hold forth as trimmed ~mp .... nothing shades it ..
e.) Spiritual reproduction the responsibility of eve
Chr.
f.) Do it by Iett;rs , books ajven, lend ta~, ~.

"'X,''''''T'''\"~'~~'~''1''!f<""

,:~#<-

"

relate ~ri6nces ,.J'e<Kb~
2. That I May Reioic~. \
i
a.) "G lory in frui t of his lobo••
b.) To boast, glory.
\
c.) Joy to know our consistent
pipes good
folk.
d.) Church con render ministers fruitless.
e.} Ultimate salv. ,does not depend on Phil.
victory tho.
f.) Not gloomy or melancholy.
3. Inthe dar of Christ,:
a.) One day Christ reviews afl.
b .) J,u~ment comes.
'
c .) AII revealed then,.
4. Neither Rvn nor letbor in vain.
a .) JR.U" shows 'ene-.y.
b:), L~shows,toU$Ome ~ct •• ~~int'pf ~~MU5
c.) lunOl ~ft, met.nOfof 'PalJ ... ~' M ,enerEtY
&pt'IbtNiS of Ufe moving towOlrd olOcd.

me

d.) Vcdn ::: empty j .C'~_
~e.:..L 1-2S',:--71 .', ';1&,.-. ~
,~,."'~,
,

..

,

~I

f

"

\,

.

At his trial, Charles Manson is quoted as having said: l'Most
of the oeople at the ranohtb,at you call the "familyll were
just peqJle that you did not want, people that were alongside
the road. Their parents kicked them outso I did the best I
could and took them on my garbage dulJ"~,,""'"O'"'""~'"-,",""'",,,

Can I Talk to You? by Elizabet~§w~,-W82-8 .

the Lord.
C.C~~~~~~~·B~~m~n~m~

II.
• 2:14-17
II

. We see Paul shift thoughts from
church to individuals.
Loyd.asks us to consider 3 things.
a) Relation to the Father.
b) Relation to children of God.
c) Relation to the world.
7. D~mt5~r:(yl}tt"~~li>Slo~lftm:ize'l!l so
coriscmJJ!'I'?~1tB:ve·aS'<e:llr:f'Stians
a:@:d';!~~'i·\Yi~::.exceptions
l&,l';l •.W~~~~?~~f;·Y~

in conduct.

1. Half checked, half uttered

complaints.

3.

M

it
4. Inside and outside blameless.
E.

,,~iPmless

'

1. My life must not injure others.

2. Sincere, simple.
3. Unm~, unad~lli:rat~-K~~!ess.
4. Innocent=IiiSIde & out.
5. "0 to be like thee"--flharmless".
6. Lf~e a/!:gl~~ithout bl~m!~h~

,Fe:" .:Wi~~~~;~\1lf;b.if:Ihi~T'?e't';~roOketh
and perverse generation (with a twist).
1. Give world no grounds for
criticism.
2. l\i_~(;;,~~~",,~st~H:~~o~'e.€ti!€.itti6n not
yet,{"'~~eEi'0::Tlt';':gradually getting
th~~e.

3. We are in the world but not of it.

way
3. Light
teachings.
Shine in midst of a dark world.
'wor:d;:~r ·$i~ '.•
'. ';.' ...'c. ., ..".·'C· ... ·".. ,El
.I\~' .
ls;.i1i;'1lesflt;ftarbor to
shov{"way in.

;: ~;!:~~~~UX1ling.
4.

EV(;t:ryJ,i:y:ing._!hl!uL~mt~....to., pass

o~ .jt.s1!~!~E~::-Christians, ~1:!Qy.JSl

A",su..
5. Riv~~~.. :rlMil;<t.\ll'@,\\g,Q:<;lt;l;~~ 'Without

min;llllg'theii· .waters wfththem-flo~~Y~fll;PlJ.g;P.

,world without taking

its ways.
6. S~l)\i~Jl,r~l'll.QldIiiO~ll;\ll
e' '~:;~i~~~ti,~e:~ .~;~~imate
the attack.
7. Gospel is word of Life.

priest.
2. I am glad and
martyrdom brings joy.
3. Pours out himself for their faith.
4. Rej0ice;:; c~ngif:.t\ll:ations.
5. At return of Christ, he'd (Paul)
have reason to rejoice in them.
Neely's Bend (Be) - 7/7/02
Summertown, TN - 7/10/02
Cheap Hill - 7/21/02

s

B.

c.

D.

II.

king.
C. It did not bring financial rewards,
but hardships.
D. Both were Christians.
Let's see what Paul wrote about it.
A. Rather somber words from the
imprisoned Paul to the Philippian
church.
1. I hope--(more optimistic ;~ords
will follow).
I~r KI] v' )
2. Even for an apostle life is filled
with its uncertainties.
a) We need to maintain a hopeful
spirit.

ourselves

1:8
2:24
3:3
4:10
1:26
3:1
.~~

4:1
6. We need to submit everything to
Jesus and our kinship.
7. Please note we can cheer others
along the way: "I may be cheered
when I receive news about you."
a) wgL"Q!!!:J~m!!.~~~~_""gl~__!Q know
" of our behaVlor?
I

it'J r;4:;;. ::"l:t:~:'
':~1.'.!!4i~~'II"fH
it:
'W~,/$'j,'(r-t'

v~

,
<

.t./'
~~~,

A. There are
do and we have
to

cannot

2,

I make a
what I can't
reach. pick uP. organize--and
then he asks. "What else do you
need?"
3. Great to have one we can "send"tha t's God's social security
system.
B. Paul has some T. L . I S for Timothy.
1:1
(This in third person--he didn't
write the letter).
1. Paul says little about himself-note word "also" and "as soon as
I know how."

4.
release.

2:23

:~:~=:~.~~~~~~~=~~~~~~~.~y~_him.
e) No one
could
make such a journey. though
he loved Luke, Aristarchus
and others.
f) UmQ1h}L_.waa~Q!,.Qy.sm
character--in~1:l91!l:.§~_Jl.J2Jlrt .
g) They have had many years of
personal experience for more
than"-U!:::¥:e.a.rs .
Deut. 13: 8 "Thy friend which is thine own
soul. " ? r
Ps. 55: 14
d
t f·s \!.fll1t\
h) Paul's second self.
i) Timothy has won his spurs.
-.-.-~~--""-~--

)

Jesus.
we:
) Fun
2)
3) Future

Preachers need to care
the church
serve.
3. Timothy has
himself,
a) As a child serves his father.
b) They know the proof of hIm.
4. As a son with his father he
served. with Paul in the work of
the gospel.
a) I see signs "All My Sons."
b) Brown and Sons--but is it in
the gospel?
c) Hg_,~Jluld-.accepUn:y",$jnd of
~,"-,.">,,~ ==~''''''='''---===--~~~='''=--'--~.~

rigf1!~p!!~L~as~,gnment::::-j)~.or

litile.
d) Son lit.

"b~~full~L~horn,"
in.~w~ilJQc k.

born

5. V-23 lit. "this one."
a) He's the::~v~r'yone that can do
this job.

6.

he was
alw~a.:Z§L

cou:r'ls.
c)

AIr~of~!Lf:l"~{!!'~~."il1"_Jll~~"_"""~~"~"""". . "_and
should be prompted!l,ytl}e

energy~-niIs""orings::::'" hqY\T"gJm
life~tnus-"DEr-WronlfIrwe

in
d)

are

Tfie"Lord?·~-~"""···-·"···"···"-""·""""""-"

no"-·ii. :~-t"~"to

thEt_wHLQLiiod?
e) Wants liberty so he can more
fully s~rve the Lord.
7.

Look~Jiis.tant-

wh~~~

8. Do we repeat
Neelyls Bend - 7/9/06

tli~?tI

,

T • did .!

duty.
ours.

L
we
,\ I,
k'W!/O
oak View,
- /10/88
Neely's Bend (BC) - 7/14/02
Owen Chapel - 7/14/02
dr')
~

(;.11 17 / oOL

Moses, there
80but a commander
the words
the Lord UI!I,,~e"

ISN'T FOR

- James

P .122

a
a
store who
always
customers lined up
waitin~
her while other
salesgIrls stood twiddliQg their
thumbs,
";;2.The owner of the store noted
her popularity and asked for
her magic secret.
"It's
enough," was the
answer,
e other girls scoop
up more than a pound of candy
and then start taking it away. I
always scoop up less than a
pound a'nd then add to it." Good Reading, 3-70.

i

is "UJU";'Ul.IU);!
direct and
do about
of reSpe(~tHlg
thing, any pleasant
any complimentary thing you
hear about someone to that person. Pass it on within 24 hours;
otherwise you may forget it. The
more often such little flashes of
goodwill are released into the
environment, the more all the
pollutive emotions hf fear and
loneliness and hostility are
diminished . You'll be astonished
at how much better you will
feel!"
Dr. Norman Vincent Peale

Meek? I am so meek I never :
give a thought to what my share'
of the earth is going to be.
Jack Taylor
Columbia, Missouri,

f.) The

'fIjfn is riot a que,t;?", but

2.

J

r~ther in view of:

the fact.
g.) Stand fast in 1 spirit & complete my joyby
being of 1 mind!

i

<

i

i

"But I trust in the Lord Jesus to send TImoth
1. God's interested in my travel plans?,
2. God's concerned about my tears?
3. God can do somethi ng Qbout it <;III?
4. God is.interested in our friendships & trust ceac~
other?
5. Every plan Pau I hod is centered in Christ.
a.) Wi 1\ send Timothy if God wi Us.
b.), 'ICJn.
lit rrm d, i , U lJa;iiilUFua; c
thea"'" I,. 1& is 8thers .~rMou,le
c .J".:j'im. was sent on many missions for~lfL. The
.m.loge i~. safe'll hen Timothy deli~ it e.
Iy do we
~..'
(ilf God.
.
Ie. tb '
ve him there ore In
, 1. This is the story of EpophrQditlJS - stotts c verse

'$

<

25.
a.)fhl rln:
1"1 'I firU
bellE", msru,ier.
"
c.) Mj ndtesnd h 'rtf "m,tr .
<

,

i

:

.

UFllt

d .) Got homesi ck· -: longed for, you.
e.) He as soldier faced c;lang«s.
f .) He brought their money to Paul •. '
g.) Sickni,hunto death - Ell l'in In

hri.~.b.~

'

:J

£11 illt n •

"

~--~~------. ~~~~-----------~~~--------~----~
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.

3.
2. Going to sene,\hi m. hom&.

a.) WasH PI T:sf fhim' E
or~ly

b.)PeI$1
e .) Hi
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iil._

sent him.
:I.IIU,
fJ n r! 7 H 'lilt

IlllllS It
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t

:r

p

•
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fry Ms hLea.

f. hi II to 12 h.?me.

a.) h: 1113 IsStd - reu,rip'
ali F:idlidsltlp.
b.) ';\iil' I II :g IsdBess.
III would rather be eandem
hung if' knew
me
for a
me afterward,
tury to be nothi ng to any
ure II - From Meyers
(1) Anpu) I sh 'd d nmdbill '-fdo b/en l !
(2)
£ c§lets?

"ii,

el.comed because of his s(lcrifj ces.
2.) lor. JWIiJlttllsi1i ltl 1'71' hill II 's hulillot
1+14 8SUlbn WaiTior.

3.)RI,hlfslidspe.1 ilOUptili £111£ lito el:sell.
4.) leo.ders need to have given them the recOSJniti
they deserve.
5.)

,
lib fOJ Jessu: ilaliibleis Fs. @IIIUF..i
d.) If we love God, we are sensitive to other fo ••
e.) Fcti th, rove, puri ty are cementing energi es.
f.) TI.4ilzGFoll:c,
.J II
p2iidcea fa: ,sa aWn
Irre.hl4;:.s. .
. ( g.) rMUll diem: hi ,C61 I!II
~_I~i~I:_~~lltelJ •....

Jt.____
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Illustrated by Lucian Lupinski

he strange thing about sheep is
that because 'Of their very
makeup it isa1mostifuP9ssibl~ t'0r
themto be made/t'O Ued6wn unless

f0lffrrequiremeIlts are met.
Owing to theittifuidity;>they
fus.e toEe down miless they are
of . all fl;;ar. Because' of the
b6haviorv"ithin '1 flock, sheep
not lie downun~<iSS they are
fr0'mfriction with others.of
k'iuct.JHormented by flies or
sit~s;. sheep wiUnot lie~~~p:.Q~~Y(
wheu free of these pestscant~t'
r~ax. Lastly, sheep wHl not'Hed'gwn
aslonga.sthey feel in need' offIn:q~;I.
ing. fodd. They must be free frofu;
$unger.
Itjssignificant that, to:11>e at f€\St,
there
must .lTle a defittite·sense
of
":r;j~~\~'> "-,, - ". " --',' '_ ',' ,, ____ " _''- _','"
'_'::-;,'<'<: !7-i\y;:i:-:: ';. _, ">,
freedorn f 'r,0mfear, tenston; aggravatiousandnunger .. ti~';··
ik,'l<~.BCilGt 9fthe·pictute is·;tWit~lt
,P',<

th~~hee:pman;;'him$tWf w:I1f6(~a

vidCil release fronrtliu~·§e\anxieties. It
~Jl dependsup0n thediliJJeno~~f!~~.
own~r\yhCiltheJ;'ornot'\;lrs~~k;r~
free.Qi<i.j;~tur:bing<influeI1.ce&~!%.

When

weexami:tleeacllr.~~'lf:ese

f()\!:\? {actors that affect .she?;

f·

seMe.r~l~,. wewmlJ.FIfd$ll~tarrdv. ...>'5!
~~rt .the· owner . Play~ in tnelrm~ii:
Cl.:ge:mentis so tremendouslyirfi~or
t(l;nhltis actuallYhew~~tft,~~~s it

p,~§sible{or thenr .to 1ie~()~t\;~ to
res.t;torelax,to becontenf and
quietttnd flourishing.
A. flock that is restless, di'S~01I~;{(····'
tented, always agitated and disturbednever does well.
And the same is true of pe,Q,pJte,,::;';;}.·4;,

Editor's Note: This excerpt is from the book
A Shepherd Looks at Psalm 23 by PhiHi~
Keller, who is a shepherd in real life. It is
reprinted by permission of Zondervan
Publishing House.

It is not generally known that
sheep are so timid and easily panicked that even a Sit~~¥.ltackrabbit{,:.
suddenly bounding from behind a
bush can stampede a whole flock.
When one startled sheep runs in
fright, a dozen others will bolt with
it in blind fear, not waiting to see
what frightened them.
As long as there is even the slightest suspicion of danger from dogs,
co¥~tes,.~~\!:g~sj.·bears or other
enel\Pii~s,,::the;sh~~fj'siarid up ready to
flee.;(~t·jt.;b.~i'li:cliw:ss. 'Phs)' have little
()f, •.~~.~{tns;;()f,',sekf"defense. They
areheIples's: timi~r, feeble creatures
whose only recourse is to run.
When I invited friends to visit us,
I always made it clear their dogs
were to be left at home. I also had to
drive off or shoot other stray dogs
that came to molest or disturb the
sheep. Two dogs have been known
to kill as many as 292 sheep in a
single night of unbridled slaughter.
Ewes, heavy in lamb, when chased

by dogs
other predators will slip
their unborn lambs and lose them in
A shepherd's loss from

can be appalling. One
found nine of my
choicest t~wes, all soon to lamb, lying dead where a cougar had harried
the flock during the night.
It was a terrible shock to a young
man
myself just new to the business. From then on, I slept with a
.303
and flashlight by my bed.
At the least sound of the flock being
disturbed, I would leap from bed
and,
my faithful collie, dash
out
the night, rifle in hand,
ready
protect my sheep.
In the course of time, I came~p
realize that nothing so quietedal.{~\
reassured the sheep as to. s.ee me in
the field. The presence of theit
master and owner and protector pul
them at ease as nothing else couI~
do, and this applied day and nigHt.
There was one summer when
sheep rustling was a common occurI

unknown.

We live a most
lid'~'Any

hour can bring
~ster, danger and distress
from unknown nH"rtl_
No one can ten what a
day will produce in new
trouble. We live elt'l\l~>,;~'
in a sense of WU.''''h'V',
fear and forebodmg
or in a sense' of Oll:lMt':j.J$
rest.
Generally, it· ·is,~tjRe
"unknown," the "urlexpected," thatprod'lices
the greatestpanic~ft1s
in the grip of feat~t
most of us ate unable
to cope with the:etueI
circumstances and
harsh compiextties,J'}f
life. We feel they are foes
that endanger our tr~uil
ity ~i~ttfRlj our first impulse is simply ,,~~,:~~1!;Up and run from thel11 ,
Thelf~'in the midst of our l1liSf~~~l
t1;1n~'f;':~illld~enly comes die ·a~telllr
nesS'''th~~Christ, the Good'. s:~~it~'~1!
herd~.'i;there. It makes all thedtf2''';'
ferenr@~;.Hispresence

feren;~J:.ht on the whole scene."~ii~'
denly"tJ,ai&gs are not half so olack
norfl~.l'IY so terrifying. The'I}«tlooK +ehilhges , and there ish6p'e~ I
fin.d?'mJ'g'elf delivered from 'fear.
Rest'f~tuTns, and I can relax.
The,second source of fear £rubl
/'~ \ whici:)."the sheepman delivers;t.~
i
/sheep,;i~:,J!hat of tension, rivalrY8;~d
\.,/ cruel'e'ompetition within theflt)~~
In·ev'ery animal society, there"~s
establisbed an order of dominance
or statM's within the group. In ",·n""";,,,
ful o:f~hickens, it is referreda~
the ",p€~,king order." With catH~~f"its
is called the "homing order:;,,,?:,
Among', sheep, we speak of the
"bu~t:tfl'gorder. "
Gellcrally, an arrogant, cunn!ing
and domineering old ewe wilLbe

of this
tension
COlmpleuuon for status and selfthere is friction a flock.
cannot lie
and rest
in contentment.
and defend their
and contest
the challenge of the intruder.
Hundreds and hundreds of times,
I have watched an au~~r~.old~we,
walk up to a younger one that might
have been feeding contentedly or
resting quietly in some sheltered
spot. She would arob."·~fn:l!lc:lt,;tiLt
her~ea9:.<4i.li+te .AAf;~~.J:~'i4!:lld.aI\

proa~)~.q.th~i:··with:a~tiff~l~gged

gait,Allo:fUl~;w:as.sa~ingjn"l;I,~~~)?
tal,;abl'e;tef;ms~,··~fMg.y:e;';IiJ¥erl·Out.:Qf

m~ "i.~~J~i\!e;g;r.o:und;o:r;;else'! " And
if the other ewe did not immediately
leap to her feet in self-defense, she
would be butted unmercifully. Or if
she did rise to accept the challenge,
one or two strong thrusts would
soon send her scurrying for safety.
This continuous conflict and
jealousy within the flock can be a
most detrimental thing. The sheep
become edgy, tense, discontented
and restless. They lose weight and
become irritable.
But one point thata}waM~;ki:
teJ:'ested lllC vtlsry m~.3'~.;that
wheneV~J:l·~aPlelil,l;~.:view;'&ntJi;my
presence ·attraGted ·the~f attent~;';
the slJeepforgot ,their .. fa~~k'.\
rivalries.andst()p.p~dt.h€ir ·.f~gblti_"
The·; shephel'!!l's':p.Fes.en.cem~'e?d;

the· difJ:el'.en.ce.,in"t.aeirb'ehavio.r .
When· my eMes are on rnMMaster,
they .are notontnose around ?fJl~~::·...
ThisiBthe:place'.ofpeaee.
! ~!J) \
As is. the case with .freedQm.f~~~/
fea~. ;o,t:.~~atM~:ot;··.frh::tj:{11'I····Wttmn
theflock,·ihe·.{l'@edorng.f·fea:rft@5Mi:·
the tGrment.ofparasites an(.H\n~~s·
is. essentiiitl to.··,the ··.cooteRtmen~;£Q.f·
sheep. Especially in the summer,
sheep can be driven to absolute
distraction by nasal flies, bot flies,
warble flies and ticks. When tormented by these pests, it is literally
impossible for them to lie down and
rest. Instead theM are up and on
their feet, stamping their legs, shaking their heads, readM to rush off in-

is
the statement, "He ma::keth
It is not generally recognized that
many of the great sheep countries of
the world are drM.,··;.semi.aFid·~feas.
Most.;b(~~~,s .Qfsh~e.p flourish best
Therttre'susceptible
in
to fewer hazards of health or parasites where the climate is dry . .auiin
those.,$.3:rne&egi9cDS"·it&·,,j,s,v;neither
natuf.al, .ool:•. CQ.rnmaJlHt@;i;ind';.greel"l?
I'lastures. Palestine, where David
kept his father's flocks, is a drM,
brown, sun-burned wasteland.
Gnl;e~~a.g.j;lir~s,.di~,F,lat:,~~~h~~;

pen.h)'''ance.··@ree1'I;pa''S~~~
the;.p.~Llct·.,.;~):;tPem~~~;)ll~or ,

time;.afl!1,,;;&kilk).iQ;.,,~;~e.

Green
pastures were the result of clearing
rough, rocky land; of tearing out
brush and roots and stumps; of deep
plowing and careful soil preparation; of seeding and planting special
grains and legumes; of irrigating
with water and husbanding with
care the crops of forage that would
feed the flocks.
Attt)'f··'tt1i'!t;c'Tep'r~sen:te~'rremeli!

dotts·,toHaM4ssk4d}'J1!lI'l(j,·,ti:me...·t\ors,tfre"
eaftft:rt"sh'er:ffl~d.. If his sheep were
to enjoy green pastures amid the
brown, barren hills, it meant he had
a tremendous job to do.
But green pastures are essential to
success with sheep. When lambs are
maturing and the ewes need green,
succulent feed for a heavy milk
flow, there is no substitute for good
pasturage. No sight so satisfies the
sheep owner as to see his flock well
and quietly fed on rich green forage,
able to lie down to rest.
Beeause·"Of·'6ur·o:wft'perverseness,
we,ofieftpr'¢fertofeedontfl'e'ba~c,

groliftdofc,thewoFld' 'l:l.p<:>U11d'tIs:;;"·;

usedtamarvel ,.ftaw\Some:t1f'mj"
sheep actually .chQse..infexJor. f~
at times.. Butthe.QooQ;.Shepher~Hla~;
suppliedg.reen 4)as.tLlJ!:eS;YOr these;
who·oare to mo¥e·i·nonto·th'em and
theFe find pe.ace.andillenty', •

"
\

"

I.

the

to know two

men.

A.
esteem.
We learn

our

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

man.
men are false
remember
are those that
stand the test - v. 22.
We find good men desire to
promote the welfare of others.
Good news about good men
brought comfort.
The Lord is the center of
attention of good men.
Do not overlook the value of one
individual - he makes a difference.
Christ puts a value on friendship.
"I would rather be condemned to
be led out and hung if I knew
one human soul would love me for
a week beforehand and honor me
afterwards, than live a half
century to be nothing to any
living creature" (Meyer).

B.

Paul
A. It
L

2.
3.
courteous, tender,

B.

2.
Paul

, and
3.

involved
with evil.
b) We know !lis name, but not a
single Roman warrior.
c) They shared common dangers.
4. Your messenger.
a) One sent with a mission,
apostle.
b) Apostle only as he was sent
with a commission, special
orders, authority.
c) See: Acts 14:14
Rom . 16:A:'f
2 Cor. 8: 23
Acts 13:1-3
d) Gets reception and respect of
the church.
e) Mes~~le ..~jYl!§~~~~~~d~livered

it.

a

D.

others
regardless of cost.
2. W~_111lL2i_"hea.vjness t~QJJl

troubled) .
a)' Describes Ch~jat'~s_~agQnYJn
garden.
Matt.
Mark

~eJ

witb-Jl~,J[L_grief.

overpowered
-~~---~~..,

c) He agoni_~ed Jl,~..J!..,g!~~t~or
wrestled in the ampitheatre in prayer.
d) Killed witJ:Lgriel.
~.-'-'-.

l' l'e2t( lAe.l~v+

e)

4.
gives
own personal comfort.
5. God had~sy.
a) Not h~~~l~JLQY~~~~,!!Ii:r:,acle, but by
the ordinary providence of God.
b) What was pur.po.a~:L.~Lmiracles?
"A message with a punch."
c) Epaphroditus not a. 9,...uitter not sent back~for-~ihaf-'reason so
this tells why.
d) Don't drown in our own troubles
think of others.
e) Gam Q~I:§.j~I!!~:_J)'JLJ:H!~1IT~:Ll1is
life fur_~..Iesus.
f) We/~eed tQ ..bJLZllJllble~s~..for
Je~-':'~-"

g) It was a hopeless situation until
God ha~ mercy, showing
sovereIgn power.

know.

7.

8.

9.

sacrifice.
b) It's Paul's idea to send him
back.
c) Faith, love, purity are
cementing energies.
d) Note: in thlL~~Q~.=_Errulk
B ark~~sTall.1._~~.W1l.aL.i&- right
hand feIfowshjp?"
e) Le(gl~e.a~~reco:yer
your cheerf~lRess.
f) Holer·· such~in ~1JlatjQj}.··~~:nor).
He'd brought money then got
sick.
g) ThQJlgh~ll..L.lQJLed him, he
cmiliL!lQl. per form"'a--riiir acle to
sa'Le.-him
.
....,-'

7.
h) Epaphro,9itus was na easygoing
Christian. His faith made stern
demands on him. tbat called for
no limits of self-genial or
s~fice. He thought little of
his personal comfort and safety
in order to discharge his
responsibilities.
10. \Vd1a:L is meant by your lack ofi
se:r,yice toward. me?
a) Not a rebuke, but simply means
he was there to do what he
could--they were 800 miles
away.
b) Paul's not concerned with his
own comfort. -#cfJ ~. f(?c:,d.~
c) See: Luke 7: 2 'iTVLf' f
I Peter 2: 4-6
d) Work of a hi hly
e) Th~e sh<!J,lld ~ a bl!ffer of
grace between .-Christ's-.people
which enabled them to ..make
alt9JX,ances for each o.iller's
weaknesses and nee@ (Ogilvie)
Neely's Bend BC (Part 1) - 7 f28f02
Neely's Bend BC (Part 11)- 8/11/02
Concord Road - 8/14/02

simple: "Partner"
A'fJlIliIl~~l~~;~o

1. "~ed" letter as he started it.

2. NaffieWould awake great interest.

3.

PrisfJtlE~r~-~-~~~~~~~-~~~~-~-~~--

a) 5 9.I:.~_IDentjons.~chains:

1 ~.~.Jt.•~JJl.~~.i3~~··23.,-.Z2
b) Prisoner means bound with chains
c) Ftr§1~W.9rd_ about ltim§.elf is
pathetic. --.~~~~
d) Per.§.e~ted.~fox...righte.oJlsn.ess.~e .•
Matt. 5: 10
Acts 5:41

L

2.
3.
request.
4. Shows he is
request.
5. He I s ca, brother-- b"~~_~2~il)l~3'~1l

l!fj:llWt;rs .

'c£hc'~~

6. Only mention of him in letter.
7. We all serve as companion in labor-cm::.~~~~~~@r~pY .

8. Timothy had come at his request.
2 Tim. 4: 9
C • •_ . . .",
1. ~B;!k~lfl:'Ve~~\'!~'t'tfit%lt~re •

2. We gather he was:
a) FaH>~?~~)~~~(f6'.
b)~~.

c)

C~W~t¥.m.

d) a~~s.

3.
Cor.

:23

female in Christ (Gal. 3: 28) .
•~~~;;~~\9d()iI g for

5.

6.
7.

W_~;rl",~~t:>.pkst9'm'~ti:m~'S •slowest, but

~t1't''es t .

Th~~aY~al},knn~n~cR:~iP'~'l'J:a'me'''is

~4:~"s
~

,

f

F-m-~
~~'+~~-

1._i~~~¥~~}'

2. Note
3.
4.

there.

so, see the family.
since Christianity

5.

though imprisoned.
6. N:tm~'ID~p$,n1~~'t~Fi>~f't1)~:<hO'~se.
7. Term used:
'Phil. 2: 25

(a) Maya man use himself as an example.
(b) What advantages do you clai m.
3. Gain"is plural - Christ upsets life values.
4. World wants health & wealth - what about
making Chr. easy - water is warm.
D.V.8-14.
1. Pau jI s dream.
(a) Learned progressively.
(b) Recall now in prison.
2. Knowledge.
(a) How do w,e get it?
(b) This full & based also on experience.
(c) Personal, Decided, Rational.
(I count) Supreme (all).
(d) Note My Lord.
3. What have you gained in Jesus?
4"Note the two,,,"ighteol:.!snesses!
(a) 'oefine - rite relationship c God & rite conduct
(b) By faith - not asked to believe something you"
know not true, thus a delusion. Not creduli ty
" nor subjective.
5. Know him - as well as win, be found.'
(a) Power of Resurrection.
(1) Power to c!ie to si.n & self.
. (2) Note tlbackw<;Ird chronology. as res. meh)ioned
before suffering.
.
(b) Fellowship of suffering.
(c) Conformable to his death - bring to same form
6. Attain to the Resurrection. Literally"out
resurrection. II

\,

~.,

Col. 3:1 "If ye then be risen with Christ, seek those tl
7. Strong words:
(a) Attained.
(b) Perfect - God uses imperfect men.
(c) Follow - catch like a ft. ball player.
Pursue as runner on course.
(d) Apprehend.
8. Forget.
(a) What? - Joe Barnett wouldn't pray for lady.
(b) 'Runner can't look back.
9. Reach~
(a) Note' things plural - lot now & hereafter too.
(b) Omer Khoyam, liThe stars are setting &. the
caravan starts for the dawn of nothing. II
(c) Fixc9d consecration c solid commitment. Agony:
·of effort.
(d) Must run in prescribed bounds-&. tanes.
E.V.15-21.
1 . Chr. is consistent & expanding even takes eternitJ
to complete it.
i
2. Don't be legalist.
3. Don't be Iiberteen.
4. Walk = process in a row.
5. G race does not outlaw moral ity.
6. Do we affect the world or the world us the most?
7. Nothing can be will of God that is contrary to
His word.
8. 2 walks - believer & unbeliever - way man wal
determines hi s character.
9. Breaks Paul's heart to see enemies.

I

,;
\

10. World today - for sa" 8. sex.
11. We are heavenly colLny o.n eart;h.
12. Look = intense yearning/~eager waiti.ng.
13. Body.
(a) Body - soul - spirit.
I Thess. 5:23 II And the very God of peace sanctify yo~
I Cor. 5:44-51
I Thess. 4:17 "Then we which are alive a.nd remain sh~
(b) Vile - made low.
i
Lu. 1:48 II For he hath regarded the low estate of his hj
Acts 8:33 IIln his humiliation his judgment was taken d
Jamesl:10llBut the rich, in that he is·maclelow: bed
- (c) Subdve= qrrange I;Jnder one'sauthority. Set in i
array' this diso.rdered war!cl.
~11!} We ,have tocbe dlcmged. htbefore this 2nd .

.. :' lcMnte .

.

.~·~~S,"'3-7.c·,

!

\
\.

.

:1

II. Now I
you a chance to disappoint
me - what would you recite today?
A. In your list would the word "safe"
appear?
1. Your folk pray for your "safe"
trip_
2. Baseball teams delight in the
runner being "safe."
3. With today's market we breathe
easier if investments are "safe. II
B. But let's move to the religious world
(Barry Brewer told us the story of
the critical family with the little
boy's comment, "I thought it was
pretty good - they let us all in for
a dollar).

2 Sam. 18:33

"The
was much moved
went to the chamber over the
gate and wept. II
2. Story of Prodigal's return.
Luke 15:27 "Thy brother is come .... calf ..
received safe and sound. II
B. Could be physical.
Acts 23: 24 "Two centurions - Paul and Felix
safe. "
Acts 27: 44 "Some on boards .. broken pieces ..
all safe."
C. Could be froth.
PSG 119:117 "Hold thou me up and I shall be
safe. "
Prov .18: 10 "The name of the Lord is a
strong tower."

3.

Ezek. 34:

D. Could be
. 3:
II
my brethren,
in
the Lord, to
the same
to you, to me
but for
same

L

blessed truth.
2. Not

3.
Harding Chapel Speech

10/25/02

--t

I.

are some
hear the

B.

c.

II.

letter Paul writes
to
a close. Peace comes
rate soul.
1.
words
2. It's the center - as much went
before as follows.
3. Means in the final analysis.
4. Thus he starts a great chapter
for spirituality.
5. Means lias to the rest" literally
"for the rest," "what remains."
B. My brethren.
1. No class distinction in Christians.
2. Lets not look for faults, but
look for kinship - "my" brethren.
3. Christianity is personal.

III. Rejoice in the Lord.

A. Constant theme of Philippians.
1. Farewell, glory, exalt.

. 8:

Psalms 19: 8
Psalms 119:
John 15: 10-1

B.
2.

3.
delights in
goodness.
4. Happiness in circumstantial; joy
is the inner delight in the Lord.
5. Christians ought to be happy in
that he knows the Lord.
6. Joy the Christian's birth report.
John 17:13
7. It's the inner quality of delight
in the Lord - not based on
circumstances, unrelated to
adversity of life (Boyce).
8. Let your happin'ess be that which
you derive from the Lord.

Rhodes.

5.
6.
7. Yet a letter can
lost or
corrupted,
best way to
preserve truth.
8. To ...:yau···",,~_a][e_:r ...~~illeillbeJ~e.~Lw.hQ.
tl:u~YJ~·J:£L

9.

Wem~.Qeetrine

from

Go<L.=.-not-men .
IV. Paul, unlike Goldilocks, deals with
three ~j~;~~s.
A. We see him deal with Judaizers
saying circumcisi~m. (law) is necessary
to salvation as wel(11s··flios~-'Who
taugh!.. }?E!less perfection.
B. Be~r.~L-=:':.CQ.~~obs~Ixe-.an&·
avoid - look to - wat~.~::::;.· see.
---~~-".,~~==.~--=-"""=-==--=='"'""'~

D.
and these

them
three are

Three Bewares

A.

2

2.

...."'u,,'-' ,
degenerate(t'~UncIean,

moral

~the pariah,
streets sometime in ~~, in the
garbage dumps, snapping and
snaring at all they met.
4. Nothin~JQ~~!_th~I}'_~ SQ1!ltL_~
I Samuel 24: 14
II Kings 8: 13
Ps. 22:16
Ps. 22:20
Luke 16:25
Isa. 56:9-11
5. Deuteronomy speaks jointly of the
pdceQL~a dog, hil:e of a whore
(Deut.J!3: 18).
-~~, . . ,~.,~,.,-.

3. H'e'S

8.
9.

B.

4.
5,
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

11.

Beware
~~!:~t·
Fanatical, unbalan~d, can't tell
ffi~!:LI:CQ~:th<;~ whole.
Cranks - introduce false
They_catch every new thing and
vagary.
Hohb:xist - take one point to the
excTUsion of the whole.
Every teacher and preacher must
be anxious to listen to God; not
prQl?~!!te~wn Jmillion.
Sadly workers of evil when ,.he
thiI).ks<. <.:ll@'~~~!:~i.~~g.!J.g!!!~~):t:I~ly<.~.
Judaizers who pervert the gospel.
The bad workmen.
___

'~-,~"",~",-,u~'~~,_·~

~,~,~,O

_ _ """".~",__~,, __._~,_ ~~,~~,.~"___ '"_~,,___ '-

L

3.
4.
5,

6.

VI. We arE! the c:irnum~ision.
A. CWho""aie~thefrue people of God?
B. Broad-minded.
Ps. 34: 5 "They looked unto him and were
radiant. "
C. Word - to QJJ.i~nd.
1. "To' cUtaJ?21JJt(:L12,~gp!~' ~ . . ears so
they will hear the word:"
2. Not ·i~Iim.Q!rW~Ii1Qut reality;
ritualwitho.ut response.
3. Something more is needed than JOl
ml!l'k~Jn.Jli:e.'~liOdy~musChave·'a

certain kind of mind, heart and
character of life.

Deut. 10: 16
5,

7.
- Abraham's

8.

Romans
C. We worabip.~~4n~~rit.
1. ~Inspi!~~~;l ..,and_guided-b;Lspirit.
2. All tru~.. W.Qrf2hlI>.]:}~g!JH;L.within
the'~'soul rather ..than...senses.
3. Form··'of·wo~~hlp·Hff:iemor(t than a
physical happening - when told
us sit, stand, etc.
John 4:24
4. We do a servant's work, somethi,ngpr.ecisely dictated JIY.Jhe.··
Word.
......".-.~-..~--~~..."_ ..."
,,,,d~_''''~'~=~''''''-=

8.

D.

E.

3.
4.

that man achieves
aside from the spirit of God.
5. Vine gave fourteen New Testament
meanings for flesh.
6. No confidence in merely human
things - only in mercy and grace
of God and love of Jesus.
7. Self - not subject to God Isla ws.
Neely's Bend BC, Part I - 8/18/02
Neely's Bend BC, Part II- 9/01/02

'~ ~1IIIR:::1"

Phil.

3:2~

I. Two cOntrasts opcur . ' , , - ,
A. What others
1. Dogs. ,,~{
2. Evil workers.
3. Concision.
B. What we are.
1. Circumcision.
2:Worship in Spirit.
3. Rejoice in the lord, having no confidence in the
flesh.
11.. look at each.
A. Some are dogs.
1-. Judaizers.
2. All thesedescribe legalist as d~ tear apart.
,
2 SaM. 16:9 "Then said Abishai the son of Zeruridh uni
56:11 "Yea, they are greedy dOgs which can .nevel
I
3. To substitute rites for faith when not accompaniedl
I
by obedience & love is,to 01 row somethin$. to'lo-l
all meaning.
'
4. Judaizers boast in man.
\
I Gal. 6: 12-14 II As many as desire tb'make a fdirshew ij
5. This beware = constantly observe to avoid.
I
6. Dogs = mangy, vicious,hdlf stdrved 6ne~. Not
I
' mani cured ones.
.
I
I*: 7. They taught you must do something' Jewish to be I
a Chr.
i
Ii '8. Evi I workers.
1

.ire. .

'.-

'10.

I

I

r'l."tIieY·. . . bu'y.

f,

. .... , . . "
~i.,i}! •. f~.ht oaainSct G~el._~___,_

.~.

.'f~:,;J

not on me;

sent
us to
IIBut the ComforteL, which is the Holy

GhOSi

L

II.

deals
and values that
A.

he
had - all to be
B. He lets us see
the
and

once he
contrasts-

III. He has
rattled his
seven advantages that
Jewish citizen.
A. Then he discounts everyone of them.
1. All that were gains he counted
loss.
2. Compared to the excellency of the
knowledge of Christ Jesus they
are loss.
3. He has suffered the loss of all
things, but counted them dung
if he might win Jesus.
B. These contrasts we first want to see.
IV. Evaluating the contrasts.

A. All things that were gain I count
lost.

4.
in
counted, decided,
supreme grasp.
c) D~dsiJ[e"..Q~¥ietion born of a
life long understanding.
d) I ~£.~"~~~.. ~~c;Q!}~!E.si~!l~~!~9-~ ..!.
stiILj:h!.~~ .. ~l2.~ - not.a· decision
made in. a . . moment .. Qfjmp1:l1se,
it was a decision by which I
stand fast.
B. Compared to the excellency of the
knowledge of Christ Jesus they are
loss.
1. J ~~.~.. ~at '. .. ce!'.!I:l!!l:!..!l~~..essary ,
m.Q.!'?1.L... stable.
2. His life deeply incorporated in
Jesus.

Lord.

4.

• we
share the way
cross, his death and the
he lives forevermore.
e) He'n enlarge this
latter
statements.
C. He suffered the loss of all things and
counts thew d~~."J,~L. !yjlL!~...'
1. He wanted to know Jesus.
a) }:!i~.Eower.
b) H.is~suffering.
c} The results of that life.
2. He'd en.aangeredfiis"life for Jesus.
3. P.Jll1g
a) Vilest description of refuge of
anything.
b) Worst of excrement.

4.

5.

a

all

worthless.
(). What
he
see:
1) Rome in its glory.
2) Christ in the flesh.
3) Paul in his preaching.
7. Paul in this
d previous chapters
expressedt's
wishes: Know
Christ, ,wifP Christ, m~l!ify Christ,
be. gQufoJ!lIled to Christ, :r~<:ljQ!g~ in
the- day
Christ, and l.J~_J:Q!'ever
with Christ.

of

V

I

(~

Graymere, Columbia, TN - 11/17/02
E. Main St., Murfeesboro, TN (BC) 11/20/02
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e Ion in
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illion pe
around e wo ,
If you attend a church meeting without

of
harassment,. arrest, or torture of death, you are more
than almost th
bill
Ie in the world.
If you
food your
, cloth on your
a roof over
r head and a
to
you
richer than 7
of this world.
If
money in the bank, in' your wallet/.and
spare change in a dish some place, you are among
the top
of
world's wealthy.
If your parents
still married and alive, you are
very rare, even
United States.
If you hold up
r
with a smile on your face
truly thankful, you are
because the
majority of us can, but most do not.
If you can read this message, you are more blessed
than over two billion people in the world that cannot
read anything at aliI. .
When you compare our day-to-day problems with
bigger problems around the world our troubles may
not seem so large.
II
We are all truly blessed!:
cl

An Open Door
By
Bill Goring

I

While researching restoration history in Clay County, MiSlouri, I
found some very interesting information in the records of the Liberty
Christian Church, formerly the Church of Christ, where MOI8I E. lard
preached between 1853 and 1857.
During the Civil War, when Liberty was under the command of
Federal Troops, an order had been issued by the commander that no
public meetings of any nature were to be held in town. This included
services of the church. Dr. W.A. Morton. a staunch southern
sympathizer, was determined to keep theohurch doors open. The
first Sunday morning the order was in effect, Dr. Morton came to the
meeting house and opened the doors, preparing for the morning
service as usual. Word of this action spread rapidly through the town,
reaching the ears of the commanding officer. The latter immediately
sent an aide to the meeting house, bearing orders that no services
were to be held. The soldiers rode up to the church, found Dr.
Morton, and said, "I have orders from the officer in charge of this
community that there is to be no meeting here today." Dr. Morton
replied at once, "I thank you sir, but I have orders from a higher
officer than yours. to have services, and we plan to obey his
command." The aide withdrew and services were held, not only that
Sunday, but every succeeding Sunday thereafter.
When word reached other members of the community that the
Church had met, they too, decided to meet the next Sunday. This
group was restrained from meeting, however, because the officer
told them that, "If it was not worthwhile to have serviceslaat Sunday,
it is not worthwhile to have services today." Thus the matter W8I
closed, and the Liberty Church of Christ holds the diatlnctlon of being
the only church to have services during the period of occupation by
the Federal Troops.
If we were issued the same order today, would we too, close
our doors as some of them did, or would we have courage to stand
for the truth as these brethren did, and obey God rather than Man
(Acts 5:29)?
;

L

A.

2

3.

B.

show us the
of Jesus.
4. Values are established by:
Rarity. Quality, Contrasts with
other values.
As he speaks of the fle~h he will
establish his credentials.
1. We will see he enjoyed every
privilege a Jew could claim.
2. Barclay says he has risen to
every attainment a Jew could
rise to.
3. He knew what it was to be a Jew
in the highest sense of the term
and he knowingly, willingly
abandoned it all.
4. He will list seven advantages:
4 hereditary; 3 personal.

2,

III.

13 years.
2. See passages:

Lev.
Luke
Gen.
'Gen.

12: 3
1:59
17:12
17 :25
3. He was not a late comer to Israel-there all his life.
B. Stock of Isra~
1~ rev~~f_Is~l.
2. Stock = origin.
3. Not an Edomite or non-Jewish
stock.
4. Not a proselyte or grafted in.
but original stock.
5. Proud of his religious heritage,
religious knowleage & practice,
we'll see enthusiastic involvement
and consistency of life.

8,
Acts

: 12
9.

c.
3,
4
5.
6.
7.

one born
the
Land (Gen.
: 17-18),
First King, Saul, from
Also loyal to Judah.
Stood for stern courage.
persistent fidelity.
Mordecai from Benjamin (Esther).
Had a place of honor in Israel's
battle cry.

Judges 5:14
Hosea 5:8
(After Thee 0 Benjamin)
8. See the advantages of birth.
D. Hebrew of Hebrews
~1~. Bf>th Mom & Dad Hebrews.
2. From Hebrew parents thus he
retained native tongue and
culture.

5.
Acts 2

40

E.
2.
Acts 22 3

23:6
26 5
3.

ones.

4. Keep smallest
law.
5. Most law abiding sect.

F.

COE~ng

Zeal

Persec~!~d,QEurch

1. TechnicarTerm~1ike~zealot. _c_~ __ ._
2. Never ashamed to confess he

persecuted the church.
3. Once he hated Christ and sought

to obliterate the church.
4. Knew most intense & fanatical heat.
5. Adding personal touch.
6. Do we measure our power by what

we hate?
7. Countrymen knew I hated the church.
G.

TO}lchi~--1he righteo~~ess

th~:tmY. bhuii~1es~u~

wh!Eh in

~~_~~/"

1. As far as righteousness which the

law could produce he was blameless.
2. No demand of the law he did not

fulfill.

4.

6.

8.

lived the life we
to
live and died the death we would
have to die because we did not
measure up.
11. That1s His gift for us.
What V~E;Lllid.,lJe place on_'IJlis?·
A. SOme things cou:rrtedaS gain.
1. Gain is plural includes legal
righteousness and inherited
privileges.
2. World says gain is health & wealth.
3. Plural shows the proud and
jealous ,care with which the
religionist would count items of
merit and hope.
4. Gain plural; loss singular.
10.

IV.

5.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

values.
In storms
overboard and save
Loss
bones thrown out
to dogs.
Dung := excrement or garbage.
As a substitute for Jesus
are worthless. Every day of
reliance on them had been a day
of delay and deprivation in
regard to supreme blessing.
When he met Jesus all this was
useless.
Had to divest himself of their
clains that he might accept his
complete nakedness and humility
of the mercy of God in Jesus.
Abandon human achievement and
accept way of grace.
Dung vilest of refuge, worst
excrement--everything utterly
insignificant and unavailing in
point of salvation.

12.

a
worthless.

14.

v.
his cross,
poverty & his
and for these I have freely sacrificed
all I had from the world and all that
I could expect from it. (Clark)
B. Superiority comes through the gospel
of Jesus, justification through his
blood, sanctification by his spirit, and
eternal glory through his merit and
intercession.
C. Faith leads us to take what the
Christ offers.
D. No matter how moral we are, a single
sin can rob us of Heaven--need
Jesus.
NEe~ly'a.. Bend BC - 9L8/02
rIll, TN (BC) - 9/15/02

on
Ao Cover on a
B. On
Or
II.

I

does it
another.
B. He may

C.

truth on
or
but
another truth.
on one
another.

III. He has just rattled his chain and listed
seven advantages that were his :is a
Jewish citizen.
A. Then he discounts everyone of them
1. All that were gains he counted
loss.
2. Compared to the excellency of the
knowledge of Christ Jesus they
are loss.
3. He has suffered the loss of all
things, but counted them dung
if he might win Jesus.
B. These additions of spiritual value we
now want to see.

4.

any moment
be found in
5. Our lives deeply incorporated in
Christ.
6. We come in humble faith as He
has told us to - enter a fellowship
better than anything we Ive ever
known.
7. Jesus - his continuing and
constant presence a refinement.
8. Closer we are to Him the less the
room for dissension.
B. Not a righteousness, mine, of the
law.
1. Not secured by the law.
2. No claim due to my own doing or
merit, supposed to satisfy by a
legal standard.

trust.
5. We
God when
we take Jesus at his word and
accept what he offers - not by
works, but by grace.
6. Our acceptance is procured for us
by the merits of the redeeming
Lord, appropriated by means of
faith, as I accept his offer.
7. He is our propitiation, not our
merit.
8. Faith leads us to do the things
He asks for.
9. We want to be Christ-like.
10. Life requires faith - even an
airplane ride

A. That
may know Him,
L Note the order:

2.
3.
4, Know him is
decisive act of
knowledge.
B. Know
1. Personal knowledge - more than
intellectual knowledge.
2. Not knowledge of facts and
figures. but the personal
experience of another person.
3. We become one with him and
share his experiences.
4. Not know about him. but know
him.
-5. We know by serious study. by
intuition. by understanding. by
personally and experimentally. by
daily living.

The more we know the more
want to know.
author
9. We want
see
books we read.
10.
our hearts.

C.
Power
and
2.
said the
a) Guarantees the importance
this life and body.
b) Guarantee of the importance of
the body with the immortality
and life to come - because He
lives we will, his conquest is
our victory.
c) Guarantee of life beyond the
grave - the presence of the
Lord is always with us.
3. Clark says this is a peculiar
word for resurrection - used only
here - speaks of those who died
in the Lord and rise to glory and
honor.

person

as a resurrected
, even

D.
about
The
fellowship shows that sorrow is
better than laughter. Uninterrupted prosperity has a prejudicial influence over our
spiritual nature and tempts us to
forget God. Suffering purifies the
soul. In the furnace of affliction
the dross of earth is removed,
passions are mortified, pride is
humbled and our graces are
confirmed and strengthened.
Suffering draws forth the better
quality of a man. The seeds of
virtue germinate in the hot bed of
affliction. Suffering enables us to
comfort others, suffering prepares
us for heaven. The fire which

worse.
2. Do we bear a cross, do we
, do we count

3.
he wants to
4. He
wants

as

I Pet. 4:
2
. 3: 12
2
.2: 12

5. Expect to suffer if you follow
Jesus.
6. We see Jesus with patience under
suffering, compassion for dying
men, love for returning sinners.
E. Conformable unto His death.
1. To be pressed into the mold.
2. Complete conformity to Christ.
3. Christ died for others, total selfsacrifice as manifested in entire
life.
F. If by any means attain unto the
resurrection of the dead.

he

2.
3. Goal
4. The
Bend

's Bend

~

eternal

October 27 ,2002
Nov.3 2002

she was
2. "She wants to talk about a
- it was
matter
her death.
3.
knew to
to
in Christ.
C. His second
was robbed of her
great husband via airplance crash.
1. She finished rearing noble
children.
2. Some betook her quiet nature also
the fired vibrancy of thier dad.
D. Jim wanted around him Christian
folk - how good he was to them.
E. Quietly left us without moving the
second pillow.
II. I sought Jim's ability in many spheres.

A. In business he was a success.
B. In hospitality he was superb.
C. In politics he was astute.

F. In
G. In
a leader.
H. In

III.

order

leaves some
A. His Christmas decorations.
B. His home parties.
C. His growth of the church and all
things good.

IV. Let this console us.
Phil. 3: 8 "Yea doubt us and I count all
these .. "
A. Christ the superlative.
B. Suffered here - 30 operations
C. Desired to be found in him
D. Righteousness not mine - but that
through the faith of Christ
E. So he departs in his 84th year to
be with Christ - how could we ask
for more.

~'WMAfoNt' TAtNb ABOVE ALL ELSE DO YOU
'WANT TOfKN£)W?
Phil. 3:8-11
,

t

I. I went to .BJfOOdWay, (Lubbock) Outreach B~dg. c
Jim Moss ,¥ ~ ~i c - . asked the above of his 5th &
6th grade "ids-;
A. What would you have answered? They stayed
exclusively c the religious.
B. What they said on cold spur of moment was:
1. Does God forgive every time we ask even if we
keep sinning?
2. Where is Heaven?
3. Do angels fly?
4. After death,. willi be an angel?
5. When will Christ come?
6. If I die 12 yrs. old, will I be 12 yrs. of ag,e in
H~ven?·
'.
7. J~ everybody going to Heaven?
. ."
a.What does it mean to paveastrHt wJtnpu{e
..'
g.ofd?
9. WhClt dofJ.s Heaven look like?
10. boas my' sau I walk?
11. What kind of face will I have in Heaven? (I
asked don't you like mine?)
C. Chil eken are preci.o.u s.
.
J. Le.e Fowlkes told Meredith, nD.on't touebgr~~
motk'er1s pretty th4~$ on her coffee.t~I...... ~n
she says No, she means Hi Hke-a..;' .'
2. At 8rOQdway they totd a child to ~el1ave, .he· ,
didn't, t:ook him out <!t JackIe Sanders s(2,id he
y.l~tP I; _~',O:9~lt; $fYGhkme ... t,ell
I'm~orry •.~I

'.
\.

2.

3. One teacher was teach i ng the 10 commandments.
He was on "Thou shalt not steal." Fearing they
didn't understand, he asked, tlDo you know what
you do when you steal?" "Yea, run home as
fast as you can."
II. But what do we want above all things else?
Phil. 3:8 "Yea doubtless, and I count all things but 101
A. What does this mean?
.;
1. Dinsdale Young in his Crimon Book liThe Knowledl
of Jesus thrills the soul with a quenchless enthusi~
2. Matt Henry, IIA believing experimental acquaint~
with Christ as Lord. II
!
3. DeanVaughan,}'The superiority. II
Dean Alford, "The supereminence. II
Bishop Moule, I'The surpassingness. II
4. paul in a superlative says it's over "011 things"
Nothing equals.
B. If knowing Christ is superior, can this bejustified
1. Tq~knov.rJesus lets us see God.
In. 14
Show us the Father
I Tim. 3 "God, who was manifest
He that hath seen me
(a) Nowhere eJse'do we see God - above nature,
man, children's faces, music, friends, deeds.
(b) Godet, "Jesus Christ is God lived by rn.an."
(c) Do you want God at all cost?
This one thingt do!
.
v
(d) Lee Fowlkes story. I'-sk. ~f)It-- J,-ie~!
(e) Broadway story.- Tetf~.I'~ ~
2. It answers, "What must 1 do to be saVed?"
II

({

\

\.

((I) Origin of Fish.
(b) What else can give salvation?
(1) Human learning?
(2) Morality?
(3) Wealth
(4) Culture'
(c) Only in Jesus.
Acts 4 ~!2Ecc. 7: 12 liThe excellency of knowledge is that wisdo~
giveth life to them that have it. II
'
Isa.
II By his knowledge shall my rt. servant
justify many
John 17:3 IIAnd this is eternal life that they might
know thee
(1) Knowl edge of Jesus mocks death.
(2) Nothing remains but Jesusl
3. It..9iye~ gre~st ethical knowledge of life?
(a) Life's highest moral stan9ard.
(b) He exhausts the possibilities of goodness as no
one ever has.
MIa
(c) Abo" all others he went about doing good?
(d) None convicted him of sin.
~ 55
(e) Stealing story.-w1J;J c!r;'(M!c~
4. It ..eives a powerful influence.~ /)'Y-.rtL /)
. (0) Calls for my obedience
~lVlAiJi'nlr
,
Why call me Lord?
(b) Calls for my endurance
For whom I have suffered the
(l) Ft:Pm law courts - figure III was seni1;!nced to th
loss of all things, II
'

r

Je.d?

'-;'

i

\

\

4

(2) Charged c high crime of

~=ed

~II

foll~ng Christ I $0

~~

,(3)
guilty -:
things
from him.
(c) Calls for my sacrtflce as noth~ else.
C. What about you?
Have I been so long time with you, & yet thou
hast not known me?
1. In Christ do you see:
(a) God
(b) Grace
(c) Goodness
(d) G lory of Heaven
{~~)~I~·/O-1~
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New
sheet
"FooL
In a sermon the next
referred to the message
"I've known of instances
person forgot to sign his name to a
letter, but this is the only instance
I know of where the writer signed his
name and forgot to write the letter."

the
cotto. or
too loud:
A fipeselectionofwHd flowers
for . . tho~~ .. who claim they
worshiph~ttet ihthe.outdoors.
Stamp Out Stewardship . buttons for the ones who say the
ChUTCh is always asking for
mOrley.
TVdinnersfot th9sewhocan't
cOok an9atteIl<l ,~hur~p services
too .. Th~s,e~ill be hl1udy for the
Illemb~rswho leave. before the
last hymn to g.et to the

The church buUetin.poard
gave as the sermon subject
"What Is Hell Like?" Be}owin
sm;!l.Her letters. was theip"Uation,"Come in and Enjoy the. Air
Conditioned Comfort of QJ;1r
S;!l.nctuary." -LEO AIKMAN.
There are families who regarg
church. as they do apoUtica1
convention -theysendJllst one
delegate.-l,.OU ERICKSON .

.......-.....,.*,"""""t""~t;.;..-._u#.....,....;..,.,.-,,""'.•--~.-~~,-...

b )
c )

d.)

~

1)

e.

t:

dences our justi fi cation
(2) Assures our own resurrecti on.
(3) Let!s Him be the I
giving 2nd Adorn •
•)
Hingly bear your cross.
Question

A

a .) .&\Qney?
b.) Pleasur~ - Ii
C ) Fame - Sen
3. Hfgh -above our

on a ri ver.

-<~-<-«,<-<--

4

n

Christ.

at State Capital.

L

B. In

are:

1.

hold

3.

C.

D.

E.

F.

. Follow or
on
5.
Jesus
6. And
course one
II I If not someone else.
None of these are hard words but
ones we commonly use - and of
course we must see them in their
spiritual context.
Once grasped it makes our
Christian life flow in a living
stream of understanding and it is to
this end that we move.
In fact this grasping of what Paul
is teaching in Phil. 3: 12 he will be
moved to the singular "this one
thing. "
1. So we do not have options.
2. This is it, or we do not get it at
all.
Let's read the verse!

II.

he

4.

5.
B,

cause the

us
attained. II
L It is a position, he and the rest
of us desire to attain.
But we are not there yet, we
are still fully dependent on Jesus.
3. "Attained" our first of two vital
words, the second is "perfect"
but now we are occupied with
"attain. "
a) We are trying to grasp that
for which we have grasped by
Jesus.
b) Christianity has goals, purposes and we are in the
process of getting there.

,

a.

c) Coffman uses the word
"obtained. " He wrote, "Paul
never viewed the Christian
prize of eternal salvation as
being something that one might
get in any final and irrevocable act."
d) He further said, "The
Christian life is a race to be
won, a life to be lived, a
course to be completed, and
that no one ever had it made
until the probation of life was
complete.
e) Boice said it is an ideal that
everyone is expected to honor
but no one is expected to
retain.
f) He said, "Note Paul was called
by Jesus Christ, secondly God
has a purpose in calling him,
and thirdly, he acknowledged
that he puts an obligation on
him to follow Christ.
g) God's purpose in saving you is
that you might conform to the
image of His Son.
h) He makes a great sense of the
present demands of discipleship.

Cor. 8:9
sakes

11

j)

4. Our next word
Barclay says
to
translate.
It means
underdeveloped.
It
used for a full-grown man
opposed to an undeveloped
youth.
d) It is used to mean mature in
mind opposed to a beginner.
e) It's one who is qualified
opposed to a learner.
f) When used of an offering it is
one without blemish and fit to
offer to God.
g) It means a Christian fully
member of the church in early
days of church it described a
martyr. A man's witness
cannot go beyond martyrdom.

so.
There are several

j)

, runs ere
most offenses and
the remedy.
1) Remember the perfect mut not
despise the weak.
m) The weak must not judge the
perfect.
n) The weak are not to rend and
cut themselves off from the rest
or to be strange to them of
lesser dissent, but to be teachable, lay aside prejudice,
examine the cause of differences
and leave room for the discovery
of God's mind.
0) Paul is saying, "Neither at
salvation nor at the present time
have I been perfected, but
continue to pursue.

2

. 2:4
7:8
5. But this he follows after (presses
on) that he might "apprehend" or
lay hold on that for which I am
apprehended in Christ Jesus.
a) Sir Isaac Newton said toward
the close of his career that he
was but a child who had
gathered a few shells on the
shore of an illimitable sea. He
saw stretching before him a
vast ocean of knowledge which
his life has been too short,
his power too weak to explore.

, he had
and hencehe

c)

conquer.
are
from
- he always has the
advancement while yet
there is ever something more in
Christ to beckon him forward,
(B.I.).

e) Paul said "I would grasp that
for which Christ grasp me."
Neely's Bend B.C. - 11/24/02

the same.
we are

do,
behind and
things which are ahead. I press toward
the goal for the prize of the upward
call of God in Christ Jesus" (Phil. 3:
13-14, NKJ).
II. Let's look at it closely.
A. Brethren, I
1. Who should be more sympathetic
with your spiritual condition than
your brothers and sisters in Christ?
2. Do we as a family both by natural
blood and spiritual birth discuss
these things?
3. Do we respect the confidence that
is placed in each other?

whatever
themselves, I count not
to have
(as he makes

never be an
stagnation.
We must never be content with
any spiritual deficiency, but
always aim at perfection.
5. There was still much to "yet be
laid hold on."
B. But this one thing I do.
1. "This one thing he does is the
concern that shows it is the sole
business of his life." (Clark)
2. "The secret of all moral force of all
spirits of success of all reality is
concentration." What is concentration?
It's the whole of man gathering
himself up to a point, oneness of
of being body, soul & spirit--the
will, juClgement, energy in unity-and unity is the reflection of one
great God." (Bib. Ill.)

New Testament
translated. He must
. The
made. I am bound
shall
a work,
last as
as
the world stands. On the
most wonderful translation
Holy Scriptures.
4. Christians should be united in this
one aim.
5. As we bare with infirmities we still
help each other to be mindful of
our ceaseless aim.
6. Literally in Greek it's "but one
thing"--II1 do" is in italics.
C. "Forgetting those things which are
behind. II
1. He will never glory in past achievements.
2. He will never use any task that
he's achieved or any deed that he's
done as an excuse for relaxation
of the future. (~~r.clay)

8
9.

10.

11.

to reach as yet an unreached mark
makes the Christian
live.
W~t~.2Jl wrote discouragement is
the most effective weapon in the
Devil's arsenal.
He further said nothing can be
gained by dwelling on past sins.
The Scriptures cannot be rewritten-the damage can never be undone.
Y.2§ said "Forgetting means rather
he will not allow the past to
influence his present attitude or
conduct.
He I s forgotten everything of the
past that would hinder the progress
of his race and would dwell neither
on attainments nor past failures.

14.
15.
16~

God calls you to
leeks and
us,
18.
keeps the doctor
away--an
keeps everybody away.
19. The "good old days" may not have
been.
20. That which is behind is not around
or present.
17.

D. Re.?~lL.1Q~JJlil}g~~Wlli91'L!!~~~~~iore.
1 He is to remember only that which
he is still to do. There is no room
for a person or a church to rest
on past laurels .
. Reach--vivid word of a racer going
hard with eyes on nothing but the
goal--going flat out for the finish.

4.
5.

7.
deepen as

meets the ocean.
the lViission Board
he w§:§ .r~~<:!iFgo-ailyw here
p rO'ilid~td..Jt. .wa~forw ard .
9. Stir each other to this goal, warn
those that defect. A holy example
is a great stimulant to the saints.

8.

Liyings~rote

10. Pra<?!!E.~~

attainJJlent.
11. The exercise of power brings more

power.
12. I~a.:.•!p.~n ~J~~~_!Q..JW.·the will

of GQ~ .ll~ shall further know of
the ..Jioctrine.
13. Vincent says this is a graphic W!@Fld
for the arena, the body of the racer
is bent forward, hand is outstretched,
eyes fastened on the goal.

7,

says

16.

leads the hand,
some
you success
you have
If all your
life could be completed, what would
they be and what joy would it be
to you?
4. Is satisfaction an encouragement
to growth?
5. Has dissatisfaction crippled you?
6. Paul speaks of "things" in the
plural--what are the things for
which you are reaching?
7. Error comes as we look only to
the past, also when we look so
far to the future we miss the
immediate blessings that God has
in store for this day--am I guilty?
Neely's Bend Be - 12/1/02 (Part 1)
Neely's Bend Be 12/8/02
E,

III.

3: 14

I press toward the mark
prize of the high calling of
in Christ Jesus. II
A. He felt he must press on less he
disappoint Jesus.
1. Jesu§__haJl~1:~anL"f.or him - and
for ""us all.
2. He had a pu:r:pg~~"h~cWJ!ntell~"P-aul
to fulff1r.~--3. Every man is grasped p,y""~esus
If

fOr-some~-iirose~-~~"~C"""_C"

'_'CC"'"C"""""""""""p"~,"~,""p"~

4. He is in a race, puts fo:r:lhgyery
muscle and nerve to exertion.
5. He-puts=iYiii:jThJiJiQl~~=Qf""his
strength t<:>_~~i~"!!1n!l:ing.

10.
11.

runner.

B.
1. I t I S.Jl:uLiQ.§lLQL~!:ill",KJj,Q~!L~U pon
in ~l!!!::~~~L~~gliQn __~L~_g2-~J.
2. Livingston ready to go anywhere
provided it is forward.

C. Mark
1. Goal
- a mark for shootin"g.at.
'~~¢~~'~-"'------'--'--~-~-~~
2. SpirItual target of a goal.
3. That on which one fixes his gaze.
4. Used only here and in verse 14.
5. Other-fi.anSIations~~havegoar:~·····
D. Prize
1. Incor:cuptible crown.
1 Cor.
92:
2 Tim. 4:8

.24~;~~~~r~/jh't~ousness.

1 Peter

E.

F.

In~J::~st Jesus
1. He is th~"~.glttb.or.
2. One is expected to run the race
of life to the glory of God with
all the energy he can muster.
3. We are to conform to the image of
His Son.

4 • T?~ .becQ1!HL~C J}ri§l:Jjk~js.~t~·

wgr1!l Y.Kq~_Q£..!l:~Jj.f~!i!!l.~~gQmrni tment as we run with maximum
e:ffor~·-····~·-~·~··-~~·-·~~····~··

"-=----

5. He never actually reaches the goal
of sinless perfection and absolute
Christ-likeness.
6. We will never deserve eternal
salvation.

Savior.

me to do

is

1. f think there is.

2. , beHeve;

• PH dtetwo

Scriptures to suggest it.
ur first Scripture is Phil. 3:13-21.
A. There is a certain gool.
1. It is not yet apprehended •
a) Paul said this - weld cry out to that man
"yes you have U •
b) True held accomplished some things but not all.
c) He has not arrived after 25 years.
d} Apprehend = grasp, take hold.

I
(a)
qui ng.
(b) 2 out of 3 preachers experience
anguish, worry I bewi Iderment I fear,
a Ii enation •
.
(c) Most stay Iess than. 2 years.
(d) Wh y burn out? - doubt effectiveness or crisis in faith 2 prominent
ones.
(e) They are in IIpeople work II. 112~
1fPeople servers" have highest rate
of suicide.
(f) Elders feel it - no one cares about
me, we get little support, we go
thru moti ons •
(g) Kindergarten - I'm a people.
(11) Peale clip of Emerson - '3

n

off course.
c) Bishop Malone article. #5
d) Knowle<:4Je increQse card. *6
e) Comphell card. 17
f) nThis is my way
What is your wa y?
The way doesn't exist ll • Friedrick
Nietzsche
C. Two Examples
1. Be followers together of me.
a) Many are doing it.
b) Keep your eyes on these.
c) IIWalk" is a symbol of the whole way
of living.

&
a great end!
a) Conversation (citizenship) is in Heaven.
b) FrQm whence we look for the Savi or.
c) Change us from inferior to iMmortal &
eternal.

we translate
uses the same
A.
he uses it

2.

we know what
means.

B.

c.
II. So as Paul via inspiration repeats words
!~ r~~! tel! same manner of living
tnat got us where we are spiritually
speaking.
A. We wiltlYn~1jJln~m*4-th~~-same
frame ,J2.:t~pd .
B. We
will reach the same__ attainment,
_M__
saITl~ELlLer~?ct1on .
c. We will do so by practicingJha..same
rules.
"--~
-~----''',."'.~

~"'---=~'_"~~='~-~'

D.

=_-'-A~-=r«~-

OUJ:,,~Kia:ten.ce-~lLnoL-ba-IlDvel, ,~~
or e,292erl!!l~l},.tal, but will partake of
the sJ!Jlleness ye~l~:rday, tQQ.!!y and

tomor~

the sword.
are the
except in

6.

7. MacArthur thinks he uses it some

what sarcastically in reference to
those who thought they reached
perfection.
8. OU<!'__'?~~~~.2.E:l_!:K~g1j.2E~ is~J.hl'gJ,!gh
J:~1illS .

9. Verse 12 the word means without sin - absolute conformity to
fue"h-oliness '·OfC11risT·-beyond
which there can be no room for
improvement.
10. Verse 15 is designated as a
mature Christian who has reached
the
of relative spiritual

B.

For those
A. We have ak~~aQ.~_aU2.ined.
1. You followed .a~.eaL,stfrHdard
anCL.a11ained.
2. Higher officials are plodding and
dull.
3. Lessor seniors are active only in
intrigue against each other.
4. Junior men are frustrated and
frivolous - Boice.
B. Let us (again) walk by same rule.
1. B~,~~.~C!~_,~~yvhat,~~,g_~~ve
le~~n~~
cr s~Il;lJ' .
~·'/::"'v~:·
.,
",.d
-:-~~4-1 rrJ ~/' C~ ~"
.."

4.

any

c.

or
do the

6. Keep on
they have already received to
which they have come so far.
7. Literally walk by the saint,
that is by which we have
obtained.
Same Rule.
1. Keep_moYL~Jl~'mLJaher£~;y:eu are
bu'C-by
the same principle that
~
~~~~'*...,.~-<-~-~
got~~~Ji~there .
2. Metaphor of a runner in a race,
keep up same effort, s~in
YO~~lLlan.e-until you reach
the finish.
3. Ru!~h{l~_b.eerL£!!Pplied - not in
th~~reek.

to

not be
here.
you

embrace.
L

ever want to be
way.
in
II. Paul tells us
A. There are
the
apostles and are
of
goodness.
B. Consistently there are those who are·
enemies of the cross - do not follow
them.
C. Each group points toward an understandable end--be sure you follow
the right ones.
D. Read again our text - Phil. 3: 17 -19.
III. Let's study the admirable group--v .17.
A. Brethren
1. As salt and light we are exposed
to the world.
2. You have some brethren to bE
proud of.

an earnest love
(B.lo)

2.

there must be
to commemorate
or commend, but to do
likewise.

John 8:39
3. It is conformity to the example
both for matter and manner with
some affection of zeal and
courage against sin. Imitation
is a natural thing.
4. It is not by accident.
5. Mimic comes from this term.
6. Lightfoot translates it "vie with
each other in imitating me. It
7. Bengel "become fellow imitators
with me in imitating Jesus
Christ. " Paul was able to invite
his friends not simply to listen
to him but also to imitate him.
8. It's to observe fix gaze on something. (MacArthur)

10.

c.

so as

have

us
L

upon
entered in,
. (Tolle)
- note the
a

This will restrict our view--we
can't be so liberal as to think
any and everything is okay if
sincere.
4. We focus on the good example.
D. Example
1. We have an example to follow.
2. Shortly we'll see one to avoid.
IV. Now we see the walk to avoid. (v.18)
A. ~~ walk.
I.~-We cannot follow the~d.
2. The walk of these is vastly
different.
3. We must not imitate evil doers.

5.

B.

warned them.
some
2. There is a

purpose
in

1 Thess. 2:17
3:

3. Sometimes
that is
Qife~naive .
4. Told them even weeping.
a) No weakness in tears.
b) What is there in the sins of
others that makes you weep
today?
c) Do we cry over those who
hinder the cause of Christ?
d) Weeping came because of
injury to the church and peril
to the soul.
e) Is this the only reference to
Paul weeping?
2 Cor. 7:2-16
f) No thought of person
vindictiveness.

2.
3.

saved, I can do
They separate religion and ethics
Cross means to brin~ the body

iii!Q~~~lillI~=afon:--~~~~

... -.~~

D. Their end is destruction.
1. Perdition, TcJS's·,~1ost.

2. Their! ulti~at; deStfD.y.

3.

W~IIT~e~giill!Ein:y 11€~!ih3ndless
jojC>F I!!Lsery. ~-.

Luke 16: 24- 2 5~(/21.:~i2~~~:"'7
4. To trust in anything beyond
C~:~~~!~.~. _~ill!lJ:!!g .
E. Whose God is their belly? Rom .16: 18
1. Their god, their appetite.
2. They live wjth~!lQ .. !:~!~r~ltQ.e to
<~"''''-''''-'~-~~~ru==--'-~'''~~-~~-~--~.'-~

e~nity./

w·

5.

6.
have
over thee,
and thee for the

7.

9.
10.
11.

not that thou may minister to it
not that there mayest exceed
.limits. "
B~JL)LJ:iL!>~~~J~mLliierally - they
liv~~_nQL_eat-to live.
Real purpose of their living was
to please self, not God.
Belly stands for sensuality,
gluttoness, drunkenness, works
of the flesh.
They took pride in their
degraded condition instead of
being ashamed.
Opposite of - Col. 3: 1-2

14.

matter
then the
is
, and because
it will remain
whatever you
do with it. Therefore, do what
you like with it. Gluck and
sate its appetites. Since the
body is evil anyhow, it makes
no difference what you do with
it. Gnostics taught that
gluttony and adultery and
homosexuality and drunkeness
are of no importance because
they only affect the body and
the body does not matter.
Therefore, they said it is man's
duty to plumb the depths of
sin just as much as it is to
scale the height of virtue.

lL

Thus
and
has

They said
enough to cover every sin and
stain; that the love of God was
great enough to forgive any sin.
Therefore, let a man sin as he
liked and not worry. It would
make no difference to all forgiving grace of God.
F. Glory is their shame.
1. They sink back into ungodly
living.
2. We can't be at ease with those
who curse, use drugs, enjoy
pornography.

Neely's Bend BC - 1/26/03
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It has
there
be
II. Yet

lesson we want

do both.

ourselves some

III.

to
your

c.

Am I able to observe where,
your emphasis in living where your
political appetite rests?
D. By virtue of your contributions can
I note the picture on your wall that
telegraphs immediately the extent of
your political activities--the more
you give the longer the picture you
display.
E. Does it really make a difference
whether I'm a Democrat, Republican,
or Christian?
F. Can I go to heaven and be politically
wrong?

L

2.
3.

s convermeant not a mere act
tongue, but rather
conduct. This revealed the
kingdom to which we belonged.

Eph. 2:19
4. We obey heaven's laws and get
heaven! s protection.
5. We have access to our sovereign.
6. We render heavenly obedience
and perform heavenly functions.
7. Conversation is politics, policeman, politician.
8. Could be a citizen of a city and
live in a foreign land.
9. Amaranth--city gates, while
transacting business in the low
country our eyes are on the city
gates-we see the Lord one day
come through them.

those whose

11.

12.

the laws

B. But look at us:
1. Does our
success,
ship?
Matt. 6:19
2. Do we allow Satan to interfere?
3. Do we show proper responsibility?
4. Word "rendered" denotes our
constitution endures--states have
their heads--ours is Jesus Christ.
Remember our relation is not
hereditary, but moral.
5. When we meet another does our
speech betray us--from Nazareth.
6. Do our active concerns reflect
proper regard to our heavenly
city?
7. Here we have no continuing city.

1

120 Here we are but
Co

ance and desire.
b) It's a strong word indicating
patient waiting and expectation
of Christ's return.
c) With his coming he'll bring full
deliverance from all sins,
infirmities, and the complete of
the full process of the
progressive perfection spoken
of earlier.
2. Our Lord's in heaven and will comE
to take us there.
3. We are not waiting for an event
but for a person.

John
not. .. II

D.

2.
Rom. 8: 23

ourselves groan
ourselves waiting for the adoption .. "
Gal. 5: 5 "For we through the spirit wait for
hope ... II
Isa. 25: 9 "And it shall be said in that day."
E. Wait for the savior, the Lord Jesus
Christ.
1. Paul rarely uses savior as he looks
to the future for deliverance from
miseries and frustrations.
2. Caesar was not savior-Jesus was.
3. Have you been baptized into the
savior?
4. Does he know you?
Neely's Bend BC - 2/2/03

Known
Blessed

II.
A.
B. Our
III.

IV. Our
A.
B.
C.

home.
another area.
Jesus.

next is change.
Vile body - pain and weakness.
Fashioned after his.
Glorious body.

V. Lastly, He is able.
A. Supreme authority in great
commission.
B. Can do all He said He would.

1

adulton

eater to

E.
F.

great
as we put
body
humiliation and changed into
the likeness of his glorious body.
1. That's what this passage is all
about.
2. We read it again and catch the
magnificence of several words or
phrases.
a) Conversation
b) Heaven
c) Look or wait for
, d) Savior
e) Change
f) Vile, humiliation
g) Fashioned
h) Glorious
i) Workings
j) Able

II. So we read
KJV
NKJV
NIV

is
II
II

"
heaven.

Gspd.
NEB -

Tay -

a
anew the
our
that it may be
of his glory.
common wealth to whence we
is in heaven.
give it a form like that of his
resplenent body.
the same mighty power that
will use to conquer all else

III. Let's go to our text.
A. Our first big word is conversation.
1. For us today a better word is
citizenship.
a) We are not citizens of this world
rather we are a colony of
foreigners.

comes via

· 2:19

have
We render
and perform heavenly functions.
h) Thus the word denotes politics.
i) Could be citizens of a city and
live in a foreign country.
j) While transacting our business
here we have our eye in this
low country on the city gates
(amaranth) into which he
entered and one day we will see
him come through it again.

2.
was a Roman colony Roman dress
was worn, Roman magistrates
governed, Latin was spoken,
Roman justice was administered, and

:3

4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

citizen-

some
problems.
1. We are not called to degrade or
abandon our citizenship.

Matt.

III.

B.
earthgrow older--lIwho
moved my c~~~'\J~dfte'?"
2. Yet when I do change I want it
without waiting.
a) No delayed gratification.
b) No money - use credit card.
c) No time to build something-just buy it.
d) Instant food.
3. Yet the Lor
for us a change,
fashi6n our
:C~d to the

talk about ashes.
c} We are made of dust--

d~~se •.........•...............

e} ~~~,,~~\);3)1!.f'5·fErcf"·tt,.refe'cay,
iitB~~.,I~ath .

if'~¥fz@'6·1.1l:l~.~\:w~kness

4.

a
5.
6.

~.

S~'*~~~~b:~~&)~ource

Of.~i$l~c;l.."'~~~t~ death.
~.,~~~j;l~~frtft)fstacle to
CQil~"t~p~ffi·ess .

1. He
a) AlIl~l;~i!I~~~~~~~

b) Change our outware and
visible.
c) Ye.~'!:I:I~~1~i!!~~~ldty
h.J.lk~~#1'l\0;?~~~~~~;'c~fl.d
f~t§~t~&i~;~. The experience

of Christ helps us see this-his glorified body after the
resurrection was recognizable
down to the scar on hand and
side.
d)

~ti€}Jli~to

ses 0 i? spirit.
e) The identity of the individual
is not changed, only his body.

2. W
t,after
resurrection he a e, talked,
walked with other men. He could
appear or disappear while flying
through space from earth to
heaven at will. H~~_.1ilf~ed

3.

4.

=~~;liJii:",t~p;!,m~~i~A~!!0'!'"~:S!f .

IT will no longer be subject to
death and be released from the
humiliations now endured. ,~~
be ~~~~~'~t~~~Tegenerated
124~III~Jftlnnies .
6.
r hope--we'll compare to the
glorious state of the risen Christ.
7. Our bodies must be putrified,
dissolved, and decomposed then
refashioned like his.
jrf
5.

8.

~o~u~r~f~umt~~o~r~t~a~p~o~w~e~r~~i~cfJb~~~~~~

enemies even death, a footstool

3.

4.

.,;'I_~.1it~lt'WaTctw~M"'NN~

PilM.~j§J~~~'he
m;n"~~I'€te
Y~~~~.t:.-

has begun he

.

5. The power of Christ is the
guarantee that he is able to make
our bodies lik~~<f~~s -?b~~!1?~)jfry.
2 Tim. 1

Heb. 2:8
Jude 24
Heb. 7:25
6 ."fo,iA':~tl>Ck~~~;(iila

6/~'

/C.fY ¥Vt

_L

f' ,1",'f"~1..;F

/

.;;;f;> •

Not unremembered we
meet
For endless
to embrace.

L

than when one
prays.
A. But

B.

prayer words.
to see the

II.
sacred.
A.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

First
words used here:
prayer, petitions, thanksgiving,
requests. (Idea that petitions and
supplications are the same).
General act of devotion.
God is omniscient, but desires
our reminding him of our needs.
a) One wrote it begins with God.
b) It is more listening than
talking.
It is speaking to God at all timeseven difficult ones.
Daniel knelt and prayed as he
did "aforetimes."
It is offering a petition to a
higher being.

Father.

B.
2.
3.

5.
6.
Gratitude expressed
favors.
2, Innumerable favg~ al:ceady
r~ed--overcomedanK.er, J~¥il,

accident,,,..d~~th-:~··~·· .,.~~-~

D. Entreating
James 5: 16 " The prayer of a righteous man
availeth much."
1. Eax~-entreating
2. Fervent app~~Jirg--2!Qg~ces
resultS~~~~"-"~'

r--..

E. Vow

James 5: 15 "Prayer of faith save the sick."
1. Only once in New Testament
2. Paul had vow (Acts 18: 18)

F.
to converse.
Idea
an
Tim.

:1
:5

I

G. Intense,
Mark 5:22
Matt.

1. Fall at the
:22

2.

the Master.

aloud, plead, beg
mercy

Luke 18: 35
Heb. 5:7
H. Requests

1.
2.
3.
4.

Unreservedly expressed
TelL~~il

Exactly as if he needed informally
God ~1Jcli~S by:
a) Rerusmg to grant request
b) Sending something else other
than that requested
c) Gradually answering it or by
long delay or through natural
law and processes. (Coffman)

2.

Heaven.

4.
must
this he
has not promised to help.
5. What can we request of God?
a) Forgiveness of sin
b) Wisdom (James 5: 6)
c) Relief from bitter experiences
Matt. 26: 33
d) Daily bread
e) Laborer
Eph. 6:18
f) Mercy
Heb. 4:16
g) Recovery
James 5:14-15
h) Deliverance from temptation
Matt. 6: 13

:44
Rulers
Peace that
1. Transcends
the blessedness
3.
4.
5. Exceeds
normal power
blessedness.
6.
than all
C. Guard your hearts
1. Keep
2. Garrison
3. Mount guard
4. Military term, sentinel
5. God's peace is my guard
6. Keep your heart as in a strong
place or castle.
7. Your heart is the seat of
affection, passion, understanding,
judgment and conscience.
8. Wesley said it was that heavenly
repose, that tranquility of spirit
which God only can give.
9. Guard as a garrison does a city.
10. Mental reflection that affects
one's conduct.

Bend

~

5 25/03

Six

2.

everyone !! I love you. II
to me--but no
her to
B.
old
40 years.
to say 'I love you, I
1.
but you
2. I told you I loved you 40 years
ago when we married-- I'll tell you
differently
I ever change my
mind.
C. Six times as we put it in one verse
Paul told Philippian church he loved
them. They read: My brethren
dearly beloved, and longed for, my
joy, my crown, my dearly beloved.
1. After six times he stays he loved
them, he then gives the command
to stand fast.
2. This is a good equasion for us to
follow.
3. Want us to see the six times he
states his love and then the one
commandment.
3.

beloved. II
Six Statements
Love
A.
There was more
heart than
he had
(B.1. .

2.

verses
he

personal notes.
3. When there is a "therefore" we
better stop and see what it's
there for.
4. We'll see six love statements
embracing one essential command.
B. My Brethren
1. He began to heap loving titles on
top of titles to express his love
for them.
2. He loves to tell his brethren
(born of the same womb) his love
for them.
3. Christ sensitizes men (Bell).

D.
in
2,

here

New

3. Feels a
from them.
4. Ardent

E.
1. Paul

2.

3.

4.

F. My
1.

kingdom--to say the brethren were
his joy bears witness to the fact
Jesus was in the midst of them.
No desire to be wealthy and filled
with pomp, but the joy of the
holiness in being in the flock.
Joy like peace is not the absence
of trouble, but the presence of
the Lord.
It's the flag that flies in residence
when the king is present.
Crown
Subject of his honor and ornament

a contest.
one the wreath
the
The laurel

love comes
all these
now the command
A. Exorted to
ance in the gospel.
1. Standing is a part of a military
metaphor.
W~ is opposed to this so many
times we are so instructed.
Matt. 26: 41 "Keep watching and praying you
do not enter into temptation."
1 Oeter 5: 8 "Be sober, put on breastplate
of righteousness, faith, love and
helmet of salvation, the hope of
salvation.
3. It's the picture of a soldier
standing his ground in the midst
of battle.
4. Spiritual stability must be our
goal.
III.

I Thess.
II Thess. 2: 15
I Cor. 15:58
Col. : 12

did many brethren and sisters.
9. Never stand still as to growth,
but stand fast as to flesh (Moule).
10. As we look for a savior from
heaven, let's stand fast in Him.
Eph. 6:1
Eph. 6:11-14
11. Conqueror or stand fast--it is the
latter I'm commanded.
12. Some men flash like a meteor-need steadfastness (Meyer).
13. Stay faithful regardless of
circumstances.

B,

4. Closer we
must see our
2/23
BC - 3 5 03
&; Natchez Trace BC - 4 1 02
BC - 4/16/03
Madison BC - 4/21/03
Shipps Bend, Centerville. TN - 4/27/03 (BG)
New Concord,KY Ladies Class - 6/26/03
Walter Hill BC - 6/29/03

.l:.>

1t:'

\.

II.

A.

my

See verse one 1.

2.
b.

's word used only here
Do we so feel?

3 .J;Pyaft~,Q;r;e:'wn
a. Bt!,Q;u~htmarvelous'
biessing
b. Crown is chaplet or
W:,~%~atJI not diadem
c. Q;®
s~ctory 'Or

,me'

4•

'\Ih'

~:b}ll1~fast,;

a.
b.
c.

W!lat;issuperiort'O
f~ithfulness ?
Do;·.wedo regardlessRJof
cir'~umstances .
~,~J'haps women have ;mre
'to bear than men.

2

III.

A.

l\fJefil,s"f i0{&lIl'lVOne can

B.

c.

see a lJ.u",UJ.'Cau
to correct it.

and then

A.
L

a,obligation
b .. eo~rt
c. Qag
d . ~B_'ltfl@!S1'~cilil~lie~~ly ,

at~~~1~ti~8i}1,i~sYdii:~iiiclon 't

kmtw~ff~'.· iri~it~er,

c~p'~ie'$g1f'~ater

fliUlt.

i8,Q;t1;l.·,,e.~u:a!to.eeI4.isU:iF;e;;
~"'ify;.~~1t~iIZ~''i'i~~~;;;!.!i:t'fyour

e.

2.

n~~~i'~~~"s,g~~~~ ..t{;l•.. p.~.me to
aU·Il~~t~f'~~y·. . . JQl:~tl . Jime

b~c.atlS~ .. ?J~i#erep.ces .+would
Y91,rti¥,Jo . .s()I~e.·i~ !;>efore
it was so notarized ~

a
a
named

3.
a. Means
b. Means
c. Thus
s~s;;t~l"

4.

pel"sonality,.

Conflicts ever come
!i;:r;:'lf';" "4~'t~~"",;~,2""(l'eiid')

5 . }t:;i,,~'lea -Be of same mind
a, Possible it,~~,,¥eYmJnal
an~n~' 'a'o'O'et'II'inal' matter
b.

AP@8t}evp;~veDo·doo;bi}:1al

c.

Ne:ed,uni,ty.w~gQ.Q.Q·.of;.

cOl"·r~ction

cfi.,tl'l"·C'h'ai1;dr~pu ta tion

d.

Resol,v,e,<iiffe.r·e;a0es, because
they,.arre'<il'r"th'e'D6t'd and
both'}ove"Him.

e.

Ta~ "~~ltmfiit!t';;tO'fi·~~e·;i\Teighs
ve'¥,.+lit't:r~,.but "some of

.

thec~~~~ngestpeople

I

I

£1

..

are

A. Einsteen
4) !i~ir~1ll'p;g~M~''ii~ffJ''lP5'
CW","'~m~tf",~~~fi;~.~·~

1.

flt~P':fW~s~:l~~~lr~i."ooching

1 Tim. 2: 8-12
1 Cor 14: 34-35

,lVere teaching
R+llfl,$~,~.3Qf;ij~1e"iti •

Titus 2: 3-5
Acts 18: 26-28

3,

5.
6.

our

3.

'Ihis one

Kingdom.
C~n be blotted out
Rev. 3: 5 "He that overcometh,
the same shall ... "
Exo. 32:33
Ladies Class, Mt. Home, AR - 11/19/91

4.

:Ladies Class, Maryville, TN - 2/12/92

lF~~~d-Hand~man L~ct~~ - 2/7/92
tHuilington Pank., ShtL~v~pou, LA (L.adi.e6 C.)-3/ 3/92

cupping
fingers toward
women extend their
outward. Men nag their
what
husbands for

in
purse.
to
manager's office
and dialed herself.
she
into the
voice would be
the beeper in
cause she always carried
ip
her purse,?he had the beeper t\lrned
up good a~d IOIJ~." , "
The Produce manager says you
should hdve seen that surprised man
standing there - with her purse - and
the purse was talking.
And the voice was saying, "Take this
purse to the manager's office immediately!"
And he did!
June A Westgaard

2. 3X Beseech.

3.

cc _ _

EDDIE-FISHE-R7w~~~l~~~ld-be the most ench~;atures
on earth if, in falling into their ,/
arms, you didn't faU into. their
hands."
lO-Q

1

Y'OU t'O'Ok the g'O'Od things f'Or
granted. N'OW you must earn
them again. F'Or every right that \
y'OU cherish, y'OU have a duty
which y'OU must fulfill. F'Or i
every h'Ope that y'OU entertain;
y'OU have a task that y'OU must
i perf'Orm. F'Or every good that
y'OU wish t'O preserve, y'OU will
, have t'O sacrifice your comfort
and y'Ourease. There is nothin.g
f'Or nothiI1g any I'Onger.
WALTER LIPPMAN.
,I

!
~,

Page321
, 1980 - - - - - -

c

Watch YouI(Wora~-
A careless word'm~le
strife;
A cruel word may wreck a life.
A bitter word may hate instill;
A brutal word may smite and kill.
A gracious word may smooth the
way;
A joyous word may light the day.
A timely word may lessen stress;
A lovely word may heal and
bless.
Pulpit Helps

------.,-

Many famous novels of the past
were satirical. Many famous
novels these days are satyrical.
Nuggets

Lord.
- same

A.

B@

c.

D. Names

- labored.
- unknown.
Book

III. Philippians 4: 4:
, moderation, at
hand.
A. Three commands.
B. Happiness only in things of Christ.
C. Moderation - hard word.
D. At hand - ever near.

IV. Philippians 4: 6
A. Careful - division--folly of worry snap fingers - no elephants.
B. Four prayer words: Prayer,
Supplication, (special needs),
Thanksgiving, Request (2 prayer
leaders who gave topical sentences.)
1. Begins with God.
2. Anecdote to worry.

B.

Three
II Cor. 11:32 Gal. 3: 23 - strong room
1 Pet. 1:5 - preserve as a fortress.
VI. Then eight areas of thought.
VII. Back to verse 6 - Thanksgiving.
A. Past favors.
B. Dangers avoided.
C. Evil heart overcome and turned not
away.
D. Truly we can rejoice.
Neely1s Bend BC - 8/3/03
Riverwood BC - 8/10/03
New Concord. KY BC - 9/21/03

Now we want to see the
the
(G.B. Shaw on
- # 1
II. Paul

# 2

. 4:30-32
B. Rifts can be healed.
C. How deeply are we concerned about
peace in the church?
D. "I can never believe that God plays
disc with the world." - Einstein
E. Unity is needed - same mind.
1. Union is power. "The most
attenuated thread when
sufficiently multiplied will form
the strongest cable."
2. The best examples of self-denying
liberality, of loving service, of
conquering prayer are recorded
by a woman.

4.
5.

F.
ment.
are
has called us
one
having members. If in the Lord
quarreling is out of place.
3. Safety of anyone who has strong
convictions can be a hindrance or
a help.
G. Calls earnestly for others.
L I entreat.
2. Exorts mutually ..
2.

III. Paul promises help.

A. Calls on true yoke fellow .
1. True not counterfeit.
2. Paul works well in double harness
3. Do not identify yoke fellow
4. Was it Clement?
5. Whole church is in the Lord.
6. Exhorts to mutual assistance.

#
comrade load.
Heb.

oxen

10
2.

c.

the women.

3.

4.
5.

Labored-work
strenuous and
Those
be
Help those who
Help those who stood well even
if now are wavering.
Card from Dear Abby - # 4

6.
Matt. 5:9
D. Labored
1. Safety of anyone who is not a
laborer is in doubt.
2. Prominent in church and major in
efforts.
3. Wrestling - danger for gospel's
sake.
4. Some are worthy of special
attention.
5. Resolve differences because they
are in the Lord.

it, #
statement # 6

6,

2,

redeemed
God,

3,

God,

4,
names can be blotted out,
5, Book

Dan. 12:
Rev, 3: 5
13:8
17:8
20:12
21:27
Exo. 32:33
6. All Paul did not name are in the
Book however.
7. Christian service does not go unnoticed.
8. Book shows rights of heavenly
citizenship - even as book shows
you can vote.
9. Seven times in Revelation.
10. Do not know who Clement was.
Neely's Bend - 3/9/03

A friend of
Bernard
Shaw had written a book and
OjUIUUU an endorsement f),'om the
great author. "For anyone who
likes this type of hook," wrot~
Shaw, "this is just the type he will
like."
,1985 _ _ _ _ _ _-

We stand up in a rowboat
when we jump to conclusions.
Things are not
what
seem. When we
judgments,
facts, we are
water.
We stand up in
we run down
judgment of our
neither nice nor
Giving the other
benefit of the doubt
volent and becoming.
We stand up in a rowboat when
we bend God's rules and break
his laws.
Actually, we do not
laws
and
COl:nnlarlClll1eIl.ts;
rather, we break ourselves on
them when we insist on disobeying them.
Have you stood up in a rowboat
lately?

a week

it does so rest
The Lord and to
, Lord God
that,

The Name
pg.5

I once read in Dear Abby, "There are two kinds of
people in this world: those who walk into a room and say,
'Here I am! I and those who walk into a room and say
'There you are!" What a profound statement! As we will
see, it is the key to understanding how to network with
other moms.
--Jill Savage
Professionalizing Motherhood
pg. 93

, he
an even
knocked over and
one walL In the

throw
the

on the counter
, a broken glass
under the table, and a small
pile of sand was spread by the back door,
-over-

world
She answered,

do it.
Motherhood

.43

My faith has never been stronger; my hope has never
been brighter; my head has never been clearer; my
heart has never been calmer; my life has never been
purer. I love all; I hate none. My love for some lifts
my soul into the realm of the sublime. I am willing to
die today; I am willing to live a thousand years, to
tell the old, old story of Jesus and his love. My friends
are dearer to me; associations with them sweetr to me;
my sympathy for suffering souls is stronger; my love
for all the pure, the true, the beautiful, the good, and
the sublime--from the bud, the blossom, the babe, up·
to Him from whom all blessings flow--is truer, tenderer,
sweeter, than ever before ..... Truly I am debtor to all.
I sleep aoundly, dream sweetly, and "rejoice evermore."
//~-',( ")
;,
.
J', ti-{)¥el'/'

j"i'/\J?J

J. M. Powell
The Man from Mars Hill

pg.91

Philippians 4: 3
Yoke fellow - The Greek word for "yokefellow" is syzygos
found only here in the NT. It is an adjective (used here
as a substantive) meaning "yoked together." Concerning
this word Thayer says:
Used by Greek writers of those united by the
bond of marriage, relationship, office, labor, study,
business, or the like; hence, a yoke fellow , consort ..
comrade, colleague, partner. Accordingly, in Phil.
iv.3 most interpreters hold that by the words gnesie
syzyge Paul addresses some particular associate in
labor for the gospel. But as the word is found in
the midst of (three) proper names, other expositors
-over-

/

more

as well
addressed
proper name.
Ralph Earle
Word Meanings

the

N~w

Testament
pg.344-345

have
known
No
It

A.

B.

C.

D.

the church
immune
can be caused
Preachers
. Let
2, Choose
3, Above
in
Elders
1, Covetous
2. In name
3. Feel
are above reproach
"I know only two tunes; one of
them is Yankee Doodle, and the
other isn't." (Ulysses S. Grant)
Youth minister
1. Inexperience
"Nearly all men can stand
adversity, but if you want to
test a man's character, give
him power." (Abraham Lincoln)
2. Overly Zealous
3. Romantically involved
Women
1. Does not take away their value
2. Where would church be without
them?

How do we handle it?
A. Here
church
trouble
able
women
B. It is handled
C. It leaves us a
that we want ever any trouble to
come, here
a
way to overcome it.
D. Read our text.
IV. Church Trouble and Its Solutions
A. I
1. Paul put himself into it.
2. Silva wrote, "Paul is very concerned that his motive and
attitude not be misunderstood.
His emotional concern reveals
the spirit of profound love and
admiration for those he is about
to rebuke."
3. Record of intimate l~ve.
4. We are not to allegorize the
ladies' names to thus become
parties in the church.

a.
b.

and the
c. Town means
entreat.
d. Paul
best.
e.
the
bereaved, lifting the faith,
counseling those who need to
be loved.
f. Will exhort all to mutual
assistance.
g. We can make the whole of
life burdensome to someone
else by a malicious tongue.
h. A trifling act or word can
split a church and a slanderous hint whispered about a
minister's doctrine or practice
can ruin his life.

once started
where it
end.
are so keen to
others are

k.

m.
n.
o.
p.

q.

unanimous
where
to
Remem ber how much the
owes
worth
every
Paul faces a
that
was public knowledge--he is
not airing a secret.
He will assign no blame-please note.
Beseech will be repeated with
each name this puts both on
equal footing.
Remember were it not for
women, their finances, their
service, many churches would
close.
Laurin wrote that Christianity
must be of divine origin for
it lives in spite of its
adherents.

5,

s. Peace
extremes.
a, These
b,
the exalted and
not
and error.
d. He will
those

f.
g.
h.

i.

Those who boast of being his
successors do not show it.
Some think it's too great a
condescension to speak to a
woman, much less entreat them.
He realizes there are two sides
to the question.
He does not mention the
dissention. Both women are
active and evidently love the
Lord.
Much in the church the women
can do.

women.

6:1
In those
as
• ask as
1. She was never on
street
alone. had her own
in the house, never
males
meals. never in
here
church
a
role.
m. Her name meant
1)

2)
3)
4)
5)

Pleasant scent
One who has arrived
R V has Euodias
Prosperous or successful
journey
n. If your life in the church was
to be summarized in a few
words--would it be "two women
who quarreled?"
o. Would I be a woman mature
enough to handle an unusual
admonition?
p. Would I enter the dispute or
would I shy away lest you say
I'm meddling?

women,
d, Her name has
Talker
2) Pleasant
3 Good
4)
e, Please note Paul

no

Both are great enough to be
worthy of special honor,
g, Names come in alphabetical
order.
h. Yet if you are to be mentioned
once in all holy writ how would
you want it to be?
Neely's Bend (Be) - 3/2/03

and every
baseness
souL

turned
a

Graham
The Name
.3

Even entertainers join the bashing. [hn~Lenn~, of the
Beatles m~de bi~ waves wh~n he said, 'Christ!.a.~y 'will
go. It WIll vamsh and shrmk I needn· ~gue wIth that;
I'm right and I will be proved right. We're more popular
than Jesus now: I don't know which will go first--rock
and roll or Christianity."
-- Franklin Graham
The Name
pg.3

--J.M. Powell
The Man

(-I!Chris~s a religion for losers," said one
famO"l:l's-.trfuerican billionaire.
Organized religion is a sham and a crutch for weakminded people who need strength in numbers, II said a
famous American politician.
It makes no sense! What drives two such otherwise
intelligent, motivated, and successful men to publicly
slam the followers of the greatest Name in history?
The wealthy man founded a television network, owns
two sports teams, and several ranches in the United
States. He is an outstanding yachtsman who once won
sailing's prestigious America's Cup. Time magazine once
selected him "Man of the Year," and he is generous in
supporting favorite charities and causes. Even though
he may apologize later, this man has a habit of bashing

-over-

2.
Christians. Why does a brilliant man like Ted Turner go
out of his way to blast believers loyal to the Name?
Then there's the politician. As a young man, he
valiantly served his country as a Navy SEAL. Later he
made a name for himself as a professional wrestler and
actor. He has served as a volunteer for organizations
like the Make a Wish Foundation. His entry into politics
was as the mayor of a large suburb adjoining a major
American city. In 1998, he shocked the political world
with his election as a third-party candidate to the
governor's chair. With so many outstanding credits to
his name, why does Gvoernor Jesse Ventura of the great
state of Minnesota say that religion is just for the·
"weak-minded? "

Adolf Hitler, who was a "philosophic disciple" of his
fellow German Nietzs.che7~,had some demented words of his
own to describe ~

!

We are fighting against the most ancient curse that
humanity has brought upon itself. We are fighting against
the perversion of our soundest instincts. Ah, the God of
the deserts, that crazed, stupid, veneful Asiatic despot
with his powers to make laws! That poison with which
both Jews and Christians have spoiled and soiled the free,
wonderful instincts of man and lowered them to the level
of doglike fright.
Franklin Graham
The Name
pg.3
I

women
World Almanac.
Graham, owner of the
ranked No 1;
actress Jane
was second.
The
was from the staffs of
126
, which the
said
of
American
New to the
list for 1980 were Chicago's
mayor, Jane
; a consumer
columnist, Bess Myerson; a
television commentator , Shan a
Alexander; the Children's TV
Workshop president, Joan Ganz
Cooney, and the opera soprano,
Beverly Sills, who heads the
New York Opera. The Almanac
editors themselves, however,
called Mrs Carter "the most
powerful woman in the country
today."
'try 17, 1980 - - - - -

fj#fi

Democracy is the art of
running. the circus from the
monkey cage.
H L
MENCKEN.

Ibelaeve in exercising but the
with Yoga at home is
lihilH'm forever seeing places I
didn't dust. -GLORIA PlTZER.
~iji~le

The pill has done more to
broaden womanhood than have
seats. - Dr 0 A BATTISTA.
By working faithfully. eight·
hoUrs a day , you may e~etltually
,~!:rtto bea'-boss and watktweive
urs a . day. ~ ROBERT
ftOST .
. .. The no-mind nnt-thiuks no1h~~hts a.bout nCo-things.

BUDDHA.

.

in.

We think
generalii:ies, we
live in detail. - ALFRED
NORTH WHITEHEAD.

~
.

.-

1

Februaryj

J

. F'or what would

be

A.
B.

c.

, sell
that

II.

III.

A.
1. Joy is the reoccurring theme of
Philippians.
2. Neither difficult circumstances,
grave danger, imprisonment
robbed Paul of his joys.
3. Silva wrote, "Genuine Christian
joy is not inward looking. It comes
by concentrating on the needs of
others. We must look out for
others. We do not put priorities
on personal rights.
4. There is joy in conversion. The
eunuch went on his way
rejoicing.

5.

7.

Chron.
9.
Neh.

10.
medicine.
11. Holding a grudge endangers health.
12. More flies are caught by a spoonful
of honey than by a barrel of
vinegar.
13. Time for rejoicing is "always"
so
he says it twice.
14. It's in the Lord and at all times.
15. 0\11' joy is derived from things in
Christ, not in the world.
B ~r,.)D~J~i~,;~,~~,·st:k~{~:p:d·!:i}~

1. All life is to be lived in His
presence.
2. He very often uses "in Christ."

Acts 5:

5. God is
His control.
6. He

you
1 Peter 1: 8
11{?/
J'i: • (r'~f{){t:L;'
-q dIn\/Y'"
"'-:11
9. God saved, adopteH, promised you
an inheritance.
10. He supplies all your needs.
Phil. 4: 19 :2 ri.-LtO
l-z,lju.Y/lc;f;y;3;;
F

~_

11. To Him you can pray all time.
Heb. 4:15-16
12. In Him death is gain.
C i\\?\D*i~J"~~Wi&~j~!ilt

1. He sweetens prayer with joy.

2:2
4.
5.
4:1
6,

ourselves at
, or our
cannot be
cheerful,
am affrighted and confounded with that forlorn solitude
in which I am placed by my
philosophy. When I look abroad, I
see on every side dispute, contradiction, distraction. When I turn
my eyes inward, I find nothing but
doubt and ignorance. Where am I
and what? From what cause do I
derive my existence and to what
condition shall I return? I'm
confounded with this question and
begin to fancy myself in the most
deplorable conditions imaginable."
Here you have one of the philosophical and respected infidels making
this confession.

an
matter.
3. Erdman called it the power
~~ •. u~u~, not stubborness or
All men know your
5. Hard to translate:

Rh~j.m~,x;aibl~<\~ ,~~tl~i:y:
Mo.~~'~~i{yfJ!;;"~\·fe1f'eb~'a:rance

,
gentleness, meet all men halfway, sweet reasonableness.
L ~l~~En:;;s"fY'i~mrr~e~s" ...
~~~N~
H'/t)'rothers
1. Moderation - the word rendered
moderation in our Bible is connected
by derivation and usage with ideas
not of control, but of yielding. It is
yieldingness, giving way, the proper
interpretation. Forebearance, gentleness are the alternative renderings

3.

near, not here in the sense
soon, but in that
the sense
, and the secret
his servant.

4.
our desires
generally, but specially temperance
or self-restraint in our relations
to others, abstinence from anger,
harshness, vengeance. Elsewhere
in the New Testament where this
original word occurs, the rendering
is gentleness, clemency, patience,
anyone that is preferable to this
ambiguous moderation.

\

B . ""~Il?,\v~''I''~ ,~U;;~~Jil •

L' This meekness under provocation

l;~

is known far beyond the church.

L
EJbt.() h~l:lJ
~ 1:1;,,:; KM)
\t. ,m~itlay:fkA:O'wn: tobelie'VetheL6rd
\ nantl. ",
j~

',;

I

is at

Mark
2

James 2:1

D.
dates.
E. Nearness must
to
or place.
F. Near--at hand--his presence rather
than his Parousia.
1. Near could mean either space or
time.
2, The chair is near or in chronologyMonday is near.
3. He encompasses us with his
presence.
Psalm 119: 15{7h6~
4. Moule says it's the sense of his
presence, not of his coming.
Neely's Bend BC - 3/31/03
Paragon Mills - 6/11103
Franklin, KY (BC) - 6/15/03
Riverwood - 6/25/03
Walter Hill - 6/29/03 (Afternoon Service)
Southern Hills - 7/9/03
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L

known
commands for

have so much

c.

II. But before we move to this there are
some "leftovers" (and such can be real
good like my mother's baptized biscuits)
and these we want to see.
A. I've just been introduced to church
trouble--irrespective I'm to "stand
fast in the Lord" here or somewhere!
1. I am in the Lord-that means I am
in the church.
2. To promote steadfastness, unity
will certainly help.
3. The world awaits to believe until
the disciples of Christ are one.

a

Potts knows
a
man in
. who dis
workJoe James wants
know--how would
know?)
. Yoke means hard work
and
work.
the

5.
6. There
a
we want to see the wound heal.
C. We want to see every Christian;
faithful, standing fast.
1. Truth is permanent.
2. Error is changeable.
3. Unless we are correct how can we
stand fast?
4. Tradition passes away, but sometimes hands on tightly.
a) Hill of Calvary'b) Broken body
c) Angels singing
d) Pinch loaf--the largest houses in
Corinth were small--many one
we've
ed them.

D.
1. He that endures to the end shall
be saved.
2. Not a
anchor and
the
3. Stand
4.
and Stonewall Jackson
5.
message that
,
"Tell my commander and chief to
move me-- I cannot hold my
position any longer-my numbers
are so thin. II
6. Wellington wired back: "Every
Englishman must today die where
he stands or else win the
victory. "
7. We must die rather than yield
ground to the enemy.
8. One wrote about steadfastness:
"That is life for the body,
inspiration for the mind, rapture
for the soul. If there is an
occupation that yields such
mighty satisfaction in all the world
I have never heard of it."

4. Some careless word.
F.

- used
here and I
doubt it used as much as it should
be. Love me
ness!

III.

always and let your
be known to all men.
Rejoice!
1. We all have enough discouragements
disappointments and pains, yet
take the work as a whole, there is
no profession that compares with
Christianity--nothing that brings
such peace and joy.
2. Opposite of nit-picking.
3. Always joyful.
4. Some Christians like artificial
limb--no life, no warmth, never
try to be a vital part of the body,
just stumble along with artificiality
strapped on.

meekness

2.
4.

5.
6.

7. Gentleness
and
Bend - 3/16 03

· What
Or

A.
B.
C.

not

III. The
we use to overcome
prayer. But I want us
to see the
prohibition.
A. Do not worry about anything.
1. This was written among men with
-~~
most adverse circumstances.
2. I'm told anxiety is to be avoided.
Does this discourage economy and
industry?
4. Carefulness comes from a word of
~~~-> which the original signifies "to
divide. "
5. We are tempted to be careful
____?
about things which perish their
~
worth is but little and it stretches
but a little way. We believe less
and are consumed with care.

care
2. Yet worry is our modern
3.
the antedote
prayer.
I Peter 5: 7

4.

5.
nes~s~~~~~~~~~.~~.~~":~~~~~.~~~~~w."

6. We

7.
8.
9.
10.

nothing worry you. We have the
command," tell God what your
requests are.
The opposite of anxiety is relief
that God gives in answer to
prayer.
Remember God knows our needs.
Can we let joy take the place of
our discontent and anxiety?
Look away from ourselves to the
needs of our brothers being
willing to yield our rights for
their sakes.

!L

13.
14.
15.
care~'.··~~~-----~'~"-'~--~'-'-~~"~'--~"~~'"

_~

16. A. Clark, "When he said be
careful for nothing, it means to
not be anxiously solicitous, do
not give praise to carking care,
let what will occur, for anxiety
cannot change the state or
condition of anything from bad to
good, but will infallibly injure
your own disposition.
17. Paul was content because of his
forbearing spirit, not his
circumstances.
C. What causes.~
r'~-~

D. The ante dote
under all
." pray.
,~_~~-',",:;;C? 1. The range of ~a;yer - in everything-.
,~~~-",--

--,~~,",--"-"~""""",,,,

2. Pra,Y~,!:,Jgnds,_:to~pJ.ace"e:verything
inGo~l~lLJ!~n ~s •

3. Prayer and -supplication often
Eph. 6:18
I Tim. 2:
I ,~-;:::::::5:5
a) Prayer conveys the (Tolle)
general idea of intercourse
with and dependence on God
while supplication conveys the
idea of asking God to supply
one's personal needs.

c

Bend

flSrrJ6ss1BlF 1 Aw~i.b OF TURMOil fO HAVE
PEACE IN YOU.Ji ".', ~
rn".4:6-7
I. A II of us ~avec
£,11 assignments - list your

i

tQug~esJ on~.

A. Physical?...

.

.~~~~

.B. Mental? -&~..
'f~h~ PI)Jz.t.- l:f
C. Moral? - ·tJ\V'.i ~; ~UolUtiF~ i Rt~fS&l)m~
D. Social? - :b.l1U-,l>r"..t
.
II. Surely none greater than our text:
phfl. 4:6-7 "Be careful for nothing; but in every thin~
A. B$ careful for nothing.
./)"
~
.
B. Hgve fgith in God ...
r#Wf1l;'
C. Possess peace.
1 .) Beyond unsJ~stgnding.
2.) That's a~.
3.) Jhat's thru Jesui •
• Let's examtne our assignment •
i

UillnJ

. It meqns
ex.c
caution ... beear~~.
2. Here h~ is prohi~iUQl 'hI F4lQ;tifiilJP,i.s. an '
1
!
III fh ill I J "•.

It

<..

1l~/l6p'~d ~~wvf.:trt;f PtyfllJtt1rJ~i"'jt J,

~.
a .) Does prayer chan~r~n;gs or change peopl e '?
b.) Does God change His mind asa result of our
praying?

th~s

e.)
ts are specifi c
asked for.
f.) It takes us into the " _ stU ill £
thus
how could I be anxious in His presence?
g.) fill JIg
g pa I' 10 pray?
. ('
(1) Are )II'. eln istian? DO'lJUII
(2) At.!',,, dssg?
(J
Ps. 66:18 ~lIlf I regard Iniquity in my heart, the Lord
h .. ) Doesn't say God fulfills our requests.
2. Do you make specifi c requests?
3.ifle
u to make it Known.

i"

1;

1fB:J;&,

I

r:

,$

1.
a .)

'Me :rr4i't I

t Pr¥ lIJft'ek1

to pay rts, etc., I
, prosperity" ,Q,9;oP frlends, or som~
system oLthot ..... :.: ! •• ; . r ' ~..
i
b.)
. .
.
I
c.)
ing I
II J.

. (.

~

Ilf

a. .
. . '.$ T~~ ()
(J rei
b.) He patrols &. keeps o'ut t ntruders •
.~.
c.). Master carpenter may let the sand paper dig
deep to get a more ultil'l1ately beautiful
product.
.

;\
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Youth
Corner
by Roger ThoInpaon

A goal that each of us seems to have in common
is to obtain peace of mind. We all have our individual barriers that challenge and occasionally prohibit us from obtaining apr e c i 0 u s inner peace.
Struggling with alcohol, social acceptance, the
depths 0 f depression, 0 r any other struggle that
diminishes the inner peace.
The following areJust a few suggestions derived
by a re~earch.group at ~e Universi!:X' regard ing
happiness. These p ~r tic u I a r research findings
actively confirm my faith in Christian principles •
. Formula for Peace of Mind

(
I

{

I

1. Shun suspicion and resentment. Nurs ing a grudge
hasb e en found to pull down happiness 'levels an
average of fifty percent.

2. Live in the present and the future. Most unhappiness stems from an unwholesome pre-occupation
with the mistakes and failures of the past. They are
important only as your passport to a better and wiser
today. Forgive yourself freely for past mistakes.
It 1s as vital to your happiness as forgiving others.
3. Don't waste time and energy fighting conditions
you can't change. There is little you can personally
do, for instance, about stopping a war, healing the
incurable disease of a loved one. or changing the
nature of those with whom ...you live. So stop hurling ~g;tinst stone walls.
4. Cooperate with life instead of either trying to
demolish it or run away from it.
5. When you find yourself in the grip of emotional
stress, force yourself to be out-going to other people
instead of retreating within yourself and building a
prison of loneliness.
6. Refusetopity yourself or seek self-justification
(concluded on page two)

7.

..
No.8
YOUTH CORNER (from Page 3)
in easy alibis that make you appear "nob 1 e" to yourself an d
others.
7. CuI t i v a te the old-fashioned
virtues of love, honor, loyalty,
thrift and church
attendance.
......
......

\

8. Stop ex pee t i ng too much of
yourself. When there is too wide
a gap between the standards you
set for yourself and your actual
achievement, unhappiness is inevitable. If you can't improve the l.
performance. Ley lmvering the ..
demands instead.
9. Find something bigger than
yourself in which to believe. Selfcentered mat e ria Ii stic people
score lowest OR.llte Duke lnUversity tests fe I" meftsm: iR8 AQf)pi~. Whil!l__ t4Q.~~r_,who averagEt--~, '.-k
high in altruism and r~us attitudes generally come out with
the top happiness ratings.

I announced 0 n Youth Day that I
would begin minimal office hours
on March 2nd, but due to my partiCipation in a Alcohol-Drug Seminar at Rei d I and Elementary
School, I will begin those same
hours on March 9th.

Welcome ... .
1
L

Placed Membership:
Mattie Grimmitt
310 Wallace Lane, Zone 7
- - . -.. ?

In Baptist: Claude Guill, 431
Sadie Hoover, 436
Norma Taylor, 305
Ken Donaldson, 325
In Lourdes: Lionel Solomon, 416

to
the
up crosses,

B.

Matt.
ye when
A.
Phil. 4: 4-7
B. To like Thess. letter

c.
s--Keynote of

. JllJ-if 5

a) "Grimn~s
n€lt next to godliness"
(Ogilvie)
b) bal"tism:
R~j~t.}';,~,~~~~,:ct9J;\q,~~?o!~~y! as
'd

.• '

.•••

•

.

.

c) Ha_~t.'i~~!H"eIti!;~!!!~f.lI~!~Fi~n1an in
c

2 Cor. 6: 10

it.

thi~g~'

in

Oli'l?ist.
f) He:~J«w.l:l·),V3:6:~i.·t};},~I,l81~~ig)lt.

g) Not.llapJ):Y;./ilPOJJ.t.e:;ve:rythin g .
•~fil.~~riJfIi'tlJ.1,~~i*~~~~~~iia:~a:.i!.•. ·.~.~ppier
iihever'hacCless," stated when
Charlie died--misunderstood my
question.
h)

iMii~J~dj~m'r:S+8'lfis;hm,~ ss .

B. Let me cultivate this spirit of joy.
IV. ~~i;r<t~;.:_Fssianotherh,ardone on me.
v-5

1l Letyoar;

morde:rationbe·kn&'W'n"
~~
1.,_p~nce, .~.~ess said
Luther. co\~~atioft· of others,
m~nesaWllder provocation.
n~§)s toward others.

gentle-

3.

:ijnt'~/.lta'St(J db' more with now:
a) In view of his return s.-",;k:w>
ea~i'lt)j'irights .
b) He's
gather together.
c) It's the co.~'4;;~.~_n~.,s;':()f

J 8c~Jt$i;i:w;~s;m~,t:f):;~~:c:~;fl:.lel.
d) BeAr:.·with;;otb~,r?~~t;~i:~J,~~>tfte.: Lord
is~~..'C~;:;;:~~,,:;~t~:;:H:Jrif

to do
us.
V. ~~.j;:,~me·reeling with another command.
Vi;,*&·:;tJ·B.i/:a~~.:l,,;:f(1¥;n~itning . "
A
shed.
t~~;i:liWith

Pet.

6.

praying
&_~ys.

7.
8.

9.
1 O.
11.

:Qtt'~'ft

In difficult times.
at his open window &
pp;ayed as he did'1aforetimes. II
so this
ur behavior!
P
pa
'eve"l'ything in the hands
of;: God.
Our sUJjH;}lieations are our special
ideas for our personal needs.
Remember to be tlfa.nkrul.
~ielkn~eled.

:~;~'~~':a;!~-O~-:~-'''~'''''''''-~

12.
VI .~esurtl:~,:"Peaeel

A.~od

1. Glorious end of anxiety--worry exchanged for peace.
2. It is not setn)i'iutn.

c.
D.
2.
peace,
Locust Grove. Franklin. KY - 12/1/91
W~twood.

MeMinnvitte. TN - 12/22/91 (Be)

B. Let
men.
C. Live
II. To

be known to all
the Lord

at hand.
he now adds

A.
B.

prayer
thanksgiving let your
requests be known to God.
C. Receive the peace of God which
passes all understanding as the
sentinel of your heart and mind
through Christ Jesus.

III. Central to all these matters is the

condition that you are in the Lord,
sustained by Christ Jesus.
A. If one is not in Christ these
blessings and promises will not be
his.

IV.

as are the three
exhausted
in Jesus,
toward all men and
with a nearness to Jesus and
presence and
A.
to
B.

these

study them
the order
being named: (1) reJOIcmg,
(2) moderation shown, (3) nearness
to Christ and being at hand to him.

V. Reviewing three principles.
A. ~~y~jrLlhe__~2!~
1. Rejoice always.

2. Cultivate the habit of looking on
the bright side. (Operation on
!!:!t~Q.me--either digging or
planting) .
3. Be on the lookout for compension-you'll get a blessing.
4. Think positiv~__af~1!1_,one gains
by ~JJlgh_hiR-leBsons of
adv~J'sity~.J!!~ tears of
S0!:K9W •

2.
3.

5.
6.

synonyms
New Testament
are ge~il~ss, c~~cy, Rati~ce.
7. Clark said its meekness under
piQYOC;uQn ;-readines8tOforgive
iill.!lries, e<ll!!!iJ.!lt-::~ii~l!iement
of business, c~1ll!2!'~ i,!L.iu.dging
other character and actions,
swe~J!~9si!!2n. The
government of passion, said
MacKnight.
8. Bruce said it comes from a Greek

wo~~ng~~s.a:-=swe:et

reasonableness.
9.

Sl:!QJ6L-m9~eration to all men even
the perverse so that we may win
them.

12.

13.

translates it
ne§.8.
16. Some say
one who
mistraatment:::,::-¥cl-~does

to
not

reta~te--~~hat:ced-Or~~ru!')ss .

17. Existentialism implies every man

has the right to do whatever makes
him feel good. If something makes
him feel good but it hurts you, do
it anyway. Sin always ends up
hurting someone else.
C. The third matter was to know the
L<ll'.d_is"~nd .
1. oile- who walks with God is
characterized by stability and
productivity.
2. One who rejects him flounders in
meaningless existence.

D.
As

is

to

to those
A. We

1.

2.
B.

and
cation with thanksgiving let your
request be known to God.
1. Great antedote to wrong.
2. Several kinds of prayers.
C. Receive the peace of God as the
guardian of your heart.
1. Guard--military term.
2. God's place is yur safeguard.
D. Let's exploure this fully in another
lesson.
Neely's Bend BC - 4/6/03

open."

a
with a note mSlGe
he discovered it was the last will and testament of
Daisy Singer Alexander, heir to the Singer sewing
machine fortune. The note read, "To avoid
confusioI4 I leave my entire estate to the lucky
person who fmds this bottle and to my attorney.
Barry Cohen. Share and share alike. Daisy
Alexander. June 20, 1937."
The courts accepted the theory that 12 years
earlier Mrs. Alexander had thrown the bottle into
the Thames River in London,~d that it had drifted
halMay around the world to,tle feet ofM!. Wurm.
This discovery netted Mr. Wunn over 6 million
dollars in cash and Singer stock.
Each of us has the opportunity to inherit
something far greater, for we are joint heirs with
Christ of the glories of heaven through salvation. I
Peter 1:3-4 says God caused us "to be born again
to a living hope through the resurrection of Jesus
Christ from the dead, to obtain an inheritance
which is imperishable and undeflled and will not
fade away, reserved in heaven for you."

Shepherd's Corner

I

Everyday as we read a newspaper, listen to the radio,
watch television or visit with friends and fellow workers,
we are constantly bombarded with the events of the war
in Iraq. Our hearts are touched by the pain, suffering,
worry and death that are happening to both sides in this
conflict. Our prayers and thoughts are constantly with
our troops and with the World leaders that peace may
soon prevail.
We as Christians fin40urselves in a battle everyday. It is
a battle with a much stronger foe than Saddam Hussein.
It is with Satan himself. "Be self-controlled and alert.
Your enemy the devil prowls around like a roaring lion
looking for someone to devour" (I Peter 5:0). The devil
never quitS trying to devour Christians. Peter continues
in Verse 9 "Resist him, standing firm in the faith,
because you know that your brothers throughout the
worldare~theAm&~sufferi.Dgs."

We

are not alone in this battle as Hebrews 12:22-24 points
out. "But you have come to Mount Zion,to the heavenly
Jerusalem, the city of the living God. You have come to
thousands upon tho'llsands of angels in joyful assembly to
the church of the firstborn, who names are written in
heaven. You have come to God, the judge of all men, to
the spirits of righteousness men tUade perfect, Jesus the
.mediator of a new covenant, and to the sprinkled blood
that speaks a better wofd than the blood of Abel" .
. The battle goes on but we can win against the forces of
evil because we have God on our side. Will we be
prepared to face God with.the words Paul penned in n
. Timothy 3:7 "I have fought the good fight, I have
finished the race, I have kept the faith"?
For the Elders
Paul Scott

4:

A.
B.
C.
my

II.

read my mind and thus
are my own.
to say is that the above

III. There is the arena of
and God sets the boundries of it.
Phil. 4: 8-- 11 Finally , brethren whatsoever
things are. . . think on these
things.
A. We see Heaven set the boundries.
B. Our task is to see the dimensions.
IV. It begins with Finally, brethren.
A. What are real values?
1. He lists seven.
2. It lists that of moral value,
worthy of praise.
3. Behold the minds of understanding
and things the Lord says are
valuable.

B.

is not
the brethren
You make a

@

2.
V. Paul
A. We

our
B. We must

we
on
your

D.
1. Whatsoever things are true.
a. One volume com. says there are
eight particulars placed in two
4-fold rows--the former containing their beauty and the
latter the commendation of it.
b. The first word in the former
row answers the first row in
the latter; the second word,
the second and so on.
c. Barclay said a man should
always set his thoughts on
things on which he could rely,
things that will not fail him
or let him down.

d,

evaluated.
e. True=
conduct.
account, reckon, reason,
matter.

g.
h.

a.
b.
c.

attractive.

noble,
dignifies, reverent.
d. Idea is not "how will it make
me feel?" or "will it offend,"
but rather "is it right."
e. It has to do with Christian
decorum, self-respect. consistent with true humility.
f. It I S reverence for the temple of
God, thus worthy of reverence,
deserving respect.
g. It is noble, serious, not
frivolous.
h. Venerable, worthy (Moffatt).
i. When it is used for a man it is
one who is said moved throughout the world as if the whole
world were the temple of God.

called us
L

m.
reverence.
n. Nowhere
the
are
we to consumate such a standard
o.

alone
the
between thought and
practice (Biblical Illus.).
p. Remember this is the foundation
for our conduct.
3. Just
a. Things which make us well
spoken of.
b. Things right, totally of divine
standard or action.
c. Justice, sense of doing good.
d. Righteous
e. Friendship and assistance toward
equals.
f. Kindness toward all.
g. Observant of the rule of right.

L

j.

seen. II
dues,
k.
God and man
, Pure
a.
, cleansed, can
into presence of God.
b. Morally pure
c. Remember must have proper
conduct of thoughts ... thinking
must be accompanied by
resolution, followed by action.
d. Things we must do.
e. Preserve our bodies from
pollution, also hearts, tongues,
eyes, dress.
f. Cultivate modesty and avoid
dissoluteness.
g. Unstained, free from debasing
elements.
h. Unsullied, aking to holy, Our
conscience unstained, does not
exercise evil.

c. Does not behave
d.
e.
love.
destruct-

g. Not a web
h.

it

j. In the Greek it

k.
1.

m.
n.

that calls forth
of those whose minds are set on
vengeance and punishment that
calls forth bi tterness and fear.
Some minds so set on criticism
and rebuke they call forth
resentment in others.
The mind of the Christian is set
on lovely things: kindness,
sympathy, forebearance, love-produces such a response.
Excites love and endears him
who does such things.
Amiable of its own accord,
useful to others.

God to
hear.
L

welL

a. Remember our character takes
on what we
b. Thoughts deeply affect us as
we pursue our ideals.
c. Excellent--only time Paul uses
it could describe excellency of
ground in a field, a tool for a
purpose, physical excellency of
an animal, courage of a soldier,
virtue of a man.
d. A woman's chastity.
e. Scotch thrift, industry
f. Excellency--moral, intellectual,
physical
g. Nothing but the best.
h. We will have an influence in the
world.

2 Peter

:5

:8

B.

c.
, car
and on, but I want to
the best one - it's
D. He said the love of God would
garrison our hearts - military term.
1. It is impregnable - not like the
Magineau Line.
2. It occurs four times in the Bible.
II Cor. 11: 32 - Garrison
Gal. 3: 23
Strong rooms
I Pet. 1:5
Presence in a fortress
Phil. 4: 7
Keep
E. God can do it by the control of our
thoughts, so let's use his system.
It's fail proof, unlike the little boy
that just had 10¢ to buy a watermelon
He was offered a little green glob,
left without it - be back in three
months when it's ripe.

- sweetest word

II.
the

A.
death to
B. Betsy Brewer
it
Jesus'
name."
C. Word used here and four other times
in Pastorials.
D. Man must be careful with what he
fills his mind.
E. Note this is for "brethren" - as
everyone is not a brother, everyone
won't do this.
F. Thou starts list of 8 safeguards.
III. List of 8 to think on - thorough, logical,

valuate, to account, not casual but
thorough.
Set your thoughts on things you can rely,
things that will not fail or let you down.

B.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Honorable
translation.
It has to do with Christian
decorum, self-respect, consistent
with true humility.
Reverence for temple of God.
Vulnerable - a man is so much what
he thinks he is.
Be acceptable to God and approved
by men.

Rom. 14:18
6. Some things are honorable within
themselves.
7. Disgrace is attached to dishonest
action.

8.
conduct.

10.

reverence.

11.

12.
14.
15.
you down.

16.
17.

18.
19.

20.
21.

a man to
, it is
a person who has
said to move throughout the whole
world as though it were the temple
of God.
Grave, serious, dignified.
All that relates to the dignity of
the high vocation to which God has
called us, renouncing all frivolity
and folly.
Don't make the opinion of others
the sole and ultimate rule of your
conduct.
Dignity, majesty, yet still inviting
and attractive--that which inspires
reverence.

3.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

goodness.

11. We keep trying to get the

word and its definition. Little girl
told her dad one wanted to be a
cupcake. Why? They earn badges
and go to camp. No, you want to
be a "Brownie."
D. Pure
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Unstain~.9..

"IJU4tfrjJT~ I.-A

Pure morally.
-~
~P"lv
Marvelously pure.
d
Undenied.
cT~~ fit to ~~_E?:~_1!.~Jnto
tile presence of God.
6. World'offers the sfiaoby and
sordid. the spoiled and smutty.
7. Thoughts so pure the~mnd
uie-s·crUtiny of GQd.
'

--...--

---............

12.
13.
14.
16. Whatever
17 Whatever

:;..:...::.:-.:;;.,::-~~,~

E.
1.

2.

3. AillmlliYe .
4. W~e.
5. I t calls forth
6. ~a mind that calls forth
ven~. pUIJisbm ent • fear aDd
b!ttetE-ess in ot~8.
7. Mind not set on criticism an d
~e.

--

8. Mind set on kindness. sympathy,
forbearance, one...Jbat begets lQye.
9. Adapted to excite love and endear
him who does such things. PeeWee's
wagon and Jewell's cushion too
precious, Botts' handshaking girl.
10. ~~il'!S'
11. ~e

a

P@

5.
ever0'n
6.
here ''''+.' "'"',"'''!'It
7 . oun'dlng well.
8. Kindly spoken.
9. Whatever is gracious.
10. Whatever is fine.
11. Whatever is fine, the good things
in others.
G. Virtue,,:::
~$''''E~cel1ent,
everything of excelle,ncy.
$;;'"
2. MO:val.
3. I\~!~11~w!ual.
"",<",'

4. Pt},,¥sipal.

. Nothhig but the best--whi(!h,pJece
ot:,.J:~hiC! lfen. cl,9."¥oU ·ea:t fH.'s t ? ..•
6. ~~·.~iIiiI~r~li~ih.:uses 1!~e 'wor d.
7. Ex~llent;'."lik..."gl'ound of: a: field,
t09'j;.r:Fm"""8: 'p'nJ?:pooe,"'P'fl yeie al
ex_iency·of;.a:l'l'atfimal, courage of
solill~.r, virtue of·,. man.

8.

2 PeL

:5
12. Make the
Ezek. 17:24

tree to

13.

IV. Think on these things.
A. On these things r~~, 3~fl ~t.
B. ~9,ughts on things on whi~~~~~~n
~:y ,. ,"d<1~;;!I!~~i;:''f;~r;:,;:'1::-~~;::'C, '7';"";-+.

c.

i

It i~e higliesf,'tl'ft:rf~~~ns
ID~'$t"'~k .

D. For right is ,~!~at, since .. God is God.
E. The righC,;:tfle day,.~mtlst win... To
doubt ~ld btf'~disloyal, "ti!O"faint
would fie sin.
F. These things take into account.
G. Be such your tr~a,sures.
H•

'l'~l!I!:4!+'_1l1ni;,ulii<!l~~I·"t·4ii~""'~_~ab._'I.

~~~~~$.;1,':UU:~ <;", IfOU·iS.l"J.""~-'-'--UW~L'·.

I. Let this be the argument of your
thoughts.
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Chattanooga officer .~~

fired for falsifying
drug dogcertifi--'IL-.n.
fied by the organization
CHA'ITANooGA -.: A Chat- being put into service
tanooga Police Department K-9 drugs, patrolling streets and
officer was fired and two others ing out explosive devices.
were. suspended after an internal
Certificates were produced
affairs probe concluded they falsi- five of the six dogs,
fied police dogs' certifications.
Bowman's Casper and
The investigation involved two Viper. However those dogs'
drug-sniffing Belgian Malinois cates appeared to have been
dogs, Casper and Viper, purchased tored
last year for $7,000 apiece in South
When officials checked with
Carolina.
' U.S. Police Canine
.
Officer Iran Meadows, the they found the organization had
department's head trainer and a 12- record of Casper or Viper
yeat veteran. was fired Thursday ing narcotics detection certifi<:ate
for submitting false documents, at an April dog trial in
untruthfulness during an internal tanooga
affairs investigation, neglect of
According to the internal
. duty and conduct unbecoming an report, Meadows used his
officer, ;department officials said legitimate
to
Friday.
"
copies for the other".,I+i,..,,,...," .Ar.
"Officer Meadows was found to officials said.
.
be the' author of the documents,"
"Officer Meadows states he
said Capt Mark Rawlston, supervi- no knowledge of bOw fahlified
sor of internal affairs.'
uments were submittedwhen
"Officer Meadows continued to are in fact copies of a.
be untruthfuldurh;tg the investiga- onlY,he has had custody arid
t i o n . " t r o l over," the report states.
Officers Mark Haley and ,Ruth
Meadows· and Bowman
Bowman each were suspended for not be reached for cormnent,
21 days without pay for. similar . Haley declined to dis<:ussthe
charges. Each will serve a six- plinary action. '
month probationary period, offiThe dogs were removed
,cials said Friday.
street duty during the inv.~stil!ati(
In early June the Chattanooga and were not expected
Times Free Press asked Sgt Dennis through the certification
Pedigo, the police department's K- until after it was. complete.
Sam, a Labrador retriever
9 coordinator, fo produce certifications by the United States Police to sniff .out bombs and
Canine Association for the depart~ materials, also lacked rP1'l"1f'1r<>t
ment's six police dogs.
according to the.
Department policy requires which planned to
each dog and handler to be certi- ately for him. •
Associated Press

someone

as
as
the front row where
men .
were seated, each whom had
an
arm the war. One had lost his right
arm.
arm and the other had lost his
Together, they were able to clap. And
that is exactly what they did, with
excitement and exuberance. The
inspiration of their teamwork kept the
performer performing. Two, working as
one, encouraged the heart of the one
who had come to encourage their hearts.

the jar.
The professor
said,
is
The rocks are the important things. The
pebbles are other things that matter. The sand
is everything else, the small stuff in your life.
If you put the small stuff into the jar first,
there is no room for the pebbles and the rocks.
The same goes for your life. If you spend all
your time and energy on the small stuff, you
never have room
the things
are
truly important. Take care of the rocks first,
The rest is just
the things that really
sand."

I

When former'

1

Speaker of the House Sam
I
Rayburn was near the end of I
· his life, he surprised his
i colleagues in Congress by
informing them that he was
going home to Bonham, Texas.
His announcement made no .
sense to them. They wondered
.1 why he would choose to leave
a place that had some of the I
; best medical facilities in the i
· world and go to a tiny town in
· north Texas. Rayburn
I explained his reasons in a
. simple and sincere way.
"Bonham, Texas," he said, "is
a place where people know
when you are sick and care
, when you die."
I

I,

i

I

I,

!

Four high

I

school boys, afflicted with I
a sudden but serious case I
of spring fever, Skipped I
their morning classes.
After lunch, they
returned to school and
reported to the teacher
that their car had a flat I
tire. Much to their relief, ;
she smiled and simply I
said "Well, you missed a I
test this mOrning, so take I
seats away from each I
other and get out your
notebooks." Still smiling,
she waited for them to
settle down in their
scattered locations
around the room. Then
she said, "First question:
. Which tire was flat?"

/

are

A.
B.

c.

D.

Honest
Just
Pure

E.
F.
G.
H.

II.

on

A.
acts.
1. We are called on to have
of our thoughts.
2. We need to first resolve that this
is what we will do.
3. Finally our thoughts are to be put
into practice.
4. Note the progression: things
learned, things received, things
heard, things seen and the
fulfillment is D~
5. Obviously the-church is the best
educated group in all society. We
all have received a Christian
education whether we ever went
to one of our schools or not.
We've done it via the church.

8,

9.

B.

We
1.
2.
3.
4.

b) We are to have no
sin as we are those well spoken
of.
are to reflect and act on:
Things learned--an intellectual
apprehension.
Things received--we saw morality
in Paul.
Things heard and seen as the
life of Paul and others contributes
to our Christian education.
This we are called on to "do!"
a) "Practice"-a continual action.
b) We are to be satisfied with
nothing but the best.
c) "How do you always eat the
best piece of chicken?"

3.

5.
6.

comes
made the
tree to
. 17: 24). Thus
I sprout to blossom again.
The God of Peace
A. Believe in God is the only thing that
can keep a man from ultimate despair.
B. For right is right
Since God is God
The right the day must win
To doubt would be disloyal
To faint would be to sin.
e. Behind everything is the love of God
which will never let us go, that love
which bears all things even with our
sinning, that love that will never cast
us off but will always strengthen man.
for the battle & struggles of life.
(Barclay)

Bend -

c.

iII.

think
4:9
the conclusion of the letter, the
rest is details about personal matters:
Paul's support financially, account of
financial aid, work of Epaphroditus
farewell notes. Thus a postscript.

'I\n~,~dee,&fiL'earl1itit'

A•

Co~t~~~iith~/~k'ili:pI>r~?ff~iwer'e
l~ifrm1\~~

1. I marvel at the knowledge of past

4.
B,

2.
3.
I

COl'.

li~ 1..,.~

'Gal. 1 ~ 1:2

E•

4. Heard the Word--hand it down.
5. Seen --Example.
6. Thus not Word only but living
example.
Not as Baptist preacher "1 say
don't do as I do but do as I
say do"--sound lil:se-.Pft~
Child
. nCS~~r~fes.
9. ruths childr~:n~ave learned.
~~cS6l ·:g~:;::f~iliJ"t}i:~a~,d%;~&;;"5eerl?,
1. Paul moves into the very practical
part of Christianity.
2. Taught by Word & by living
example.
3. We see those 8 "through Gates"
lead to practical action.

8.

on
Self as an
it like Paul?
10.
did they
9

we do

11.

12.

vs.

s lead
action.
2. Medication proceeds: Practice
foUows--Calvin.
3. Well thought pattern put into
action.

4,

4.

E.

4.
5 Free of malice, remorse, foreboding.
6. Holiness flows from presence of
God.
Neely's Bend Be - 9/7/03
Adventures for Jesus Ministry - 3/9/04

"We're raising boys."
-

14

Harmon Killebrew

3

WE LACt< NO OPPORnJNITY
Phil. 4: 10
I. Paul's letter to Phil. unusual.
A. Waited tilt last of letter to say thanx.
B. Expressionofthanx was guarded.
1. Wanted to avoid ingratitude.
2. Wanted to avoid dependency.
3. Wanted to revive their concern.
(a) Care flourished again - KJV.
(b) Revived - margin.
(c) Means like tree putting out new growth in Spring
(d) Church that flourished aftJ!r a long winter.
C. What was lacked - resources or way of getting gifl
.
to Paul?
1. Did they know where he was?
2. They'd helped when no one else did.
!
V. 15 u No church communicated c me as' concerning 9
2 Cor. 11:9 II Present •. wanted •. chargeable .. Mac. sup
3. Don't be afraid to be only one.·
I
D. Obvious conclusions.
.
1. Paul had a grateful spirit.
2. Spiritual life is seasonal.
3. Giving a fruit.
V. 17 II Not because I desire a gift, but I desire fruit
4. Under grace standard of living & giving goes up •
. 5. We render a service when we offer opportunity.
6. Clip on 173 giving .
• May I tell you of Opportunity & Time.
A. LP.S. - Money & Cookies - Today.
B. Michigan Christian College.
t. Homes for Aged.

,
\.

,.
2.
3.
D.

ir'

lakeshore.
Eastland.
Chapel Ave.
Dec. 8 - Above Budget 1. Herald of Truth - 1/2.
2. World Evangelism - 1/4.
3. World Radio - 1/4.
E. Size of job.
1. 213,000 more tonite than last nite. Union
Carbide, "213,000 guests are coming. II
2. John Haggai card.
3. Gen. Eisenhower during World War II, IIThere
are no victories at bargain prices. II
F. World Radio.
1. Howards & White1s Ferry Rd.
G. World Evangelism. .
1. 'ilnsightll - 548 papers - 6 million circulation.
2. IIlnsight ll on 88 stations.
3. Charlie Walton is script writer.·
4. Druid Hills - Atlanta.
5. Got to be a Better Way - Top of Can
Reached 9:70k of nation1s TV receivers, audi~nce '
of 55 million, 200 TV stations.
6. Larry Swaim, Ray Mooney, David Crosier.
H. Herald of Truth.
i
1. B. B. B. - Harold Hazel ip - Juan Monroy, Landon i
Saunders.
2. 90,000 mail inquiries. 250 letters daily to Juan.
3. 5.76 sends TV film to station.
i
29.00 - 100 Span i sh N. T.

j

I
\
\.

lalq(JU€
nHHayes

i

Am.ericansgave more money
to religion in 1973 than ever
before-$650 million more than
the $9.44, billion given the year
before, according to the 1974
Annual Report of Giving USA.
However, religion again received a decreasing share of the
philanthropic total, 41.4 percent,
representing the. smallest perc~n.tage gain in all categories of
gIVIng. Health and Hospitals
'l:eceived the second langest
t,QtaJ, with education ranking

~hJrd.

In reeent yeors, the words tlpoputotton exploston'" hti$ 666n 6n
lips. But what do they mean? Well, the pOpulotion of
the world increases by more than 80 million people a year. Hold
a second; don't let that slip by. Eighty million people is a third of
oll-the people in the United States I It is ten times the population
of New York City.
Every three years, the world adds as many new people as the
entire population of the United States.
let that soak in. The entire population of our country every
I
three years.
I
Each year, as world population increases by nearl»BO million,
world Christianity is increasing by about 7 million. We are winningl
I
year by year, no more than a tenth of the population increase.
World growth is running away and leaving us behind. "IEach year, I
the percentage of the world's peoples who calls itself,:ahdstianj
eV(~ryone's

.-~--~

..~-"' ....~~--~----~~_..~ _____. ____ ....~... _ ... _.. ___.. ~ __.._ _.

\.

I

..

1'.>

L

\...

TO

L

A,

all
1,
the money.
2, He should not be
above the

3.
4. He ever wants a
when
you get a
been 5 years--you
or the elders should.
5.
he preaches on
bution he wants a raise.
6. Or one who treads out the corn.
7. These are days of fringe benefits"I want the French Benefit."
8. How to handle retirement?
B. Paul viewed it as an honest matter
as he was paid after 10 years of
nothing.
1. Preacher asked for a raise and
won't cost you one dollar above
the one you are giving.
2. Don't refuse--they will not respect
you-- Halbot said to me.

D.
E.

told in
advance.

F. We

and do not

II.

4:10-12.
A. Read the text.
B. Move to examine the words.

III. From Philippians 4: 10-12.
A. But I rejoice in the Lord greatly
1. But I
a. Have not been paid for a long
time, but says it was circumstances they could not control.
b. Throughout Christiandom
churches have been remembered
for things good and bad.
2. The "I."
a. Very emphatic.
b. Can't speak for others but I can
for myself.
c. I can assure you of appreciation
for all kindnesses.

under
3)
)
)

to
God.

and remembrances.
c. Expresses thanksgiving.
d. Wants to avoid both
and dependency.
e. Glad they revived their concern.
4. Note it is to the Lord that he makes
acknowledgements.
a. What they paid him was the
Lord's work.
b. That's a way of understanding
your weekly gifts.
5. Greatly
a. Emphatic occasion of special joy.
b. Acknowledges the Providence of
God. Ezra 7 the hand of the
Lord as Ezra got everything.
c. Ten years could not send him
money.

d.
e.
B. Now at last.
I.

2.
3.
4.

or no way
to reach

5.
6.

know where he was
Rome-- IRS lost
Houston

saying you are the one
that is profitted in sending--more
than me in receiving the gift.
7. Does this mean Paul was not
particularly enthusiastic about the
gift?
C. Care of me has flourished again.
(Adkins)
1. No explanation for the delay--do
we do missionaries the same way
as we "pave the parking lot?"
2. Are they in the forefront of our
fight but way ahead of our
supplies?

D.
, budded.
1.
as a
2. Made a
tree
Ezek.
:24
3. Trees bud--the
silence
over.
4.
like a plant that withers,
revives and grows again.
5. Doesn't offend them--they'd
always wanted to helo--just no
opportunity.
6. Spirited life has its seasons-reasons we have "revivals."
7. Gift a fruit (v.17).
8. Word flourish means they have
helped before, they feast for a
time and now begin again.
Flowers that look dead in winter
flourish in the spring.
E. Again
1. At last, not a rebuke but just
occurs again after no period of
contact.

3.
Thess. 2: 5
Cor. 9:3-18
2 Cor. 11:8-9
GaL :6
ask what others are
not
5. Do we make an excuse for
6. No

7. They remembered to remember.
8. They followed Paul's work when

in other cities and sent help.
2 Cor. 11:8
9. We've given once vs. we've given
once and now again.
IV. But you were careful.
A. We learn by waiting.
1. He did not even hint they might
have forgotten him.
2. He seldom talked about his needs
but when he had one he admitted
it.
3. Long tuition --the school of
discipline had many difficult
courses.

nesses.

concern.

B.

our hearts.
4. Seeks to avoid hurting their
feelings.
5. Did they lack means or messenger
to send to Paul?
6. Opportunity--the sermon is said,
it reams yet to be done.
7. Guilty of no neglect--only
opportunity.
C. Not that I speak in respect of want.
1. I is emphatic; auto-self.
2. Peter Decker speaks of four kinds'
of risks.
One we must accept.
One we can afford to take.
One we can't afford to take.
One we can't afford not to take.

5,

Luke
Psalms

:3
6. Or
:7
. Or

19:10
8.
9.
Lam. 3:
D. I have learned in whatsoever state I
am therewith to be content.
1. Learned
a. We learn by waiting.
b. Never writes about doing best
he can under circumstances, he
was on top of them, undiscouraged by ups and downs of
life. (Bell)
c. Learned--contentness is not
natural to most of mankind.
d. I have learned (v.ll). I am
instructed.

go We are
wealth
h. All reposes
coping
not in himself.
2. To be content--self-sufficient,
independent.
a. Favorite doctrine of stoic- man
should be sufficient to himself
for all things, able by the
power of his own will to resist
the shock of circumstances.
Paul is self-sufficient through
the power of the new self: not
he, but Christ in him.
b. Accept adversity with noble
cheerfulness.
c. Not a victim of circumstances,
but their master.

e.

as
had learned
.1.)
attached.
g. Greek word
here in New Testament.
h. Lit. - self-sufficient; I can do
it!
i. His self-sufficiency does not
originate with him.
j. Contentment does not depend on
where you are or what you have
but who you are.
k. He shows contentment in all
circumstances.
1. The contentment that is stated
is independent of others and
having sufficiency in one's
self.
m. The enjoyment of material
abundance is not the basis for
contentment.
ence,

4
I
II

:1-5
11:
but

.)

-1

Biblical
1

this lesson
noble cheer-

2

s,

3
4.

manual labors
, art, and science.
was a
poor kind
if
content
meant
of
aspiration and enterprise. If Paul
meant, I consider one thing or place
just as good as another, poverty as
good as riches, slavery as good as
independence. he had learned nothing
useful.

5. An inscrutable wisdom and overruling
providence is at work. How unreasonable then to complain when trouble
comes. It is either a deserved chastisement or a healthful discipline.
Discontent is an injustice in high
quarters.
6. Contentedness implies freedom from
anxiety in reference to provision for
our needs. Socrates said, "He is
nearest to the gods who need nothing
that needs fewest things. T!
7. It was his portion of worldly goods
with which the apostle was content-not his spiritual condition.

v'JtI-r

8. Contentedness is llJi90W an endowment
innate to us, but it is a product
of discipline--"1 have learned. 11
9. To be contented is to be contained,
to be within limits. Whatever is
within limits is likely to be quiet.
10. Contentment the outcome of a right

view of circumstances : "How dismal
you look,11 said a bucket tb his
companion as they were going to
the well. 1I It Ah!" replied th~. other ';
"I was reflecting oritne uselessness
of our bein.g filled; for, l'et us go
away ever so full, we always come
back empty." f1Dear me! How strange
to look at it in this way, 1t said
the buc.ket. '1 Now I enjoy the
thought, that however empty we
come. we~ alWaYs go })ack full.
Only look ~t it in that light, and
you will be as cheerfUl as I am."
11. ContentliHent prevents many sins

and temptations, and parti(!ular .
two: First, impatience and
secondly. murmuring.

THE R~VAL OF CON9ERN

1

I

fhil. 4: 10-13
1. Most eve!ything we have is fluctuating and
seasonal.
.
A. How man.1' ball teams have an unbeaten
re~ord. Z/.st:. ~ .u.pszt$?
,
B. WhIch frUit tree YIelds the same every
year or which strawberry plant is ever
bearing? kJ-f,t LJ'I' ;t lV-X lo.2fkd
C. Even in our religion we find ourselves
seasonal--and we sing Revive Us Again.
Chr. has summer & winter.
Phil. 4: 10 "But I rejoi
reatly,

~::t~~Ude., eu

~;/l

/r

1 (af
$/ff'r1{l?f:j
f
(b) Heavenly JO
. • t!'h1J.,
1:) Revi val t9 f ;;rs'W:==~~~rA.~e~
~Personal thought
~ ~~
(d) Protecti ve considerat~on.
ti'N
2. Let's study these necessary Christian
traits.
II. Let's Revive 4 Spirits.
'"
. /''''''' 2

i/'

A

W .

d

L..J",.C;.,

"/LA

r

feieru.r

M~

f

S lilt!

i.1=t~~~;~¥~Hr~'~rJ~t,,~~

2. HeJfiau' to s':fnd7',~teipt for the gift".
3. graritu9-e is a characteristic of the
perfect gentleman.
4. Do we appreciate OhristianA<:indness &
. do we say thank you? See ft>em
B. ?econdly, he rejoiced in the Lord . .:.

.

'

j

",\.

2. I
1. This shows first he beJieved Christ wasi
the governing force in the affairs of his'
E~ople. Tho they ga v~it was Christ
Who motivated them.
.
2. It is faith strengthening to see one
acknow ledge the providence of God.
Ezek. 17:24 "1 the Lord have spoken & done it:
3. No one can accuse Paul of being a stoic.
4. 'UYQ.les sons for us:
(a) View everything in relation to Christ.
(b) Rejoice in the greater things - he in
what their gIft represented ·in Christi9
character rather than the gift itself.
C. Thirdly, he glOrie~.
n hheir Revival of. .
Per sonal Tnought.
r c:lfl'll~
'/#}: r,t'LII"Va!€,...,
dcmll2st _Wdl
1. Fortune fluctuates. nef
doe I) <2
2. Life moves - no state is static.
.
3. Spiritual' life has its season - summer
& winter.
4. TQ.ese Christians had flourished again. I
(a) Like a ~r~e that wjtbers, revi,;,es,
I
grows agall1.
I
(b) Picture of a springtime tr~"after
!
winter ..
5. Do some think we have forgotten themlet's revive our care.
(a)Remember our shut-ins.
(b) Remember our weaker, older folk-all have given us something - let's
respond.

b:JA

0,

(c) Philippi didn tt care what others were
sending - they had a personal
obligation to Paul.
D. H~~~Cj sed a ~~ot;c~~~e £onSideration:
1. He 1 nFt want
0 fen t em - they
hadn't sent - he excused it with "Ye
lacked. opportunity. "
2. He gav~ them credit for always wanting
to help.
3. He did his best to avoid wounding their
feelings!...
4. Why hadn't they sent?
(a) Lack means?
(b) LaGk messenger?
5. What a spi;rit!
(a) He excused what he bad n~aso~ to
r~ent.

(b) He offers no reproach rather charity
for their lateR€5S.
(c) li~ makes no effort to embarrass or
l11ake them feel Htt]e.
(d)
said he felt all along they were
. t@fthlng of him.
(e) He gave them the benefit of the doubt.
(1) Man couldn't get rid of dandelions.
Wrote Agri. Dept. They ans. UW1
suggest you learn to love them.
(1) Misunderstanding COUld. ca.u. se hurt
.
feelings - he'd give rio quarter to it.

Be

fI

~~.~~~

I

__~.__.__._--.-J

4.

r

6. Do we make excuse for our charity:
"We' ve given once!
7. Opportunity says the sermon is said,
i
it remains to be done.
iUI Via Summation, let's have this spirit:
I "A. Sincerely expressed gratitude.
I B. Demonstrated heavenly joy.
C. Revived personal concern.
D. Acti ve protective consideration of our
brethren.
I

If

~ f;vJ... ~-14-71
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II.

he has just written.
A. For I know how 1. Does this mean his security is
dependent on financies?
2. We have a graduation of
expressions:
a. I know.
b. I'm instructed.
c. I can.
3. Bruce wrote "There is no instance
in the Scripture records of
apostolic days of any servant of
Christ making known his own
material needs to any but to his
Lord. Thus as Paul uses the "I"
he is emphatically speaking from

the

4,

not
he could
stomach?
B. He has
1. These truths are
Illustrator.
2. It was a

kind

, want
Paul meant I
consider one thing or place just
as good as another, poverty as
good as riches, slavery as good
as independence, he had learned
nothing useful.
3. An inscrutable wisdom and overruling providence is at work. How
unreasonable then to complain
when trouble comes. It is either a
deserved chastisement or a healthful discipline. Discontent is an
injustice in high quarters.
4. Contentedness implies freedom from
anxiety in reference to provision
for our needs. Socrates said, "He
is nearest to the gods who need
nothing that needs fewest things."

6"

tent--not
Contentedness
to

learned. II
7. To be contented
to be

8.
to
going
the other, "I was reflecting on
the uselessness of our being
filled; for, let us go away ever so
full, we always come back empty."
"Dear me! How strange to look at
it in this way," said the bucket.
"Now I enjoy the thought, that
however empty we come, we always
go back full. Only look at it in
that light, and you will be as
cheerful as I am."
9. Contentment prevents many sins
and temptations, and particular
two: First, impatience and
secondly, murmuring.

c.

5. V.12 has one
two terms not
known elsewhere in the New Testament: Lit. "I have been initiated. II
This verb normally used with
reference to rituals of initiation
into mystery religions.
6. The other a term popular among
Hellenistic philosophers to describe
self-sufficiency and independence
from external pressures.
III. He knows how to be abased and how to
abound--we look at both terms and we
start with abastp.
A. Abased
I r1{JV
1. Literally to make low, to bring low.
d

word

4.
nor say
abandoned.
6. He knows
see.
7. Fortune

contrast we

8.
what he lacked.
B. How to abound.
1. Abound: to have in abundance.
The faithful Christian does not
allow poverty to degrade him nor
prosperity to exalt him.
2. Abound is the opposite of abase.
3. Idea of overflow.
4. For some harder to learn to be
properous than poor.
5. Paul knows life's contrasts.
6. We become rich by possessing an
abundance of things or else by
losing our desire for it, or by
abounding in everything, or
content to have nothing. (Meyer)

he

in every
4. Some
the Lord when
abound
when abased.
5. On the other hand some are
but
weakened when in prosperity.
6. Can do all things regardless when
strengthened literally when infused
strength in him comes to pass.
7. Use later word "how be it" to
receive God's strength, yet does
not disparage the gift of the
Philippians.
D. Full and Hungry.
1. Either way - he is secure.
2. Full - give fodder to cattle--to
feed animals or a multitude of
people.
3. Remember he was chained and
imprisoned when he wrote this.

Lord.
weary or
®

Our God does not
6.

7,

God and

40:31
8. Learned that

•

L.. 1

e.) 2 X as likely to be born in India as A meri 00.
d.) 5 X as much to be born in China.
e.) If born in India, 1 chance out of 4 to survive
1st yr 0; 50-50 to make 7 years.
L) Home windowless, small, dirt floor hut.
g .) Di sease everywhere.
h.) Little opportunity to hear gospel.
5. God has the abili ty to use us.
Deut. 32:10 IIHe found him in a desert land, and in tl
6. IIlf we take seriously the philosophy of
responsibility, we must recognize the burden
whi ch comes in necessary associate c privilege.
Great advantages far from giving us easy minds,
should give us uneasy minds. If the philosophy
of responsibility is true, our burden is heavy."
,i-ueblood.
I Cor. 6,:9-10 (Read)
7. Covetousness keeps bad company.
8. Houston story.
B. nYour care has flourished againll Phil. 4:10.
1. You've helped Ed Brown c 'MS.•
2. Kerr money via pharmacist in Carolina.
C. Flourish & CommunI cate.
1. Lit. IIcome into leaf, budded forth again."
2., He expected it.
3. "/\low II - not too late
"at the last" - not too soon.
The time was suitable •
• "Compound verb indi cates that different persons
had communicated differently.JJ 'Nord Studies

\,

.1

5.
6.
7.
D.
1.
2.
3.

". !

flYe know"tI - he remembered former kindnesses •.
tlBut my God" is the one who compensates.
lINeeds 1t SO great calls them afflictions.
Where do I stand?
Do I truly give as pro~pered?
Am I seeing needs & meeting?
Is there any thanks that comes?

....J4-I.. DNl. 1"-11"'3

Total Immersion
"General," the minister said, "I suggest that you take off that watch
~nd chain. You'll ruin it if you get wet."

,
"Thank you, J will," Sam Houston said, handing the piece to a
~riend.
\ "And, General, perhaps you had better hand him your wallet, too."
, "No, I believe not, preacher. I'm afraid it needs baptizing, too!"

\.

A

L

We learn many lessons.
L
s treatment
church
treated Paul.
2.
met all
needs--God
meet all
3. There

4. Such circumstances can be hard
on the preacher.
5. From our first breath to our last
there are needs: Insurance man
sells when you have needs and
when you have plenty.
6. There is a distinguishment between
needs and desires.
7. Nowhere does God make birds, fish
and lions without supplying their
food-- He can do no worse by us.
B. We've talked about contentment.
1. A divine Providence is at work
knowing our needs--never seen
the righteous forsaken or seen
begging bread.

3.

we must learn
an endowmenL
4.
contentment we
5. Contentment

6.
you
never
C. Learn to expect
and abound.
D. It is Christ who enriches.
1 Cor. 1:4-5

Eph. 1:3
2 Pet. 1: 3-4
II. Now he turns his compliments to the

Philippians.
A. Verse 14 not withstanding.
1. Rejoices in their gift as they used
the opportunity to the full.
2. How could he thank them without
suggesting he needed more.
3. Was he rebuking them for the
delay?

6.

B.

churches
the local

L

churches,
2,

not
to see what
others were
3. Need to assume our
whether others do or not.
4. Were some not as
mission work?
5. Yet no blame assigned them.
C. Concerning giving and receiving.
1. They gave: I received.
2. As you meet his needs, God will
meet their needs.
3. Credit to your account - language
of finance.
4. Uses human instruments, but still
(gospel) work of God.
5. His letter is like a receipt.
6. Credit and debit terms.
7. Interest to your account - Reb.
6:9-10.

3.
4.

E.
2.

have

very

!

nro the human
:.lnci
-NEB
and to

and want
1

. , . you
IS

strength
me
strong! - TeNT
am ready for anything through the
strength of the one who lives within
me - Phi
14. Notwithstanding ye have well done,
Yet I thank you - Wey
But it was very kind of you - Gspd
Still, I think that you did the right
thing - Nor
Yet you acted nobly - TeNT
that ye did communicate with my
affliction.
in contributing to the help of my affliction -, Can
in sharing my troubles - TeNT
for taking your share in my troubles
-Wey

15. Now ye Philippians know also, that in
the beginning of the gospel,
· .. in the early days of the Good News
-TCNT

· . , at the first preaching of the gospel
-Wey
· .. in the early days of my mission
-NEB

· .. in the beginning of my Gospel
ministry - Nor
when I departed from Macedonia,
- at the time when I had just left
Macedonia - TeNT
no church communicated with me as
concerning giving and receiving, but
ye only.
no church had fellowship with me in
the matter of giving and receiving
but ye only - ASV
no Church, with the one exception of
yourselves, had anything to do with
me as far as giving and receiving
are concerned - TCNT
no church but yours went into partnership and opened an account with me
-Cspd

1

a
I am anxIOus
but I desire fruit that may abound to
your account.
but I seek the fruit which accrues
therefrom to your account - Can
but I am anxious to see the abundant
return that will be placed to your
account - TeNT
what I am anxious for is the interest
that accumulates in this way to your
divine credit! - Mof
set store by the rich increase that
stands to your credit - Knox
but I seek for the profit which
to your account - NASB
but I seek and am eager for the
which increases to your credit
harvest of blessing that is accumulating to your account - Amp

18. But I have all, and abound:
... and more than enough - AIf
But I have all which I require, and
more than I require - Can
I have enough
and to
spare -TeNT
You have paid me in full, and more
too - Gspd
I am full,
My wants are fully satisfied - TeNT
I am fully supplied - Can
having received of Epaphroditus the
things which were sent from you,
now that I have received from Epaphroditus the gifts which you sent me
-TeNT

an odour of a sweet smell, a sacrifice
acceptable, well pleasing to God.
they are like the sweet fragrance of a
sacrifice which is acceptable and
pleasing to God - TeNT
It is like fragrant incense, just such a
sacrifice as God welcomes and approves - Gspd

Co

D.

do more

2.

3.
4.

I ~d the study mode.~il1g.....
. .';
Col<!Jr:ado c.l1ul'Cn asked 'or
s~~Ill~Mr~iie'sts .~g(,\t 700,
btit ngtolle on giving .
5:tJ6ref.tQpraylr
&00& ·to ·fai·th
,,'

II.

-,-'

.~!f

~

2&OO·to money
In~j..ghts into N. T. giving ~ verse 15
"NQ.w ye Philippians know also, ... "
A. ¥irst, the w;hole church knew
what was' going o n . . .'~ .....
2.

~~!:l::./

3.

B.

~

2.

These were

3.
4.
I'iI~~1t:ut~jlsnI7il:~.

voiced history is recited.
c. A*!i'u_ic l'ightfor e:nch
c~l1rch to chart itcs own
course.
d. PHBltpians felt it proper
and were not afraid to
stand alone, nor wait for
someone else to start it.
e. W~01rHl$t not read into a
mtftter things we do not
know: "diScliked Paul,"
"paving parking lot,"
"nofinterested in missions"·
"had a greater work to do"

must assume our
whether others

g.

he had

5,

c.
2,

3.
D.

a
Their glvmg was consistent, verse
For even in Thessalonica ye
s~nt once and again unto my
ne'cessity. "
1. Towns about 1~part.
2.

P~ent

3.

K~~4alty to this

4.
5.

project.
Note "n_~ not
"Give daily bread!"

6. It c,
< .'<'"
««
<fi!JlC'c,.
The Shad6'w 'Dispelled - verse 17 <

E.

•

< '<4<

'"'

<

"Not because I desire a
1.
2.

".

"

d.

Anether

e.

f.
g.
H~b;~ii.;G.11~i:l,~f';!?ljb;:""'·" things

that
salvation ... in that you
have ministered to the saints"
h.

i.

5

F.
have all, and
abound:

I am

L

2.

3.

4.

5.

candid thought.
MOFe,'tlilraft e,nough -abound '1'_
F:tlir~~~r.,

Epaphroditus broughb,,~1i~lRgs~'
- thus more than money.
Matt: 25: 40 "as ye have done it •
unto one of the least of these ...•
ye have done it unto me."
~i<:!~ure the Giver's Gift - verse 18
"an odour of a sweet smell, a
sacrifice acceptable ... "
1.
6.

G.

and
for
s God is

e . " 1"'H"t~'!;~~v'ilIwiAtil~ ;l"m
a"i:W4rl¥~\\tllefi>····ffm··+'

aww~D~.1:j,Jl'·,·w.}1)~r.e·>it'··s\
a~j>gmB\o "

H.

:Resultant Blessing - verse 19
"But ..~X.~~gsLi~~aU supply alL .. "
1. t~&";~j.~~~·-"'/personal
a. Paul response with a
prayer.
b. Q_~i{"Howso:ii\~:ecvery\~ish
2 • Supply full

;tj.~1~~~~r

a.
c.
d.

e.
God knows our needs
we do or not.

g.
h.
j~~.1!

i.

Supply - v. 18 same as in
v. 16!

b.
c.

Beyond i~~
We give not out of our
wealth but according to($1 is out of)

4.
h

8
we come

2

"
us all things ... II
c.

. Mt. Home., AR ~ermitage church, Hermitage, TN - 1/19/92

An alert preacher once spotted the
noted Engl ish satirist, Jonathan Swift,
I seated in the church building. He pre. vailed upon him to make a plea for helping poor people. Swift entered the pulpit
and purposefu 11'1 declared, "I shall be
brief." My text is: "He that giveth unto
the Lord shall pro$per." Brethren, 'Iou
have heard the terms of the loan. If you
are satisfied with the security, put down
i your cash. That was iH The contribution
. [)roke a record!

/

· 4:
L

money.

II.

because
terms used.
A.

B.
C.
D. As church treats
shall
be treated,

so

III. There are great lessons to be learned.
A. Contentment in Christ is learned
irrespective of the circumstances.
B. For the believer the Lord is our
source of strength.
C. Blessings come when needy missionaries are supported.
D. God will meet the needs of those who
give sacrificial support.
E. Nature of Christian giving:
1. Systematic
2. Proportionate
3. Duty
4. Honored privilege
5. Persistent--once again.
6. Called a fruit.

3.
4.

B.
or
3. God meets our needs--not our
whims or desires--it is in accordance with his riches in glory.
4. "Abound" means amply supplied-aroma of fragrance of accepted
sacrifice.
5. Money can be spiritual.
C. I am full.
1. God can and does provide all that
believers need so full contentment
can come.
2. Nichols own the world-- I don't but
my father does!
3. More than enough--full and
running over.

Gen. : 21
Ex. 29:18
Ezek. 20: 41

3.

~

God

v.
to God.
Heb. 13:16
A.
were
but God has more
to give than they do.
B. Keeble "God has a bigger bucket. II
C. God knows our needs.
D. It's because of our union with Christ
we are sore blessed.
Neely's Bend BC - 11/2/03

L

.19

3. It includes all other promises God
has made.
4. Do you stand in need of salvation?
Do you need strength for life I s
trials?
Are you lonely--He gives comfort.
Are you discouraged--he'll lift you
up.
5. No need is left out--it is by the
riches in glory by Jesus.
6. Seven times he uses the phrase
"My God" - thus not to him (Paul)
nor to them, but to God be glory.
7. Through Christ alone is the grace
achieved.

B. Salute
L

Jesus.
the

2.

the
3.
me.

4
5. Rome a

needed.
6. When world is at its worst, the
church can be at its best.
7. Great to be at centers where it is
needed so much.
8. Individually addressed.
9. Appeal for sacrifice necessary to
effort.
10. Only time saint is singular.
C. Brethren saluted.
1. With Paul as fellow workers.
2. His goodwill knows no exception in
brethren.
D. All the saints salute.
1. Every saint--no lines of demarcation.

New Testament
one
elevated above another.
6. From
to lowest

50

E.

household.
world.
in

3.
slaves
4. Paul has used every
to make known the Christ.
5. Width of conversion:
Fisherman - Peter.
Doctor - Luke
Lawyer - Zenas
Soldier - Cornelius
6. Possible to be a Christian anywhere.
7. Also love every saint.
8. Kind words never die.
9. Christianity is holy, mighty,
fearless, kind.
10. In 30 years gospel had touched
Imperial family ..
0

F. Grace
L

bene~

2.
3.
Power - yea, amen
4. Grace its source, fullness, flow,
power
5. In parting Paul wished them
blessings and cheer, strength and
consolation, all that ripens into
glory.
6. Amen lit. to the ages of ages.
7. Begins with grace (1: 2) and ends
with it.
8. Calls for a constancy of service-not a chamelon like circumstance.
9. Can't lay blame on our circumstances.

• Have
IITel1
II

III

narrow
to?:
folks ll or
to all I used to
?:

for
me.!!
A. If you have, then you can feel
and
s !!Three Salutes"
as Philippians closes.
B. Weld like to study these
three salutes.
Phil. 4: 21-23
IV. Obviously there are three salutes.
A. Every saint saluted.
B. Brethren that are with me
salute you.
C. All saints everywhere in this
great family of God salute you.
D. The first salute is for himself, the second salute for
brethren with him, third
salute the large circle of
ascenting hearts.

E

F

From the second sa
learn:
1 Some
2. Was he

we
Paul

3. Usual
you can count on
some
ful workers.
G. All the saints show:
1. Saints an honored word.
2. This were ones in Rome.
3. Saints shows it's an
exalted privilege to be set
aside for the work of God
anywhere.
4. Yet with it comes the
obligations for Holy living.
H. Highly significant is the
identification of saints in
Caesar's household.
1. Household: servants in the
imperial palace - singled
out as special.

4.
5

6.
7.
8.

9.

10.

ss
gospel took root and
duced r
{Erdman
There are no
over
the
of
st cannot
The surprise
there shows
the place
most
needed.
Where the world is at its
worst, the gospel should be
at its best.
Here is a matchless appeal
for sacrificial missionary
efforts
It's wise ~o bring influence
to bear on centers where
power will be most widely
distributed.
The opportunities for Paul
to preach there can possibly
give reason for his
imprisonment.
Think of the encouragement
this will give his fellow
Christians.

1
I

as he does.

v.

Then comes the
Jesus

23
A.

"Be
and
the amen. Ii
B. One spirit - desire for unity
the church - that it never
be endangered.
c. Grace
1. Always closes with a
benediction.
2. Same as Philemon 25 and
like Galatians 6 and II
Timothy.
3. Grace the most determining
influence in Paul's life
4. Starts with it, closes with
grace.
5. Grace compelled him to
strive constantly for moral
progress.

Remember
1

flouri

to be a

